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Don't take chances with the impact of your magic, be in total 
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FROM THE  
EDITOR

Another very hectic month 
moving house

Paul Romhany
editor@vanishmagazine.com
www.vanishmagazine.com

The last month has been unusually 
hectic as we packed up everything 
and moved in to our new home. If 
you’ve ever moved house then you 
know they say it’s one of the most 
stressful things you can do in your 
life. Having moved at least a half 
dozen times in the past few years I 
can tell you first hand that there is a 
lot of truth behind that comment.

I am pleased to say that the move 
went well and we are slowly settling 
in to our new home here in Canada.  
At least we didn’t move across the 
world but still it has been a very 
stressful month. One of the first 
things I unpacked was my computer 
so I could finish this issue of VANISH. 
Thanks to the fantastic contributors 
who made my job a lot easier by 
meeting the deadlines and getting 
the articles in.

This issue is special for me because 
I get a chance to feature somebody 
I’ve admired for years. Russ Stevens 
is somebody who has done it all 
from performing to video produc-
tion and now managing some of 
the top names in the business. Nick 
Lewin has done another great inter-
view and a real insight in to some-
body I’ve admired for many years. 
Russ has always been ahead of the 
game both as a creator, performer 
and it is these skills that come in to 
play when he looks at managing art-
ists. I thoroughly enjoyed spending 
some time with him while in the UK 
recently and regard him as on the 
most prominent people in magic to-
day. What I particularly liked was his 

frankness, his down-to-earth nature 
and his ability to get on with the job 
at hand. Such a consignment pro-
fessional in everything he does.

I would also like to congratulate the 
Shore City Magicians Club down 
under in New Zealand for celebrat-
ing 40 years as a club. This was the 
magic club I first joined when I was 
about 8 or 9 and they are still going 
strong today. When I was last in 
New Zealand I was honored with a 
life-time membership and they hold 
a special place in my heart. The club 
is aimed at helping junior magicians 
and without the people who were 
there when I was young I am sure 
I wouldn’t be a full time magician 
today. 

One of the things I set out to do 
when I started VANISH was to fea-
ture contributors who aren’t so well 
known within the magic commu-
nity. They could be full time profes-
sionals who are just busy working 
to somebody who does 
magic as a hobby but 
has a strong point of 
view. I like to think that 
VANISH offers a voice 
for everybody. In this 
case I was sent two very 
interesting articles by 
Rob Andrews. I am print-
ing the first in this issue 
and the next one will 
appear in Edition 16. You 
may or may not agree 
with his comments but I 
sincerely hope they raise 
a few eyebrows and get 

all of us asking questions about 
magic today and where it is headed. 
These are the type of articles I enjoy 
receiving and offering to the read-
ers.

This issue also features a few more 
tricks you can practice, as well as an 
interactive section where you click 
on the links and you are taken to a 
private link. Here you can watch a 
performance and then the explana-
tion of the tricks. This is one of the 
great benefits of having an online 
magazine over a printed magazine.

All in all another bumper issue that I 
hope you all enjoy. 

Until next time
Paul Romhany

On the set of an upcoming project

mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
www.vanishmagazine.com
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news
latest ideas • what’s on • keep up to date • stop press

Alan Alan passes Away
Escapologist known as “the British Houdini” whose flaming rope act left audience 
aghast and mentor to many magicians.

If you have a story or a news related item please e-mail the editor at editor@vanishmagazine.com
We try to keep the news as current as possible and generally this is the last piece we work on prior to the magazine 
going live.

Alan Alan, who has 
died aged 87, was an 
escapologist famous for 
his “burning rope routine” 
and known as “the British 
Houdini”.
 
Alan devised his trademark 
burning-rope act in the 
early Fifties, when  he was 
just starting out in the 
escapology game. It involved 
him being trussed up in 
a straitjacket, or cords, or 

chains, and dangled on a 
petrol-soaked rope upside-
down from a crane - most 
famously high above the 
Thames. The rope would 
then be lit.
  
Audiences watched aghast 
as Alan wriggled and 
wormed his way out of his 
shackles before the rope 
gave way to the flames. 
A section of his rope was 
wrapped in thick wadding, 

the extra fibre adding 
valuable time for him to get 
free.
  
  “Alan issues a challenge,” 
declared a Pathé reporter 
watching the act in London 
in 1950. “He undertakes to 
free himself in less time than 
it takes to tie him. Just to 
make it more interesting he 
does it 60ft in the air. Easy as 
falling off a log, he says, but 
give us the log to fall off any 

NEWS

time.”
  
The act was a particularly 
perilous reinvention of 
a routine pioneered by 
Houdini, and nearly got Alan 
killed on several occasions. 
In 1950, for example, he 
came crashing down on to 
the stage of the Pavilion 
Theatre in Liverpool when 
the rope snapped. But as 
his fame spread across the 
world, he only heightened 

Alan Alan with Michael Vincent & Joe Elman 
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the dangers. Before long his 
hands were clasped in Darby 
cuffs and he was left hanging 
over cages of lions or rows of 
pointed swords.
  
Alan Rabinowitz was 
born on November 30 
1926. In boyhood he was 
awestruck by the famous 
Danish showman, Dante 
the Magician, and in his 
teenage years he developed 
a magic and escape stage 
act. Alan was then taken on 
tour by the promoter Reggie 
Dennis (who gave him the 
stage name Alan Alan) and 
played alongside comedy 
and novelty acts including 
Morecambe and Wise and a 
young Des O’Connor.
  
Alan began his career as a 
serious escapologist much 
as he carried it through: by 
trying to upstage Houdini. In 
1949, he staged “Houdini II 
Buried Alive”. Performed for 
Pathé News, Alan replicated 
a 1915 stunt in which 
Houdini had been buried 
alive in a grave, leaving 
precious little time to dig 
himself out. Houdini had lost 
consciousness as his hands
broke the surface. Alan did 
not even get that far; his 
assistants had compacted 
the earth too tightly and 
he had to be dug out only 
moments from death. The 

rolling cameras and resulting 
column inches, however, 
helped to make his name.
  
In the late Fifties he 
managed Tommy Cooper’s 
magic shop in London, 
where the comedian’s wife 
Gwen was the driving force. 
“Gwen, big woman, prone to 
picture hats,” recalled Alan. 
“How she managed to keep 
Tommy under control - after 
a few drinks he must have 
been a hell of a handful.”
  
 In later life, Alan became the 
proprietor, with Joe Elman, 
of his own shop - the Magic 
Spot in Southampton Row. 
A treasure trove of tricks 
and props, its walls were 
stacked with row upon row 
of wooden drawers, each 
one carrying its own curious 
contents: stink bombs, jet-
flying cigarettes, palming 
coins, linking rings, flashing 
bow ties, glowing fangs, 
rocket balloons and sneezing 
powder. It was a dusty palace 
of peculiarities in which Alan, 
dapperly decked out in a 
three-piece suit, and enjoyed 
entertaining his customers.
  
Alan also mentored 
a number of aspiring 
magicians, including a 
young Michael Vincent, who 
would later become a Magic 
Circle Magician of the Year. 

“There really hasn’t been 
an escapologist who had a 
flair for the dramatics like 
Houdini other than Alan. In 
some cases I think Alan had 
the edge,” stated Vincent.

A magician professionally 
known as Magic Joe 
is suing a celebrity 
photographer for allegedly 
setting his arms and legs 
afire during a magazine 
photo shoot.

Joseph Rehaume filed the 
lawsuit Thursday in Los 
Angeles Superior Court 
against Tyler Shields, 
alleging negligence, battery, 
negligent misrepresentation 
and fraud and seeking 
unspecified damages.

According to the complaint, 
Shields promised to safely 
use fire during a photo shoot 
of Rehaume for Ladygunn 
magazine in August 2012.

According to the suit, Shields 
told Rehaume, “We’ll have 
to hold your arms out and 
we’ll have a little flame on 
your arms. I’ve done it like 
six times for commercials, TV 
and for a bunch of shoots.”

During the actual photo 
session in an industrial 
section of Los Angeles, 
Shields applied fire safety gel 
to Rehaume’s long-sleeve 
shirt, then told the magician 
to rub it on his hands, the 
suit states. Shields then 
asked his assistant to pour 
gasoline on Rehaume’s arms, 
even though the plaintiff 
expressed concern, the 
plaintiff alleges.

After the assistant assured 
Rehaume he would be fine 
and set his arms afire, the 
flames accidentally spread to 
his hands, according to his 
court papers.

“Plaintiff frantically tried to 
put out the fire by waving his 
arms according to Shields’ 
instructions,” according to 
the lawsuit. “The flames 

would not extinguish.”

Rehaume says he then tried 
to put out the fire using his 
legs, but they also caught 
fire.

Members of Shields’ crew 
used dirt to put out the 
flames, but the skin on 
Rehaume’s hands “burned, 
melted and wrapped around 
his fingers, causing him 
severe pain,” according to his 
suit. Rehaume says he ended 
up in a hospital emergency 
room.

According to the plaintiff, 
Shields said the crew did 
not need to have a fire 
extinguisher on hand 
because they are “worse than 
fires.”

Rehaume has performed 
during an NBA halftime show 
and on cable television, 
according to his lawsuit.

Later this year, UKTV’s 
Watch is set to premiere 
Katherine Mills: Mind 
Games, a new original 
series led by psychological 
illusionist Katherine Mills.

Each episode of Katherine 
Mills: Mind Games will watch 
as Mills performs acts of 
mind control on members 
of the British public. The 
4×1-hour program is due to 
debut on Watch in the fall. 
It is being co-produced by 
Objective Productions and 
Crook Productions.

Hilary Rosen, the 
commissioning editor 
for Watch, commented: 
“Objective Productions has 
a long-standing relationship 
with UKTV and makes some 
of the most innovative 
entertainment programs on 
television. We were blown 
away by Katherine’s talent 
and her charm; I expect the 
Watch audience will be too.”

Steve North, the general 
manager for Watch, 
stated: “This is a bold 

Alan Alan in his magic shop.



and unique program for 
Watch. Katherine Mills 
is exceptional; her skills 
in mentalism combined 
with her background in 
psychology and experience 
in magic make for an exciting 
new entertainment series.”

Matt Crook, the executive 
producer, added: “I’m excited 
to bring the fascinating area 
of mind illusion to Watch. 
This has been the hardest 
but most satisfying show I’ve 
ever been involved in.”

Message from Russ Stevens 
- Despite all the success 
that James More has 
achieved around the world 
in the last year, these two 
dates mean the most to me 
personally because they’re 
here in the UK. 

Please share and let 
everyone know as I’d love 
you all to come along and 
see what he’s achieved in 
such a short time.
Tickets go on sale today and 
the dates are:
Monday 27th October – 
7.30pm
Harrogate Royal Hall
01423 502 116
www.HarrogateTheatre.co.uk
Wednesday 29th October - 
7.45pm
Newbury Corn Exchange
0845 5218 218
www.cornexchangenew.com

Three Canadians from 
the Vancouver-area will 
represent North America at 
the World Championships 
of Magic in Italy next 
summer.
Trevor and Lorena Watters, 
a North Delta couple, beat 
six other finalists to win 
the North American Stage 
Magic Championship in St. 
Louis this weekend.

Vancouver-born Shin Lim 
will represent North America 
under the category of magic 
acts performed to a small 
audience without a stage.
The World Championships 

Katherine Mills

of Magic have been held 
every three years since 1948 
and is organized by the 
International Federation of 
Magic Societies.

Read more: http://
bc.ctvnews.ca/vancouver-
area-magicians-
advance-to-world-
championships-of-magic-
1.1901615#ixzz39k3pVjVC

WORLD CLASS MAGICIAN 
AND MASTER MENTALIST 
TEAM UP FOR REGIONAL 
TOUR

After travelling the world 
as single acts, Chris Collins 
and Erik Dobell wanted to 
find out what would happen 
if they worked together 
for a special evening of 
magical mischief Magical 
Comedian Chris Collins and 
Mentalist Erik Dobell have 
spent a combined 40+ years 
travelling from South Dakota 
to South Korea entertaining 
NFL football players and 
celebrities at private and 
public events. For their new 
project, they wondered what 
would happen if a Magician 
and a Mind Reader worked 
together as a duo? The result 
is the show Impossibilities: 
An Evening of Magic, Mind 
Reading and Mayhem which 
will be touring the state of 
North Carolina starting in 
Winston Salem on August 
22nd.

“It was Chris’ idea originally,” 
said Erik Dobell. “I was 
hesitant at first, but the more 
I thought about it the more I 
realized it was a great idea.”
Chris came up with the idea 
with a specific goal in mind, 
“What we’ll be bringing 
to the stage is a show that 
literally has something for 
everybody. There’s comedy 
and drama, magic and mind 
reading and everything in 
between. Everyone will walk 
away with a favorite different 
part that they can tell their 
friends and family about.”
Professional respect is 
what brought Erik Dobell 
and Chris Collins together. 
“Whatever show I do” 
explains Chris, “I want to 
make sure it’s the best show 
possible.” Erik explains that 
“Most people go their entire 
lives seeing only one magic 
show, if even that. So if we’re 
the show they see, I want to 
make sure it’s the best show 
possible. We owe them that.”
For more information and 
to purchase tickets for 
Impossibilities please visit 
www.ImpossibilitiesShow.
com you can also follow 
them at twitter.com/
bestmagicshow

Masters Of Illusion
Series on THE CW
- Hosted by Dean Cain, 
“Masters of Illusion” features 
amazing magic performed 
by cutting-edge illusionists, 
escape artists and 

performers displaying skills 
ranging from perplexing  
interactive mind magic to 
hilarious comedy routines 
- all in front of a studio 
audience.

Magicians featured in 
this episode include Jan 
Rouven, Jarret and Raja, 
Michael Finney, Nathan 
Burton, Michael Grandinetti, 
Jonathon Pendragon, Rob 
Lake and Spencer Horsman 

 Hosted by actor Dean Cain 
(“Lois & Clark: The New 
Adventures of Superman”), 
Masters Of Illusion premieres 
Friday, August 1 (8:00-8:30 
pm  ET) with great escapes, 
fascinating sleight-of-hand 
and large scale  illusions, all 
in front of a studio audience.
 
 The 13-episode series 
features amazing magic 
performed by cutting-edge 
illusionists and escape artists, 
and performers in each 
episode display skills ranging 
from perplexing interactive 
mind magic to hilarious 
comedy routines.
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Available from the inventor only:  

www.axelhecklau.com

3 optimized Versions  
• Tabloid (small paper)
• Broadsheet  (large paper)
• US-format 

• Fast to prepare 
• Easy to perform
• Thin Gimmick
• Learning tools

Many variations :
• Poster Version 
     (perfect for customized corporate shows)

• Garbage Version
• Missmade News
• Newsflash Express

• Double DVD  (NTSC)
   120 minutes + Gimmick

BONUS:
NewsflashExpress

glueless set up in2 minutes(tabloid paper)

Torn & Restored Newspaper
The most visual Flash-Restoration you´ve ever seen!

Watch the trailer online

http://www.carneymagic.com
http://www.axelhecklau.com


Each issue we will be offering a chance for readers to win prizes. Each correct answer we receive will be in the draw 
to win one of the prizes below. This competition will finish on July20th and winners will be notified by e-mail and 
via our FACEBOOK page -www.facebook.com/VanishMagazine
Last issues winner of HAND OF FORTUNE was Augie Arnstein 

AMAZING PRIZE PACKAGE TO BE WON 

A personalised trick for when you want to perform 
something special of a persons birthday.

We are going to make it EASY to WIN - just email 
us your name with the answers to the following 
questions and you will go in the draw to win this 
great prize. 

1) who is The Birthday Trick by?
2) The name of the feature artist (cover story) in this 
issue of VANISH
3) Name one of the acts in Nick Lewin’s column Red Hot 
Acts.
4) Name ONE of the tricks reviewed in this issue.

COMPETITION RULES
Entries close on September 20th 2014. The prize is 
drawn at random and winner will be notified by email.

REMEMBER it’s FREE to enter, just answer the questions 
and email me at editor@vanishmagazine.com with your 
answers.

THE BIRTHDAY DECK
By Paul Romhany

The Birthday Deck is the ultimate trick for strolling or 
close-up magic when you would like to give away a 
special memento to a person having a birthday. 

You ask the person having a birthday if they received 
the birthday card you sent them. When they say no 
you bring out a deck of bicycle cards casually showing 
them front and back asking them to choose their own 
“birthday card.” You write a little birthday message on 
the card and place it in their hand. You remind them 
that they could have chosen ANY birthday card, again 
showing both front and backs of the rest of the deck, 
but they chose the card in their hand. They turn it over 
and now has a real birthday card printed on the back. 
For the finale they blow on the rest of the deck like 
they are blowing out candles and all the other cards 
turn blank.

“It’s a very strong change to do in their hand.” 
David Penn, Wizard Product Reviews 7/30/2014 Full 
Review

“A really commercial piece of magic that is worth it’s 
weight in gold at the right time and place. I want one 
now!” Nick Lewin, Reviewer 7/11/2014

“Wow – Clever, Magical, Suprising and a Timely Give-A-
Way as well. It’s Awesome!” 
Murray Hatfield, Reviewer 7/11/2014

“Paul, love your new birthday card trick! You’ve got a 
real winner there, it’s PERFECT for that special occa-
sion!” John Kaplan, Reviewer 7/11/2014

http://www.facebook.com/VanishMagazine
mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
mailto:editor%40vanishmagazine.com?subject=MY%20FAVORITE%20ARTICLE%20COMPETITION
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This is my gift to the magic 
community. If you can give 
a gift that is just an idea. Not 

even a particularly ground breaking 
one. But one that for some reason 
has been overlooked by so many, I 
have been told many times that it is 
original (I don’t think it is).

Usually as a magician, especially in 
the UK, you get booked to perform 
close up magic at weddings, corpo-
rates and parties in a walk around 
situation. Whilst fine, there are 
hundreds of problems that come 
with doing this style. This idea was 
born out of solving most of those 
problems.

Please feel free to use it, but just 
don’t call it The Secret Room (as 
that’s what I call mine) or use any of 
my text.

Here is how I write it on my website. 
You will instantly see that although 
this is great for party hosts, it also 
solves all the problems or a wander-
ing magician.

Alan has come up with a new 
unique way of making your party 
different, fun and exciting – a real 
talking point for months to come . 
You will need to set up one room 
that isn’t been used for the party 
(often smaller the better). 6-12 peo-
ple (depending on the number of 

guests at your party) are invited in 
at a time. They have no idea what’s 
about to happen to them – some 
slightly nervous faces at first, but 
very intriguing.

As host, you tell a bunch of your 
friends you have a treat for them 
and lead them in to The Secret 
Room. Or, alternatively (for an extra 
cost) Alan can bring along some-
one to do that for you (although it’s 
good fun to do it yourself ).
Alan performs his incredible sleight 
of hand show for them – this usually 
lasts around 10/15 mins. This magic 
is much better than the usual mix 
and mingle style because there are 
more possibilities of performing 
better magical effects with less of 
the natural problems to contend 
with such as guests joining in half 
way through a trick (and them 
turning away to greet them), wait-
ers bringing food, people holding 
drinks etc etc. The whole experience 
of going in to watch a show is much 
more exciting prospect – a bit like 
going to the theatre.
After the performance he then 
asks them to re-join the party AND 
HERE COMES THE BEST PART – he’ll 
ask them NOT to tell anyone else 
what happens in the room so as not 
to spoil the surprise for the other 
guests. This helps create an extra 
buzz at the party with people want-
ing to know why guests keep disap-

pearing for a short while and what’s 
going on in The Secret Room…

Here are just some of the benefits 
and advantages of having the 
magic in The Secret Room

1) Everyone gets a unique experi-
ence and no-one misses out on the 
action (as can happen with walk 
around).

2) The magic performed is much 
better than the type of tricks people 
usually see due to Alan being able 
not to rely on everything being in 
his pockets.

3) No interruptions at the wrong 
part so everyone gets to enjoy the 
magic moments at their best.

4) It’s completely different and so 
much more exciting to the usual 
options. The fact that people are 
walking in to a show is a lot more 
exciting than than a guy just walk-
ing up to them.

You will instantly see that although 
this is great for party hosts, it also 
solves all the problems or a wander-
ing magician. If you are performing 
at a house party and you can sell 
them on this idea, please try it. No 
need to thank me.

MY GIFT TO THE MAGIC 
COMMUNITY 



http://www.murphysmagic.com


GOOD HELP IS SO HARD TO 

FIND THESE DAYS
DAVID GABBAY

An all important and integral aspect of live 
magic is audience interaction, and the use 
of audience representatives as assistants.  

The subtleties involved in this part of performance 
seem to be often overlooked, but is critical for 
a successful smooth show.  You can often see a 
performers true nature and disposition in how 
they treat and interact with those who help them.  
As performers, there must be a conscious effort 
on our part to understand what it is like to be in 
their shoes and what it means for them to help a 
magician in front of an audience of peers.  Let’s 
explore some of the qualities of using audience 
member help in a show. 

Helping a magician on stage or in a close-up 
environment doesn’t happen too often for regular 
folks and it is generally a nerve-racking experience 
for them.  People don’t often find themselves 
on stage or asked to shuffle a deck of cards, 
while what seems like the world is watching.  As 
magicians we are used to the spotlight, and being 
watched by others as we preform is commonplace.  
However, imagine for a moment, as a layperson 
you planned on having a relaxing night, watching 
a magic show.  Any moment, anxiety can easily 
kick in when a frantic, overly exited magician asks 
you to remove the cellophane and break the seal 
of a brand new deck of cards.  As you sit there, 
you try to process how two seconds ago you were 
enjoying yourself watching a show.  Now a task is 
at hand, and under the bright lights you haven’t 
a clue where to begin to tear open the dreaded 
cellophane.  The more you feel rushed, the less 
success you have with tearing open the deck.  You 
are nervous, anxious and just want this to be over.  
Everybody is watching and finally the impatient 
magician says, “It’s my fault, I picked you,” as he 
grabs the deck from your hands and goes on about 
his show.  It may get a laugh from the audience, 
but deep down inside you feel mistreated and 
misrepresented almost as if you were set up for 

failure.  I believe the audience can sense this also, and 
realize that the unfortunate plight you experienced 
could have happened to them.  There is a sympathy that 
audiences have with each other.

I feel, as performers, we shouldn’t burden audience 
helpers with tasks that are too involved or complicated.   
Requiring them to execute some procedure that hinges on 
the success of the effect seems like taking an unnecessary 
risk.   Everything is relative, and tasks that may be easy 
to do in private, may become an impossibly frustrating 
episode when time is ticking and people are watching.   



DAVID GABBAY



David creates highly 
original effects that 
are perfect for the 
working magician. 

ExTRA CARE

SHOULD BE TAKEN

NOT TO MAKE THEM 

WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ...
I saw David Gabbay a couple of times at 

the Magic Castle - my husband and I always 

have a great experience going there - and 

he is an amazing performer ... not only his 

magic / close up tricks blew our mind but he 

is also really funny and engaging with the 

audience. 

David Gabbay is definitely a name to 

remember!!!

David creates magical 
moments that will transcend your 
perception of what magic can look 
like, up close, and inches away.  A 
regular performer at The Magic 
Castle, David is a top young L.A. 
magician constantly in demand.  A 
creator and performer of original 
magic, David can customize his 
entertainment for any event from 
intimate close-up shows and pri-
vate parties to product launches 
and corporate trade shows.   

On the spot, uncapping and capping 
a sharpie without marking your 
fingers can be a minor challenge.  
The simplest of task can become 
stilted under the pressure and 
the watchful eye of the rest of the 
audience.  We must be careful with 
what we ask our audience members 
to assist us with and how they are 
treated.  They should be respected 
and treated well throughout the 
performance, creating an easy stress 
free experience.  After all, the rest 
of the audience is watching and 
scrutinizing your actions.   Extra 
care should be taken not to make 
them look foolish, or feel foolish.  I 
believe the audience acts as a team 
of sorts, and if you don’t treat one 
of their teammates right, they will 
see and sense that you aren’t the 
most pleasant person in the world.  
If you want to be liked by your 
audience, you mjst like the audience 
representatives that assist you.  Treat 
them well, and the audience will 
treat you well.  Simple.
Not only should you treat audience 
helpers well, but you should 
also strive to help them feel 
empowered.  Asking people to 
partake in confusing procedure 
that is essential to the workings 
of an effect is often problematic; 
essentially if the magician is poor at 
giving clear instruction leaving too 
much to chance, a failed trick maybe 
the result.  Even when giving clear 
instructions, errors can creep in and 
any determent this has to the magic 
is solely the fault of the performer.  If 
you want control, don’t be surprised 
when and audience member 
doesn’t hear that you wanted them 
to write the name of their pet dog 
in the very center of your business 
cards.  This has happened to me, as I 
performed my center tear, I realized 
nothing was written in the center!  It 
will happen and the worst thing to 
do is get mad, blaming them for the 
failure of the effect.  All of this comes 
down to audience management, 
but at the end of the day if you 
center tear and find that you are 
peaking a blank piece the onus is on 
you.  Keep you audience interaction 
to a manageable amount where 

you are relaxed and free in you 
interaction, while still controlling 
the situation and leaving as little 
to chance and spectator error 
as possible.   I’m sure many of 
you have experienced this when 
preforming tricks for spectators 
that involve the down-under 
shuffle that must be follow to the 
tee for the success of the effect.  I 
have seen the down-under shuffle 
done improperly by the spectator 
and the performer instantly goes 
into survival mode, grabbing 
the cards from the spectator, 
rearranging them in the correct 
order and scolding them for not 
following directions.  As simple 
as the down-under shuffle is for 
you to execute, it may not be the 
same for someone who has never 
really handled cards.  From the 
audiences’ point of view, they 
don’t understand how shuffling 
cards could even be done 
improperly.   It begs the question, 
that maybe the down-under 
shuffle isn’t a shuffle at all, or else 
why would the magician care 

LOOK FOOLISH



so much if the audience helper put down two cards 
instead of one?

Finally, touch and physical action between performer 
and audience helper is very important.  Human touch 
is something very intimate to many people; hence you 
must be respectful and use it with discretion.   This 
is especially important when male magicians ask for 
female help.  I think this is at the root of why the public 
sometimes thinks of magicians as creepy.  Asking a 
young woman to shove their hand in your pocket to 
make sure it is empty five times, and then six more 
times might get you excited, but I believe they and the 
audience feel off put by the overly “eager” magician.  For 
some magicians this may work, but just because you 
saw young David Copperfield do it on his old specials 
doesn’t mean you can get away with it.   Putting woman 
in these uncomfortable positions, as fun as it maybe 
to the performer, may certainly be a mistake.  It all 
depends on the performer and what the audience 
senses as appropriate.  Look deep within yourself and 
be honest about what fits.  It may be a good idea to 
remove the moment in your act when you ask the 
woman on your right to caress the back of your hand 
because it has nothing to do with the trick but feels 
good. 

 There are many facets to the use of audience 
helpers and ultimately it comes down to treating them 
how you wish to be treated.  Respect, appreciation, and 
recognizing their personal space will take you far.  This 
will not go unnoticed by the audience as a whole and 
you will be liked.  It is that simple.  Now go work on that 
half pass.    
   

CAN YOU GUESS WHO THIS IS? See answer at end of magazine



Regular contracts in restaurants provide 
an important piece of the magic mar-
keting puzzle for many magicians. For 
part timers it’s an ideal arrangement, 
a supplement to their regular income. 
For those starting out, it’s a great way 
to hone skills and can also be an excel-
lent stepping stone into becoming a 
full timer, performing multiple nights in 
different venues. For others, the amount 
of spin off work they can generate makes 
it very worthwhile.

People are sometimes surprised to find 
out that after 35 years performing full 
time I think I’ve only ever worked a res-
taurant gig on two occasions, and this 
was to help out a friend who was sick. So 
for this Ten Little Secrets article I asked 
some of my MagicCoach.com  colleagues 

to contribute some tips.  Huge thanks 
to - Joey Pipia, Jacques le Sueur, Jeff 
Bibik, Terry Parrett, Glen Rhodes & 
Hart Keane.   

 � Attitude
Start by thinking from the standpoint 
of the restaurant owner, or manager. 
What business benefit will your magic 
be bringing to this person?     JP

You are not getting hired to work in 
the restaurant, position yourself as an 
entertainer working WITH the restau-
rant. You are a businessman just like 
the owner, not a staff member.  JLS

Don’t over think asking for money. 
Restaurant managers and owners 
sign cheques all day, for suppliers of 
all kinds. You’re just another supplier. 

 � Attitude
 � Getting the Gig
 � Know When To Leave
 � Job Security
 � Book More Outside Gigs
 � Make Noise
 � Getting the GIG

Part 8 - Restaurant Magic

John Carney wrote “There’s not one great secret  ... there’s a great many little ones” in his fabulous book Carneyco-
pia,  while talking about the many people who approached Dai Vernon hoping for the “One Great Secret” to help 
their magic.  And it’s just as true in creating success in your magic career as it is in creating success in your magic 
performance. Here are ten little secrets...

Ten 
LiTTLe 
SecreTS

TIMOTHY
HYDE

“ A vital part of the food chain.”

MagicCoach.com


Don’t sweat bullets because your price sounds like a lot 
to you. Decide what you want to get paid, and tell them. 
They will either say yes or no.  JLS

 � Getting the Gig
As for booking a place, persistence has seemed to pay 
off best for me. It is a dance between you and the owner/ 
management that can take some time develop. Go into 
the restaurant and have some food or a drink first to see if 
the fit seems right for you. Is the space adequate to walk 
around with impeding the flow of service? Some city 
restaurants are so tight it is impossible to stand between 
tables to perform. Check out the clientele. Are these the 
people you want to be performing for? I am looking for 
folks that will book me for other work. Is the place busy 
enough to keep you busy performing? Managers never 
like to see their high-price magicians standing around. Be 
careful about selling magic as a sure way to increase traffic 
on a slow night. It may, or it may not, and it never happens 
quickly. Better to sell it on a night that is already going to 
be good, your magic is making it better.   JB

When I speak to the management about doing magic 
there, I want to speak in words they understand, so this 
is what I say- “Hello, my name is Jeff Bibik, I own an enter-
tainment company and we specialize in providing magic 
night promotions to restaurants and bars. I’ve been a 
professional magician for many years, and I’ve presented 
successful magic night promotions across the country. 
Have you experienced close up tableside magic before?? 
It’s a great form of entertainment, and your restaurant 
would be the perfect place to have a magician walking 
around”..........this can kick off the conversation and lead 
to the booking.    JB

 � Know when to leave. 
A few years back, I attended a retirement function for 
a former boss. (Actually the only non-magic job I ever 
had.) After the office party, a few of us went to a local 
restaurant, where a friend of mine was performing as the 
house magician. There was 8-10 of us at the table, and 
some of us hadn’t seen each other for quite a few years, 
and were really enjoying catching up. My magician friend 
came over, and launched into a 20 minute set. Truthfully, 
none of us cared about the magic in the slightest, but 
no one wanted to be the “rude one” to ask him to leave. 
His “tone-deafness” to the situation was astonishing, and 
that night, rather than enhancing the event, magic pretty 
much nearly killed a fun night. Know when to leave.  TP
 

 � Make Noise
Get the patrons clapping, cheering and making noise…
I had several routines that encouraged cheering and 
clapping…even though management where busy else-
where…they knew things were going well because they 
could ‘hear’ the reactions…even though they were not 

always in a position to ‘see’ the reactions. My favourite was 
saying was “the more you cheer, the more I get paid”…it 
was fun and got them cheering like crazy  GR
  

 � Job Security 
At every table you must have a call to action! When 
you finish your set say, “If you enjoyed the show, please 
mention something to the manager on your way out”. A 
manager is used to hearing negative things (bad food, 
bitchy waitress, etc) all night so if he is hearing positive 
things on the nights you’re there you will guarantee your-
self a long term contract (or at least a special place in the 
manager’s heart!).

Here is my Pro Tip: A restaurant should be paying you well 
enough that a $1-$5 tip isn’t that big of a deal in the grand 
scheme of things. So here is how you guarantee that the 
manager will hear positive comments all night. When 
you see a guest start to hand you a smaller tip ($1-$5), 
refuse it. Instead, lean in real close to him/her, like you’re 
going to tell them a secret and say, “Please, keep that, the 
biggest tip you could give me would be to go over and 
mention to the manager how much you and your table 
enjoyed the magic and that you will be coming in again, 
with friends, etc.” 

Think about the psychology here, now the guest is going 
to work for that money you allowed them to keep! They 
literally feel “in debt” to you. It won’t just be like you men-
tioned it in passing, but that you specifically told them 
to do it in ‘trade’ for letting them keep their cash. Trust 
me, you will see them get up and go over to talk with the 
manager. Or they will specifically call the manager over 
and talk with him/her. Now that is Job Security!   HK

 � Book More Outside Gigs: 
People will only associate you with the venue they see you 
performing at. If they see you at a corporate event, they 
will think you only do corporate. See you on a cruise, that 
you only do cruises, etc. Well the same goes for restau-
rants! If they see you working a restaurant, they will think 
you only work restaurants. Now we all know that isn’t the 
case, but they don’t! So how do we let them know what 
else we do?   Tell Them!

During your performances at tables constantly mention 
other types of events and markets that you work, ie. “I 
did this at a company event the other night and the CEO 
offered me a job!”. You can just make stuff up, you’re not 
hurting anyone, you are simply putting the bug in their 
ear that you do other types of events. 

Inevitably, they will ask you for your card. Now here’s the 
real secret...Don’t Give Them One! Not until you have got-
ten their info! I carry a small pad of paper with me and 
write down their info if they don’t have a card. I simply 
tell them that I will follow up with them and send them 



information. Everybody likes information:)

Think about it this way, if you want to get a date with a 
pretty girl do you get their info or give them yours? No 
brainer ;)   HK

Who is Timothy Hyde

Timothy Hyde has been a full time performer since 1977 
and is widely acknowledged as one of Australia’s busiest 
and most successful magicians. A wide ranging career has 
taken him through street performance, comedy clubs, 
theme parks, trade shows and casino seasons. He now 
works almost exclusively in the corporate sector, both 
speaking and entertaining, with an occasional cruise ship 
assignment.

His online MagicCoach project, running since 1999, in-
cluding a free newsletter, manuscripts and unique prod-
ucts can be found here      http://www.MagicCoach.com  

http://www.MagicCoach.com
http://www.magicnewzealand.com
http://www.roykueppers.com/
http://www.roykueppers.com
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Video 
or book?

“An idea can turn 
to dust or magic, 
depending on the 
talent that rubs against 
it.” - William Bernbach

An essay in 
objective viewpoint

by John carney

VIDEO OR BOOK



It may be difficult for some 
to understand a preference 
for books over DVDs and 

instant downloads. It’s so much 
easier to learn when you are 
just shown. What is the point in 
reading a book? … And an old 
book at that?

I must admit that part of my 
motivation may be strictly 
sentimental. I long for a 
personal connection to masters 
of the past. This is what mentors 
offer us: their experience, the 
insight gained, the lessons 
learned. If we pay attention, we 
can build on this, and seeing 
it with fresh eyes, move magic 
forward.

But it isn’t necessary to have a 
single, personal mentor. I can 
find dozens of willing mentors, 
patiently waiting for me to visit 
them through the printed word. 
Some having been awaiting 
my visit for years, and others 
for a century. They want to 
connect with me as much as 
I want to connect with them. 
They beckon me to lean in 
closer, so they may whisper 
in my ear, a bit of technical 
finesse, an overlooked move or 
method; a unique presentation 
for a familiar effect. As I read 
the sum of their experience, I 
am constantly looking to pick 
up tiny clues as to how I might 
break through and somehow be 
enlightened, to be better. Not 
just with moves and tricks, but 
with those thousands of tiny, 
indispensable bits of advice that 
encourage and instruct. Those 
that only a seasoned mentor 

can offer.

Some people tell me that they are more “visual 
learners,” that they would rather “just be shown.” 
The truth is, it is easier. I too, would rather just be 
shown. 

Without reading classic books, you are just 
following trends, or at worst imitating someone 
that doesn’t understand or perform something 
properly. You have only a fraction of magic 
knowledge available to you on video, and you 
also lose that valuable ability to interpret what 
you read, how it should look, and possibly come 
up with something better.

It is said that if you want to hide something, put it 
in print. Only the industrious will take the trouble 
to dig. If we really want to find out “what’s new,” 
we can start by looking for forgotten stratagems, 
and under-appreciated ideas in older books, 
seeking out the things that no one else has 
taken the trouble to find or develop. With some 
imagination we can transform these into things 
that become new again. In the process, you will 
have the thrill of discovery, and the satisfaction of 
giving them new life.

Good performers don’t just “find” good material, 
they explore, and recognize value in things that 
no one else sees. Then they tear them apart and 
put them back together in fresh combinations, 
adding their own unique interpretations.

“An idea can turn to dust or magic, depending on 
the talent that rubs against it.”
William Bernbach

If we hope to excel at magic, or anything for that 
matter, it would behoove us to understand it 
as much as possible, and have a wide a span of 
knowledge to draw upon: personal instruction, 
books, and yes, even video. But considering only 
a small percentage of magic knowledge has 
been performed or taught on video, with this 
as our exclusive source, we might only gain a 
shallow understanding—a master’s degree can’t 

be bestowed at the click of a 
mouse.

Video will only take you so far. 
Blindly imitating won’t help you 
understand and interpret things 
in a unique and personal way. 
To improve, we must go beyond 
the pedestrian or trendy. A true 
student seeks a wide variety of 
sources. And the largest source 
currently available are books. 
Magicians often complain of 
being unable to learn from 
written descriptions. The 
principal problem may not be in 
the medium, but the audience, 
through a lack of commitment 
by the student. Videos cater 
to the “lazy” in us. Conversely, 
all learning requires pushing 
our efforts outside our comfort 
zone.

An alert and curious mind will 
find many more possibilities 
than the non-committed. If 
you are a beginner and think 
magic is fun at this level, wait 
until you start thinking about 
it and learning the real secrets, 
ones that are earned through 
discipline and experience. These 
are secrets that no one can buy, 
download, or steal.

Dilettantes always look for 
instant gratification, the easiest 
way. They are satisfied with only 
a superficial understanding. 
They want it fast, and they 
want it now, with every move, 
every word laid out for them. 
They are complacent with 
turning a crank on their music 
box. But their rewards are 
limited by their limited effort. 



They can never grow. Make no mistake. “Easy to Do” is 
a marketing tool. It’s about selling you convenience. 
It fills you up with cheeseburgers, but starves you of 
nourishment.

Good magic is never “easy”. Hack magic is always easy. 
What makes it “hack” is that it is essentially thoughtless. 
The moves might be easy, or it may be self-working, but 
without care, it is typically empty and unsatisfying—for 
both the performer and the audience. It matters not if 
the moves are as sophisticated as the diagonal palm 
shift, or as simple as the paddle move. The real measure 
is the amount of time spent thinking and rehearsing. 
A respectable performance requires thoughtful 
consideration of every detail, with nothing left to 
chance.

Let me propose a guideline to balance your study. For 
every video you watch, read two classic books of magic. 
It’s not necessary to read them all cover to cover. But 
get a good idea of what has come before us, and be 
alert to what small seed you might possibly develop 
further. If you do this, you will by default, be more 
knowledgeable and have more to draw upon than 90% 
of the magicians out there.

Copyright 2014 John Carney and CarneyMagic.com. 
Extracted from John Carney’s Magic by Design. No 
part may be reproduced online or in any form without 
written permission of the author. 
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Now Available Separately
             ... or as a Complete Set

Mora Ball Routine - Vanishing Birdcage Re-Imagined - Fixing Fundamentals Eddie Fechter’s 8 to 12  -  Four Gone - Time/Space Coin-Tinuum Impromptu Collection - Leon’s Haunted Doll House - Choptricks Commercial Cards - Touches on Classics - Okito’s Elixir Silk

For more info, click

CarneyMagic.com

Watch on your Computer or iPad
( Soon available for Android & iPhone )

$18 each
or

All Twelve Videos for $125

In each installment, Carney demonstrates 
universal principles which are applicable to any 
magic you undertake. This is the next best thing to 
private instruction with John, at a fraction of the 
cost for a single lesson.

This is “A” Material from John’s repertoire – 
not trendy magic “products,” gimmicks, or silly 
rehashes. John will lead you through his process as 
he demonstrates how to make your own material 
evolve, through thoughtful creative choices.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXoazbCwy5A
http://carneymagic.com/store_carney2013.html


RUSS STEVENS - FEATURE STORY

RUSS STEVENS: 
A three-act master of the magical arts
By Nick Lewin





It has become increasingly facile to toss out the old 
American cliché about how many businessmen fail 
to have a third act in their career. Not only is it a 

cliché, but often totally incorrect and merely indicates 
that the user of the phrase hasn’t quite grasped the 
way the real world works. It usually means that the 
person using these words expected to see events 
continuing in exactly the same way that they began 
their trajectory. Life often has other plans and sur-
prises around the corner when it comes to this third 
act thing, especially when that businessman is also a 
magician.

The third act in most people’s lives is usually when 
they effortlessly start to change direction by applying 
the knowledge they learned in the first two acts. Russ 
Stevens has a fascinating career that has taken him 
professionally everywhere a performer could want 
to go. While it would be yet another cliché to say he 
has done it all, there really is very little that he hasn’t 
done--and done in style. He is currently doing a great 
job of helping other magicians to live out their profes-
sional dreams.

At the very top level of stage and television perfor-
mance Stevens has made a theatrical impact that 
began at a ridiculously young age. If you don’t look 
carefully enough at his attention to detail and incred-
ible work ethic, his success might even seem effort-
less. His progress has been a synergistic combination 
of vision and determination. Let’s take a closer look at 
Russ Stevens’ quite singular magical journey.

Magically it all began for Stevens approximately 43 

“John Kenyon did something else that 
was very important. He introduced 
Stevens to the one and only Pat Page; 
this was a key moment in the life of 
many of us British magicians.” 

Nick Lewin offers and insight in to one of the most 
successful and highly respected magicians in the 
world today.





years ago when, at the age of ten, 
he received a box of magic tricks. 
Russ was instantly entranced by 
the art of magic and soon began 
making the pilgrimage from his 
home in the suburbs of London to 
Hamley’s iconic toyshop on Regent 
Street in the West End of London. 
Inside the voluminous store was a 
well-stocked magic department, 
and behind the counter was magi-
cal help and advice waiting to be 
dispensed by the manager of the 
magic department, Ali Bongo.

Stevens was a Boy Scout and it 
was here where he found his first 
real magic teacher, John Kenyon, 
who helped him to begin pursuing 
magic in earnest. Russ was perform-
ing shows by the age of 14 when 
John pointed out to him that if he 
really wanted to continue perform-
ing he needed to explore the areas 
of cabaret and stage performances. 
Stevens’ first love was the learning 
and perfecting of his magic, and 
getting up onstage and perform-
ing it in front of people was less of a 
thrill, but he quickly discovered that 
he was becoming rather good at the 
performing thing too. The die was 
cast.

John Kenyon did something else 
that was very important. He intro-
duced Stevens to the one and only 
Pat Page; this was a key moment in 
the life of many of us British magi-
cians. Fourteen-year old Russ was 
busy working on his dove act get-
ting it ready to compete in the 1975 
Magic Circle’s “Young Magician Of 
The Year Contest.” Stevens’ parents 
hired Page to spend two weeks pol-
ishing and honing his performance. 
However, even the help of Mr. Page 
could do nothing to propel Stevens’ 
performance into a victory that 
year. However, in the next contest in 
March 1977, it was a very different 
story and the 16 year old went on to 
win first prize.

This victory meant a great deal to 
Russ as his magical hero and major 
influence was the great Johnny 
Hart, who had been the very first 

winner of the top honors in the 
Magic Circle’s inaugural contest. 
Hart had gone on to make quite a 
splash in the entertainment indus-
try with his card manipulation and 
bird production show. In fact it had 
been watching Hart on TV that had 
helped Russ in his choice of the kind 
of magic show he wanted to pre-
sent. The smooth and stylish ma-
nipulative magic of Hart had been 
a large part of kindling the fire in 
Stevens’ love of magic. 

Stevens had many other influences 
and early mentors in his magic 
studies such as Fred Kaps, and 

Billy McComb, but it was always 
Hart who had been Stevens’ chief 
inspiration. Russ still recalls today 
how impressed he was by the 
technique that Hart exhibited in 
his manipulative work. He adds, “In 
fact, now when I look at early videos 
of Johnny I realize how incredibly 
good he really was. I had been right 
to be impressed.” Just two years ago 
Russ made contact with Hart and 
began to become acquainted with 
the man behind the magician.

As a charismatic youngster hot of 
the heels of his victory, Stevens 
started to pick up some wins in 



STEVENS TOOK

A CLOSER LOOK

AT JOHNNY HART’S

the lucrative talent contests that 
were presented in London. “It was 
relatively easy to stand out,” he 
says. “There were seldom any other 
magicians on the bills.” I am sure his 
youth helped also. That same year 
Russ also made ten television ap-
pearances on British television, in-
cluding “The Paul Daniels Show” and 
a live New Years Eve performance 
on the venerable variety series “The 
Good Old Days.” At just 16 years old 
it was a great start to his career to 
say the very least.

In continuing to parlay his early suc-
cess into a full-scale career, Stevens 
took an even closer look at his hero 
Johnny Hart’s path to stardom. 
Although he was still attending 
school, Russ contacted Hart’s first 
representatives the extremely pres-
tigious Forrester George Agency. He 
sent them a photo and a letter say-
ing that he was interested in mak-
ing a living as a performer. It was 
rather a bold move for a 16 year old 
to make and one that paid a serious 
dividend.

A few nights later his father received 
a call from Dave Forrester who 
asked if Russ would like to come up 
to their offices for a meeting. After 
taking the bus to Marble Arch, the 
youngster was immediately im-
pressed by the swanky penthouse 
offices with their wide corridors and 
marble floors. It was exactly the way 
he had imagined that a top theatri-
cal agent’s environment would look. 
He was even more impressed when 
after a casual enquiry as to what he 
was doing the next Sunday, he was 
informed that he was going to be 
working with Ken Dodd in a theatre 
show!

Returning back to his home in West 
Hampstead from the meeting, seat-
ed in the bus, Stevens couldn’t help 
but feel that he had really begun to 
make it in showbiz! At 16 years old 
he was seasoned performer with TV 
credits who was being booked by 
the same agent into the same kind 
of gigs that had propelled his role 
model into a highly successful ca-

reer. If it wasn’t too good to be true, 
it was certainly good enough to put 
a big smile on his youthful face. It is 
as close to a fairytale introduction 
to the entertainment industry as I 
can imagine.

Dave Forrester obviously had a 
fine eye for talent and also became 
the manager of another magic 
star waiting to happen—Wayne 
Dobson. As you will see Forrester’s 
representation of these two widely 
different magicians created a bond 
and it went on to create a nice 
benefit to Stevens’ career when he 
blossomed into fully-fledged illu-
sionist in a few years time. Stevens’ 
career was in very good hands and 
it allowed him to concentrate on 
his actual performing, a wonderful 
luxury for any young performer.

At this period of time in England it 
was still possible for performers to 
book a four or five month summer 
season in a seaside theatre. This was 
an ideal opportunity to master your 
craft and in 1978 Russ made his de-
but at the South Pier in Blackpool. 
After the summer season finished 

RISE TO STARDOM



he went on to perform a few one-night en-
gagements and then into a Christmas theatri-
cal season. In effect Russ was one of the last 
performers to participate in the final “Variety 
Years” of the British entertainment industry.

Extended tours with British stars such as Ken 
Dodd and impressionist Mike Yarwood kept 
Russ in front of audiences and working solidly 
at the evolution of his show. He credits his 
management for the steady stream of work 
that was making his dreams blend into book-
ing reality. For nearly a decade Russ continued 
in this manner building a very fine reputation 
in the industry. In 1988 Stevens moved on 
to the next major stage of his career when 
he opened his illusion show “Mystique” at 
Pleasure Beach in the Northern entertainment 
mecca of Blackpool.

For the next seven years “Mystique” was 
a popular and successful landmark for six 
months each year in the Blackpool entertain-
ment scene. For Russ this amazing run of work 
allowed him to redesign his show and was 
pivotal in helping him make the transition 
to becomng a full scale illusionist, albeit one 
who very much retained the eye of a manipu-
lative magician. A generous budget allowed 
Stevens to plot, pick and stock the show with 
the illusions that caught his attention. Russ 
was responsible for staging and directing all 
the magic that took place in the show. I can’t 
imagine a greater ‘train set’ for a still youthful 
performer 

In the third year of Mystique’s run Wayne Dob-
son got his first TV series and asked Russ to be 
his technical advisor for all the illusions used 
on the show. The pair of them got to order all 
kinds of glorious props from Johnny Gaughn 
and David Mendoza in the United States and 
after Wayne had used them on the show he 
would phone Russ up and say, “Would you like 
a new Squeezer Illusion?” and Russ would find 
that he now not only owned the illusion, but 
had acquired it at an amazingly discounted 
price. By the end of his final run in “Mystique,” 
Russ had acquired a major illusion show and 
more importantly the knowledge of how to 
stage and present them to the paying public.

After the final production of Mystique in 1994, 
Stevens continued performing in corporate 
events and traveling with his own version 
of the show in venues around Germany and 



Europe. In 2000 Russ struck out in yet another direc-
tion and began to add high-end cruise engagements to 
his itinerary. In 2007 Stevens achieved another career 
highlight when he was chosen to perform his illusion 
show during an international Microsoft business meet-
ing. After Russ performed his arena sized illusion show, 
Bill Gates made his very first European keynote speech. 
Later that same year Russ performed an elaborately cus-
tomized illusion show in Las Vegas in the Mandalay Bay 
Event Center, a venue that seats nearly 8,000 people. 
It was a gigantic and extremely successful production 
that proved to be highly influential in a way that Ste-
vens had never planned or anticipated. 

After the conclusion of the show Russ walked back 
to his hotel suite, and away from the applause, he sat 
down quietly and after some soul searching made the 
decision that this would be his last major production/
performance. “Why was this?” I asked him? “I just real-
ized that I wasn’t really enjoying myself anymore,” he 
said. “The show had gone great, and I should have been 
really excited, but I just hadn’t enjoyed it. It was just 
another day in the office!” Sometimes a flash of inner 
clarity hits a person when they might least expect it, 
and this was just one of those occasions. 

Russ had always enjoyed the magic, but the perform-
ing aspect was just one part of it; he never got the huge 
ego blast that some performers receive from an audi-
ence’s ovation. “I just knew it was time to quit,” he says. 
“I had reached the age where I wanted a normal life 
like everyone else. I had been performing and trave-
ling the world since I was 16, and now I was anxious to 
stay home and enjoy a regular home life with my wife. 
My major ambition then was to be able to get a really 
big dog! I had never had that opportunity before as it 
is something you really can’t do when you are on the 
road.” Many performers can identify with these emo-
tions and after nearly 30 years of non-stop travel and 
performing, Russ knew he was ready to make a change. 

Stevens did fulfill his contracts and continue perform-
ing his show for the next few months, but in 2008 he 
gave up live performing completely. Russ returned from 
his self-imposed retirement to give one final large-scale 
performance during the Blackpool Magic Convention in 
February 2010. The show was presented in the beautiful 
3,500 seat Opera House and since Stevens hadn’t per-
formed his illusion show in over 18 months, he spent a 
considerable time getting back into the physical shape 
he needed to present this final performance. I asked 
Stevens about the six months he spent working out in 
the gym for this farewell show. “I always knew that for 
me the illusion thing had a limited lifespan,” he said. 
“You have to look a certain way—you have to be fit and 
really look good onstage. I didn’t want to ever become 
an overweight, old version of myself. I’ve seen it happen 
a few times and I wanted to stop when I was still happy 

with my physical condition.”

So what replaced live performance for Stevens? You can 
date the inception of the idea back to the middle of a 
five-month contract on Holland America cruise line. He 
had heeded the words of good friend Duncan Trillo, an 
ex-shipboard entertainer himself, who gave him the 
excellent advice that a performer needs to find a con-
structive use for the non-stage time he spends onboard 
a ship. “Either an entertainer does this or else he runs 
the potential risk of becoming an alcoholic or getting 
into trouble,” says Stevens. 

Russ chose to sow the seeds for what would eventually 
become the second act of his magic career. While work-
ing on various cruise ships Stevens dedicated himself 
to the discipline of mastering video editing on his 
Apple computer. Within six months he was filming and 
editing video promos for various other guest perform-
ers. He would use his single camera to film a couple of 
the performer’s show from different angles and then 
edit the footage into a seamless and apparently multi-
camera show reel. He was quickly in great demand with 
other guest entertainers and blossomed into a first-rate 
videographer and editor. 

After his decision to leave live performance behind 
him, Stevens took his video skills to another level and 



founded his video production company RSVP 
Magic. His initial project began when a British 
close-up worker asked Russ to film and edit a 
magic DVD to be called “Corporate Close-Up.” It 
was a shrewd title and a hot topic that tapped 
into a strong sales market immediately. The DVD 
became an instant hit upon its release and was 
one of the early success’ in the burgeoning days 
of magic DVD releases. The “Corporate Close-Up” 
video was made available to American audiences 
by Paul Gross via his magical distribution company 
Hocus Pocus. Paul initially purchased 100 copies of 
the DVD, placed an advertisement on his website 
and sold them all immediately. When Paul phoned 
back to order more copies it became immediately 
obvious to Russ that he had discovered the next 
stage of his magical journey. “My God, I’m making 
money producing magic DVDs,” thought Stevens. 

Soon Stevens was working with his friend Pete 
Nardi of Alakazam Magic and the two of them 
began creating some classic magic videos. The 
resulting DVDs were both commercial and critical 
successes with releases featuring performers such 
as Michael Vincent and Mel Mellers. 
Historically this was the exact time when magi-
cians began to really discover the benefits and 
joys of learning their magic from a DVD. The skill 
and insight that Russ brought to his video work 
quickly placed him in the vanguard of this new 
learning opportunity that the magic community 
was embracing with a great deal of alacrity.

While producing his video releases, Stevens’ 
realization that he was all done performing magic 
allowed him to freely advise and mentor other 
magicians. This became the key to his third act 
as a magician and developed into his next magi-
cal incarnation as a manager. Never one to waste 
his experience, Russ worked with the powerful 
agency that had handled his cruise bookings and 
helped develop several different kinds of magi-
cians who could work on the cruise circuit.

One of the acts that Stevens worked with, who 
had been recommended by Russ’ friend Trillo, was 
another Young Magician of the Year alumni named 
James More. More was getting bookings steadily 
from Royal Caribbean Cruise Line and performing 
his magic show onboard the company’s various 
vessels. Stevens and More hit it off extremely well 
and each felt the potential of their professional 
partnership, and it was soon time to explore the 
full potential of their combined talents and take it 
to another level.

Russ and James’ relationship moved from men-





toring to managing in 2012 when James decided he 
wanted to appear on the extremely popular television 
show “Britain’s Got Talent.” While Stevens was not a big 
fan of the televised talent contest genre, he agreed to 
develop James’ natural talent and assist in reshaping 
More as an illusionist who could achieve success in this 
very specialized performance arena. For Stevens it was a 
case of taking More’s skills as a manipulative and close-
up performer, introducing grand illusion into the mix 
and then shaping the result into a slick and TV friendly 
package. In other words, the process was going to cover 
much the same territory as Stevens’ own transformation 
had back in his earlier days. Fortunately Russ proved 
to be a superb teacher and James an excellent student 
and the results were fast and formidable.

I asked Stevens about the different roles of agent and 
manager and how they applied to More’s career. “Well, 
initially I acted as James’ agent for the cruise lines. I had 
three other acts and they all did something different 
magically so it didn’t matter much who got which work 
or what dates they played,” said Stevens. The manage-

ment thing went a whole stage further than the men-
toring he had been doing with James while booking his 
cruise dates. “I really began to teach James the whole 
illusion thing,” says Stevens. “As James says, I was able to 
put 40 years of experience into a 25 year old performer. 
I restaged the illusions especially for him, which was 
very effective because I really understood the material 
and where the applause cues were.”

More bought an Impaler Illusion online in December 
and the pair worked on it intensely together. By Febru-
ary 2013 it was ready to become his audition piece for 
“Britain’s Got Talent.” 
The Impaler Illusion had been part of Stevens’ repertoire 
since he introduced it to the British public in one of his 
Mystique seasons; therefore he was very familiar with 
the strengths of the material. Russ looked to this effect 
to spearhead his vision of a no-nonsense form of illu-
sion that would resonate with youthful viewers, whose 
magical memories more or less commenced with Der-
ren Brown and Dynamo.



Russ and James gleefully deconstructed the art of 
grand illusion, eliminated the dancing and frills, 
and ended up with a dynamic and sexual form 
of presentation that played like Copperfield for 
an entire new generation. “James doesn’t do the 
dancing around thing!” adds Stevens wryly. “I told 
James to cut out all the crappy dancing and hand 
gestures and stripped it down so it could be a lot 
cooler for a contemporary audiences than it had 
been before.” More was a smash on the show 
and the rest is history with viral videos of his 
appearances leading the way to a starring role 
in the ‘Illusionists 2.0’ international traveling 
magic show. Currently James is amongst the 
most sought after performers in the magic 
world. I suggest if you are not familiar with 
More’s work you check out some of his vid-
eos on YouTube where you can get a handle 
on just how successful the results of their 
combined vision became.

With the success of James More, Russ was 
able to clearly establish his philosophy of 
how illusion could be reinvented and mar-
keted to a lay audience. Says Stevens, “I was 
really not creating a show the way I would 
do it, but rather how I would do it if I was 25 
years old. There were so many street magi-
cians and psychological illusionists in Britain 
that there was an entire audience who don’t 
remember back to the ‘90s when illusions 
were the big thing. Any audience member un-
der the age of 25 just didn’t remember David 
Copperfield touring England and performing 
The Impaler. It was a totally new experience for 
them.”

When James More performed The Impaler 
illusion as his introduction to “Britain’s Got 
Talent” he created an instant sensation. A TV 
audience, who were widely presumed not to 
be potential magic fans, became instantly 
enamored with this streamlined and dramatic 
approach to the ancient art. More only made 
two appearances on the show and his on-air 
performance time was less than four min-
utes, however the resulting furor ignited a 
career that was immediately filled with big 
budget offers and opportunities. It is certain-
ly true to say that More seems to be poised 
for a sky high future and well on his way to 
becoming one of magic’s next big thing.

While discussing his creative work with 
More it seemed appropriate to take the op-
portunity to ask Russ the qualities he feels 
it takes someone to become a successful 
illusionist. His list of the four top quali-



ties was amazingly wise, pithy and direct and 
I want to pass it on to Vanish readers in this 
article.
Stevens summarized the qualities as; the look, 
the physical stature, dance ability and really 
strong magic.

I thought this was an interesting list from 
someone who has really walked the walk and 
understands the taut realities of success in this 
particularly specialized area. I agree with him 
and feel it is in no way simplistic to state that 
looking and acting the part is probably the 
most important element in selling illusions to 
a lay audience. 

ITV’s “Britain’s Got Talent” was so delighted 
with the result of Stevens work with James 
More that they hired him to work exclusively 
with the magical performers featured on their 
series. In the 2014 season of BGT, Stevens went 
on to feature two more of his acts both of 
whom went on to become breakout magical 
stars. Aaron Crow was to make a powerful im-
pact on the show with his unique and obses-
sively darkly tinged take on mentalism.

Later in the same season Canadian magician 
Darcy Oake performed a dove act as his intro-
duction on BGT and the commercial nature of 
the set, coupled with a youthful sex appeal, 
resulted in a viral video that reached six million 
viewings within a couple of weeks. By the final 
episode of the series Darcy had progressed 
from his stunning dove act to being suspend-
ed upside down in a life or death, multimedia 
rich, escape extravaganza. Oake’s handling of 
the De Kolta Chair, as performed on the show, 
particularly illustrates how effectively Stevens 
and Oake were able to manipulate the process 
of short form TV magic.

During my phone interview with him it was 
genuinely a pleasure to hear Russ Stevens 
talk about his years and experiences in magic. 
Chatting with him and researching this article, 
I was constantly intrigued by the practical 
and focused way in which he had developed 
his childhood love of magic. As a performer, 
producer, and manager Russ has done an 
amazing job of being direct and commercial 
in the way he shares his talents not only with 
audiences, but also with other members of the 
magic community. I can’t wait to see what he 
chooses for the fourth act in his unique and 
original career, and I am convinced it will be 
something very special.





I was so very fortunate to have 
met Mistia, my partner and bride, 
during my college years earn-
ing my degree in theater. It was 
then that I was still formulating 
my stage persona, dreaming up 
routines and a very unique show 
(that involved a prior non- exis-
tent lovely, young lady) and truly 
sinking my teeth into creating life 
and career goals and dreams for 
myself. Mistia (also earning her 
degree in theater) and I were cast 
together in the two-role playlet, 
Waiting for Godot, and thus began 
our performing life together. 

Amidst coffees, movies, rollerblad-
ing — you know, the norm (!) for 
young, dating college students 
— Mistia’s dreams and my dreams 
seemed to meld, effortlessly. In 
hindsight, it is evident, without a 
doubt, that our partnership was 
meant to be. To this day, this is 
confirmed by the observation we 
hear the most — that is, “...you’re 
perfect for each other.” We are 
both grateful beyond measure for 
the Divine influence that brought 
us together. 
Maybe you know of couples in 
magic that have a similar founda-
tion and story of their union. It is 
literally magic. 

This featured Married in Magic 
couple exemplifies a very unique 
partnership, indeed! Their light is 
bright — individually, they shine; 
together, they blind.

Ladies and Gentlemen, in their 
own words...

MARRIED IN MAGIC
MATTHEW FALLON

How we met
Geoffrey:
As many of you will know, Sue-
Anne Webster has, over the course 
of several marvelous decades, 
established herself as one of the 
world’s best female magicians, 
appearing around the world and 
headlining in many countries and 

on numerous television shows and 
in feature Films. I had, over the 
course of the same few decades, 
written a series of novels for 
younger readers as well as poetry 
collections and various other stuff, 
much of which has been translated 
into many languages and published 
internationally.

SUE-ANN WEBSTER AND GEOFFREY MCSKIMMING
A CERTAIN WAY OF THINKING

MARRIED IN MAGIC



In 2009 I was writing for a chil-
dren’s magazine and we had a 
phone call from Sue-Anne. She 
had just completed a writing 
course (ever the one to extend 
her skills and not just sit back and 
wait for the world to come to her), 
and inquired whether we’d like to 
publish some magic tricks which 
she would write. A sort of magic 
column, she suggested. I thought 
the idea had legs, so I suggested 
I do an interview with her. The 
interview went extremely well, 
and we commissioned Sue-Anne, 
over the course of the next three 
years as it turned out, to write her 
series of magic tricks. These were 
all published in the magazine, to 
great enthusiasm from our young 
readers.

At about this time, I’d wound 
up writing a 19 book series, and 
felt the need for a break from 
the book publishing world. I was 
creating commissioned scripts 
for state-run art galleries and 
libraries, as well as my own perfor-
mance pieces, when a publisher 
contacted my agent and asked 
whether I’d write a new story for 
them. The publisher had seen, on 
one of my blogs, evidence of my 
newly rekindled interest in magic 
(for one of the scripts I was creat-
ing); she suggested that maybe I 
write something about a young 
magician. I wasn’t too keen at first, 
but I mentioned all of this on the 
phone to Sue-Anne and she prac-
tically jumped through the phone 
receiver, so enthusiastic was she 
about the proposal. So it was that, 
inspired by her enthusiasm and 
energy, I started writing the out-
line of the first story in the Phyllis 
Wong Mysteries: Phyllis Wong and 
the Forgotten Secrets of Mr. Okyto.

This title was duly contracted and, 
in the course of its completion, 
Sue-Anne and I finally met, face-
to-face. There had been much 
correspondence between us prior 
to this (and when a novelist and a 
magician with a flair for language 
correspond, it isn’t just three- lines 

SUE-ANN 
WEBSTER

Partners on stage 
and in marriage

of texting every time; no siree, our 
letters were almost novel-esque, 
by and large). And that was it. We 
hit it off, face-to-face, brilliantly.

Phyllis Wong and the Forgotten 
Secrets of Mr. Okyto was pub-
lished in 2012, and Sue-Anne and 
I took to the bookshops, libraries 
and literary festivals to promote 
it. In the promotional appear-
ances and school bookings, she 
performs magic and I present the 
book, and there is nothing like us 
on the children’s book circuit. We 
have filmed several trailers for the 
publisher, including a strangely 
Shakespearean trailer for the sec-
ond title, Phyllis Wong and the 
Return of the Conjuror, which was 
published in June 2014. Sue- Anne 
manages to fit in these commit-
ments with her private and cor-
porate magic engagements, and 
when she appears at schools she 
is more often than not mobbed by 
amazed and eager young readers.

The character of Phyllis Wong, 
girl magician and brilliant sleuth, 
is based on Sue-Anne. As I came 
to know her better, I realized that 
she has a way of thinking about 
things and approaching problems 
that is unlike anyone else I’ve ever 
encountered. Phyllis, likewise, is a 



different sort of thinker, and it is this 
quality—as well as her natural skills 
and attributes in the art of magic—
that enable her to solve mysteries 
and crimes which have otherwise 
bafCled the so-called experts.

Sue-Anne is my inspiration in 
many ways. I’m proud to say that 
in 2012 we were married at a 
cliff-top castle in Scotland (a 
country we return to regularly 
for inspiration and recreation). 
She is my favourite magician 
and I wouldn’t have things any 
other way. Like Phyllis, I think 
she is brilliant and astonish-
ing.

How we work
Sue-Anne:
Geoffrey is a huge sup-
porter of me, as you 
can see by his enthusi-
asm and praise above. 
Although I’m blushing 
at his public praise, and 
my fingers are itching 
to alter his comments 
to something a little 
less endearing and 
more realistic to pull 
me off the pedestal, 
I think that what he 
expresses so elo-
quently is a great 
illustration of a 
healthy, loving 
respect between 
a married couple 
who work together. For 
us, expressing our love and respect 
and admiration for one another, and celebrating each 
other’s strengths, abilities and capabilities, helps us in 
forming a happy working relationship and a strong and 
lasting bond.

Geoffrey was a professional actor for five years before 
he became an author, and he collected loads of good 
quality magic that he used in the magic shows he 
wrote for his performance pieces. So, with both our 
backgrounds, it comes naturally for both of us to 
encourage each other in writing and magic. He assists 
me in my shows dressed as his crazy made-up char-
acters (Dr Heinz Wurlitzer or Perseus the Scribbler), 
tech for me, protect me from bothers, be on hand for 
anything I need, open doors for me, insist on carrying 
the heavy bags, and thankfully hands out my business 

cards 
(which I 
constantly forget to do). I’m thor-
oughly spoilt. He’ll talk me up to anyone who’ll listen, 
and support me in every possible way. I find though 
that I need to remind him at times to be bluntly honest 
about my shows so I can better my performance, or I’ll 
end up with nobody but one avid fan willing to watch 
me perform. As for me, I’ll do anything I can to make 
Geoffrey’s writing sessions peaceful and inspiring, then 
help freshen his mind after a period of intense creative 
writing by taking him out to inspiring places, laugh and 
do fun things. Geoffrey loves to inspire young people, 
and has always entertained his audiences with his 
Cairo Jim chronicles tours. Now I try to create a fun and 



magical atmosphere for Geoffrey’s Phyllis Wong myster-
ies presentations by bringing to real life the magic from 
the stories he writes.

We love working together as a team; bouncing ideas 
off each other. No idea is ever wrong or not good 
enough – we just play with it until it’s the best it can 
be. Geoffrey has never once indicated that I could do 
something better, and he’s never made me feel any-
thing less than the most precious thing in his life. He 
works by gentle stealth of sorts, I suppose, encourag-
ing me in the kindest ways; allowing me to discover for 
myself better ways of doing things. For us, this sort of 
working relationship is successful. We Cind that when 
we’re both happy and at peace, our creativity is Cired 
up.

Geoffrey’s positive, kind and gentle ways have brought 
the best out of me. His gentle nature has quelled a 
roaring beast inside me; healed my hurts; and built up 
my strength and self esteem. This has turned out to 
be a very positive and productive outcome for both of 
us, in that by feeling empowered and inspired by each 
other, we’re able to happily get on with creating our 
unique presentations based on our theme:
“The magic of story, and the story of magic.”

Thank you, Sue-Anne and Geoffrey, for sharing your 
wonderful story! ‘The magic of story, and the story of 
magic.’ Your respect for each other and your shared pas-
sion is evident in all you do! 

What is YOUR story? A standing invitation to you, read-
ers of VANISH. Specifically couples in magic, this is 
directed to you: you’re invited to contribute, and be 
included in, a meaningful and lasting work meant to 
inspire and guide other couples in the art of magic — 
today and in years to come. Your stories to consider 
sharing may include anecdotes, learned lessons, chal-
lenges, success tales, the good, the bad, the ... finances, 
travel, family, children, et al. We understand that many 
of these matters are extremely personal, therefore, 
you’re invited to be as private or open as you desire. It 
is entirely up to you. Your honesty is the understood 
essential element. 

Send your contributions to: matthew@fallonmagic.com
Matthew Fallon currently travels twenty-six weeks per 
year performing his comedy hypnosis shows and com-
edy magic shows. When not on stage, he is consulting 
in his clinical hypnosis practice. When he’s home, he’s 
h o m e. He makes home in Colorado with his partner 
and bride, Mistia, and their two beautiful children.

mailto:matthew@fallonmagic.com
http://www.evaporationtrick.com


BALOON ART

1. Inflate a 260Q so that 3 inches 
remain uninflated at the lip end and 
6 inches remain uninflated at the 
opposite end. Tie a knot at the lip 
end. Make a ½-inch bubble at the 
beginning of the inflated portion 
of the balloon at the lip (knot) end 
followed by a 1½-inch loop. Lock 
twist the ends of the loop together.

2. Make a 1-inch bubble. Pinch 
twist it, and tuck the pinch twist in 
the center of the 1½-inch loop to 
make the back wheel.

3. Make a 1-inch loop and lock 
twist the ends together. Position the 
loop at the top of the back wheel for 
the seat back with the uninflated lip 
end of the balloon on the left side of 
the rear wheel.

4. Make a 1½-inch bubble for the 
frame followed by a 1-inch bubble. 
Pinch twist the 1-inch bubble, and  
position it at the end of the frame  
for the motor.

5. Make a 1-inch bubble for the 
upright followed by a five-bubble pinch-
and-pop series for the handlebars with 
the following bubbles: ¾-inch, ½-inch, 
½-inch, ½-inch, and ¾-inch. Lock twist 
the ½-inch bubbles together at the base.

I G u r eF 

Motorcycle with a 
KicKstand
By Marvin Hardy, cba

  First featured in the “Balloon 
Magic® 260Q Figures” book, 
this classic design is still a show-
stopper that will get everyone 
excited about balloons. 

With a career spanning more than  

31 years, Marvin Hardy, cba, of 

Orem, UT, USA, has touched the life 

of virtually every balloon artist with 

his “Balloon Magic” books and videos. 

Marvin was also the inspiration for  

Balloon Magic® - The Magazine, 

and has travelled the world teaching  

and sharing his passion for balloons.  

See issue #63 of Balloon Magic® - 

The Magazine, pages 14-17, for an 

article celebrating Marvin’s achievements.

1 260Q

InGredIents

MagicFlate®
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Please visit www.tricksupply.com
or contact us at sales@tricksupply.com

We carry the newest & classic magic tricks, books, DVD’s
 and offer more than 900 instant downloads 

The Magic Way - Juan Tamariz
Updated, expanded, freshly translated!

In The Magic Way, Juan Tamariz teaches you not just great tricks, but a way to make every trick you do better 
and more magical.
From the moment it appeared in 1987, The Magic Way was recognized as one of the world’s great books on 
magic. It has been long out of print and highly sought after. This new edition of The Magic Way brings to magi-
cians everywhere the magic and remarkable thinking of one of our greatest living magicians. Over a period of 
five years, Juan Tamariz has corrected, revised and updated his classic text. This newly translated edition of 
that revised work might have been called The Magic Way Repaved.
The Magic Way is an in-depth study of how any magic effect may be improved until its method becomes so 
impervious to discovery that audiences simply relax happily into the experience of the impossible. Tamariz’s 
“Theory of False Solutions and The Magic Way” is explained more clearly and fully than ever before, with de-
tailed examples. These examples are not just exercises constructed to illustrate a point. Tricks and full routines 
taken from Juan Tamariz’s working repertoire are explained in depth, and then meticulously analyzed to show 
how his theory is applied. You will gain new performance pieces, polished by a master, and something even 
better: a new tool that will allow you to make every trick you do more amazing. That is why The Magic Way has 
earned its reputation as a book no serious magical performer should be without.

In The Magic Way, Juan Tamariz teaches in full some of his most prized tricks 
and routines. Among them are...
- The Tamariz Ambitious Card routine
- His Magazine Test with Spirit Slates
- His remarkable Oil and Water routine
- Nineteen additional and original Oil and Water sequences
- And Juan’s version of Al Koran’s “Miracle Divination”, in which, under the 
fairest-seeming conditions, someone freely thinks of a card in the deck and, 
without touching the cards, the performer swiftly and unerringly names the 
one thought of.
All these effects pull audible gasps from the public and magicians, and they 
have been perfected through hundreds, if not thousands of performances. And 
while teaching them, Tamariz carefully shows how his “Theory of False Solu-
tions” works. It is really much more than a theory. It is a well-considered plan 
for making any magic effect more baffling, and its secret more impossible to 
discover. For those who desire to get maximum entertainment and astonish-
ment from their magic, studying The Magic Way may be the most valuable re-
source you will ever find. It is also a highly remarkable exploration of how one 
of the world’s unquestioned masters of magic thinks and approaches every 

trick he does. The title really reflects the contents perfectly. This book is...THE MAGIC WAY                     
Pages: 296 - 7.5” x 10” - Hardcover - photo-illustrated

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

http://www.tricksupply.com/product-p/themagicway.htm


RED HOT ACTS

J a m e s  M o r e  a n d  D a r c y  O a k e

Vanish Magazine is delighted to feature two of the 
most viewed magicians in the world in our Red Hot 
Acts article in this issue. These guys are so hot you 
can probably hear the sizzle through your computer’s 
speakers. James More and Darcy Oake have both 
become a genuine phenomena in the entertain-
ment world since their appearances on the British 
TV series “Britain’s Got Talent.” While they both cre-
ated a sensation with their appearances on the show, 
the incredible factor in their ongoing success is the 
viral YouTube videos of their TV performances. If you 
haven’t seen the videos of these two performers, 
then take the time to view them as there is some 
great magic going on, and note of how many other 
people have viewed those clips too. It will blow your 
mind.

We are living in a brave new word when we consider 
the way Internet video exposure can affect the taste 
and reaction of audiences around the globe. It used 
to be a huge career achievement for an act to appear 
on a major television show such as “The Tonight 
Show,” “The Ed Sullivan Show,” or “Sunday Night at the 
Palladium.” However, it still took repeated exposures 
to really raise the public awareness of those featured 
performers and especially to register and remember 
their names. Now you can make a TV appearance and 
the continuing exposure of the resulting footage on 
social networking sites can expose you to the entire 
world in a matter of days. It is a fascinating develop-
ment in marketing and promotion that seems to have 
a life of its own, and is unlikely to slow down in its 
impact.

James More is a British magician who mastered an 
excellent manipulative act before breaking “over-

James More on tour



night” into mass consciousness performing on 
“Britain’s Got Talent.” More’s interest in 
magic began at the age of eight, and in 
a short time he went on to win first prize 
in the national finals at the Magic Circle’s 
“Youth Initiative Stage Contest.” More then 
took his magic on the seven seas perform-
ing with prestigious cruise lines such as Royal 
Caribbean International. Television appear-

ances were soon to follow and More was seen 
on Europe’s premiere variety series “Le Plus 
Grand Cabaret Du Monde,” “Penn & Teller: Fool 
Us,” and “Dynamo: Magician Impossible.” He also 
performed on the closing show of the “World 
Championship of Magic.”

It was More’s two appearances on the ITV televi-
sion series “Britain’s Got Talent” that instantly 
propelled him into the big time. He created a 
sensation in his debut appearance on the show 
with his highly dramatic presentation of The 
Impaler illusion. James then moved into the 
semi-finals where he performed another visu-
ally exciting piece of magic that involved a split 
second escape from flaming spikes. It was quite 
a transformation from the magic he had been 
performing just a year earlier and the cameras 
were there to catch it.

The musical group Diversity, who were previ-
ous winners of “Britain’s Got Talent,” were so 
impressed with More that they invited him to 
join them as Special Guest Star on their next 
major tour. The tour included an appearance 
at the O2 Arena in London and it was the first 
time that a British illusionist had been fea-
tured in an tour of that size and scope. It had 
been a personal goal of More’s to work with 
Diversity and he relished the opportunity 
when it was presented to him.

Fresh from his European triumphs, James 
next flew out to Australia to star in the brand 

new “The Illusionists 2.0” at the Adelaide Festival 
Hall and the Sydney Opera House. This was a mas-
sively popular international magical event, and 
one of the largest magic productions ever to hit 
the road. More is now back in England preparing 
to take his all new illusion show on the road, so 
watch out for him in an arena near you. 

Our second Red Hot Act is a fellow alumnus from 
“Britain’s Got Talent” and his name is Darcy Oake. 
Canadian born Darcy is 26 years old and had previ-
ously performed in Las Vegas and New York before 
hitting it big on British television. The son of a 
Canadian television personality, Oake is one of the 
breakout performers from the 2014 season of the 



popular variety show. The three segments that Oake pre-
sented on “BGT” again went viral on YouTube and have 
helped to propel his career into instant overdrive with 
the initial video becoming an Internet sensation within 
the first few days of its release.

It is quite a lesson in performing to observe the growth 
and development of Oake’s material and persona over 
his three appearances. It is especially interesting to 
observe the visceral reaction from the ladies in his 
audience, and the wave of rock n’ roll excitement he 
creates just by removing his jacket! It is plain that his 
muscular torso is an integral part of his appeal as 
any of the magic he performs.

There was some initial controversy about Oake 
being such a successful Canadian on a show 
that some considered should focus specifically 
on British talent. However, a little controversy is 
never a bad thing and Oake sailed through to 
the finals of the contest. While Darcy was not the 
overall winner on the show, he made an incred-
ible impact and looks ready to become one of 
the most successful and recognizable magicians 
in the world.  

Does all this make you want to star in your own 
viral YouTube video? It is certainly a worthy goal 
and an opportunity that didn’t exist a decade ago, 
but sadly as a magician there are no guidelines to 
follow that guarantee to get you arriving at that 
place. However, if you are a cat that can play Billy 
Joel’s “Piano Man” on the piano while singing along-
-you have probably broken enough rules of nature 
to achieve viral status instantly. On the other hand 
if you are a magician performing a classic piece of 
magic then you are going to have to think about it 
for a while. Here are a few ideas that you might want 
to ponder on before making that video.

1 Do you look interesting enough to go viral? 
Actually in the case of More and Oake the truth 
of the matter is that they both look really GOOD. 
These two young men exude a rigorous sex appeal 
that is going to attract plenty of views no matter 
what they are doing. The fact they are performing 
great magic just seals the deal.

2 Is your video easy on the eye and enjoy-
able to watch? The video you upload to YouTube 
should be of the highest possible quality and it 
must be expertly edited. People are expecting to 
see something that is slick and professional, even 
if you shot and edited it on your iPhone. You will 
be competing with many other incredible videos 
on the Web so make sure your footage looks 
great. 



Darcy Oake

3 Is it really fascinating and unusual? If you don’t 
have the prime time dazzle of More and Oake then you 
might still go viral if you come up with something real-
ly unusual that can capture the interest of a worldwide 
audience. It is unlikely that you will achieve viral status 
performing your version of Dai Vernon’s Cups and Balls 
routine.

If you follow all the above leads and your video still 
only gets a handful of views, don’t worry, you will at 
least have improved your performing skills. Keep refin-
ing your talents and you might get to join James and 
Darcy in the viral video hall of fame. Then again, it 
might just be time to start teaching your cat the chords 
to “Piano Man!”

http://thinkadrink.weebly.com/
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In the margins he scratches
a note on how to fold a rabbit
into a matchbox
and the best body cavities
for hiding handkerchiefs.
 
In the back are the names
of every girl
he sawed in half,
small hearts drawn
next to the best.
 
It’s not the lost loves
he regrets most
or the lean years
he ate only
balloon animals,
 
but that he’d spent
so much time
hiding how it’s done
that he forgot
how it ends.
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T H E  C O L O R  C H A N G I N G  R I N G
B Y  Z A C H  H E A T H

M U R P H Y ’ S  M A G I C
p r e s e n t s

www.murphysmagic.com/ashandember

The world’s  rst color changing  nger ring.

Perform completely open, with no cover.

No preparation or set up.

Find out more at

http://www.murphysmagic.com/ashandember


MR. CEO & MR. EXEC

MR. CEO & MR. EXEC
BY STEVE SPILL

Increasingly, throughout the nine-
ties, same as today, I periodically 
performed at corporate events.  

Typically they were/are, after-dinner 
shows in hotel ballrooms presented 
to tech companies, investment or-
ganizations, banks, my client list has 
included major retailers, pharma-
ceutical firms…  Over the decades 
I’ve probably done at the very least, 
a hundred-plus of these forgetta-
ble gigs.  As a rule, nothing out of 
the ordinary has ever happened in 
connection with any one of them, 
except for these hundred-plus, plus 
two, very rare exceptions.

It was my sixth or seventh engage-
ment, for a multi-level marketing 
company.  In the past, I’d appeared 
at various regional events, this was 

my first international conclave and 
my first opportunity to meet and 
appear onstage with the CEO.  The 
year was 1996, the chief executive 
star of this story is no longer among 
the living, but this business that 
he founded continues to be a high 
profile billion-dollar concern.

My afternoon arrival was necessary 
to prepare properly for that even-
ing’s performance.  The idea was to 
test the venue’s sound system and 
do a quick rehearsal with the CEO 
whom I’d agreed to make magically 
appear onstage in a puff of smoke.  
The sound check went off without a 
hitch, the appointed time came and 
went, but no Mr. CEO… it would 
have been nice to have had him felt 
what it was like to stand hidden in 

a dark box while a flash of fire and 
a puff of smoke camouflaged the 
black window shade that would rap-
idly roll up in front of him.  Eventu-
ally an emissary showed and said 
the boss would like to meet me in 
his hotel suite.

Mr. CEO asked, “Are you a drinking 
magician?” As I politely declined the 
offer he said, “Here’s to your health 
Mr. Magician,” poured himself a 
drink hurriedly and gulped it down.  
Besides the delegate who escorted 
me, there were a few other guys 
in the room with glasses in their 
hands, but they all seemed to be 
drinking sparingly.  The CEO poured 
himself drink after drink.  He left the 
room briefly and returned with a 
bullwhip, whacking it and cracking 



it, cursing and storming and stag-
gering.  It was surreal…  The whip 
became entangled in a chandelier.  
In freeing it, he brought down a 
shower of crystal pendants.  Next 
he bowled over a vase, which broke 
on the floor.  He called out that he 
was dancing the dance of the bulls.  
Then he hurled his bullwhip to the 
floor, pranced and grimaced and I 
was outta there.

That night, after I made him magi-
cally appear… that same CEO gave 
a fire and brimstone speech about 
a new product in the pipeline that 
he promised would make each and 
every attendee fabulously wealthy.  
They gave Mr. CEO a standing ova-
tion.

Second exception.  Different company.  Different businessman.  Dif-
ferent hotel.  Half a dozen years ago, a cable tv network thought it 
would be a fun idea if the corporate executives would perform as en-
tertainers at their company Christmas party.  I was hired to train one 
of them to do a magic act.  Mr. Exec wanted me to teach him to make 
a girl vanish on stage, then have that very same girl instantly appear 
in the audience, just like he’d seen me do in our show at Magicopo-
lis.  I told him the vanish was doable, but after checking it out, the 
instantaneous appearance of that very same girl in the middle of the 
ballroom at this particular hotel wasn’t feasible - unless… maybe we 
could do the trick with identical twins?  Mr. Exec thought that was a 
fine idea, and a fine pair were cast and rehearsed at Magicopolis.  
The next morning I was scheduled to meet Mr. Exec for breakfast 
before our final rehearsal with the twins in the hotel ballroom.  Upon 
my arrival I was informed that Mr. Exec had left a message for me to 
come up to his hotel room.  I was immediately reminded of the bull-
whip incident I just shared with you, but this, of course, was entirely 
different.

I knocked on the door, no answer, but the door was unlocked, so I 
walked in to an empty living room.  Some sound was coming from 
the bedroom, so tapping on the door I said softly, “If you’re not up 
yet, I’ll see you later in the ballroom.”  He answered, “No, Steve, come 
on in.”  

As I entered, there was Mr. Exec in bed with one of the twins.  Not in 
the mood to watch, I turned to leave, and the guy gasped between 
moans of pleasure, “Don’t go, Steve, we’ll only be a few minutes.”  I 
quickly left and closed the door, but not before I discovered where 
the other twin was… under the sheet at the foot of the bed, adding 
to Mr. Exec’s ecstasy. 

Don’t believe anyone who tells you that the lives of captains of indus-
try are all work and no play.



MENTALISM - AN ADVENTURE IN MYSTICISM

By P. Craig Browning

In the previous three articles I’ve 
touched on the importance of 
developing CMR & NCMR skills if 
one is to become a solid Mentalist 
and more so, a Psychic Entertain-
er.  While some may believe that a 
person working outside the idea 
of being “Psychic” doesn’t need 
such a skill, they would be hor-
ribly wrong; any and all aspects 
of Mental Performance can be 
embellished by CMR tie-ins.  You 
can use it as part of a Human 
Lie-Detector routine as well as 
the auspices of NLP, FACS, etc. in 
fact, FACS is a wonderful claim 
around which to exploit CMR/
NCMR methodologies so don’t 
sell this area short just because 
you loathe psychics, this is a skill 
that will allow you to deliver an 
amazing program at the drop of 
a hat.  But then that is the whole 
purpose of this series, isn’t it?  To 
help you become more than a 
showman but to project yourself 
as that “expert” or “shaman” and 
all things in between. 
The next step for us then to cen-
ter on, are billets, we have after 
all covered the key “no items 
needed” list, right?

Oops!

There are a few “lesser” skills starting 
with Forcing Systems.  In my mind 
every Mentalists should invest time 
into committing at least 60% of the 
Annemann force book to memory, 
followed by every essay out there 
on the “Magician’s Force” a.k.a. Equi-
voque. But we must likewise learn 
from today’s mind-set and become 
fluid with our understanding and 
delivery of the key Psychological 
Force systems that our good friend 
Banachek has given all of the indus-
try; god knows he’s seen some grief 
for tipping this material because it is 
so unique and empowering but he 
deserves more than our kudos for 
doing so.

Psychological & Demographic Com-
mons are far from “new” ideas when 
it comes to our craft, they were very 
much protected and barely alluded 
to methods for decades Jack Dean, to 
the best of my knowledge, being one 
of the first to even hint at such “trends” 
by way of his amazing “Soothsayer” 
prediction system.   While there are 
those that believe they were the first 
to introduce this ideology and reveal 

MENTALISM: 
An Adventure 

in MysticisM



the breadth of its potential the 
facts are that others knew about 
it and kept the published record 
“on the down low” so as to keep 
the secret out of the hands of the 
typical magical entertainer who, 
arguably, doesn’t need it and too, 
who wouldn’t invest the time and 
effort required when it comes to 
learning even basic systems that 
can be exploited; the average 
human being simply don’t have 
the brain power (CPU) needed 
for processing the variations such 
things go into.  Then again, this is 
why the innovators around such 
material tend to fail at presenting 
their own brain children. 

As a Reader I have known about 
such common data bases since at 
least the early to mid-1980s, when 
I first discovered that magicians 
had a method for replicating Psy-
chic Readings (i.e. Cold Readings).  
Trust me when I say that this was 
a most disheartening discovery 
and yet, I soon found it to be a 
boon and have ever since.

Another of these hidden nuggets 
we have going for us that require 
nothing outside of memory, some 
positive rehearsal time and the 
willingness to learn the many sys-
tems are Progressive Anagrams, 
Ray Grismer’s “What’s My Sign” 
alone has dozens of augmenta-
tions, most of which are covered 
in Patrick Schlegels’ book MNE-
MOSIGN, a most excellent essay 
on this one effect. 
Being able to discern a person’s 
Zodiac has been a big deal in 
Mentalism for eons, the majority 
of the more primitive methods 
for discovering such, range from 
basic Billet work, the use of Imp 
Pads and CMR to some very 

complicated mechanical devices.  
My personal pets being at least 
two combinations of the Grismer/
Water’s approach (see Mind, Myth & 
Magic), Daniel Love’s “Dream Signs” 
and every now and then I’ll include 
some gimmick reliance such as Mark 
Striving’s SUC Case and a bit of Swami 
Work on the back of one of my special 
business cards.  Quite frankly I think 
every Mentalist owes it to his/her 
audience, to be able to work with the 
Zodiac, even if you are not using any 
of the Metaphysical themes as part of 
your persona, just as a kind of Charac-
ter Analysis demonstration to which 
Alain Nu’s ZODIESQUE (featured in 
SYZYGY Magazine) is perfect; a pet 
routine of mine for a short while and 
one that I highly recommend.  Just 
understand, this is a bit that you can 
do in a coffee house just as readily as 
you cold a theater. 

The famed Astrologer/Author Linda 
Goodman built her reputation by 
going to private mixers and corpo-
rate gatherings and simply walking 
through the room meeting folks 
and telling them their Natal Sign on 
the spot apparently “trick free”. . . at 
minimum, she wasn’t using any of the 
systems common to we Mentalists, 
which is something for us to aspire to. 
Understand I’m not completely sold 
on this niche and believe that it will 
be decades before it is appropriately 
integrated into our line of work.  I’m 
aware of material that is in the pro-
cess of industry release that actually 
incorporates some of this thinking 
as it oozes out of the mind of several 
great minds of our field; Alain Nu, 
Jerome Finley, Homer Arcana, Neal 
Scryer and a handful of others, my-
self included.  But there is much more 
yet to come from younger minds that 
are just now coming into their own. 



Exploitation & On-the-Spot tech-
niques have to be the next intan-
gible that Mentalists need to be 
aware of and it’s a very simple 
philosophy; when something 
unusual happens in your pres-
ence, take credit for it.  This is an 
ideology I first learned by reading 
some of Stephan Minch’s earlier 
material (I think it was in the Book 
of Thoth, but don’t hold me to 
that).  The idea is basically this, 
when someone’s watch stops 
working, apologize and offer to 
get it back to running (hold your 
hand over it as if giving it energy 
and gently shake it and even tap 
it a few times – forcing the energy 
in.  In most cases the watch will 
start back up; especially if you 
can covertly give it a couple of 
winds on the stem.)  If you can’t 
get the watch back to running 
ask your comrade if there was an 
appointment or something they 
were worried about.  Ask them to 
write that time down on a slip of 
paper (think Billets or convenient 
Imp Pad like the Rigg’s Butterfly).  
Now you covertly change the 
time on the watch, handing it 
to the owner face down, asking 
them to focus on that time. . . sure 
enough they credit you for the 
miracle, especially as you give 
them a way by which to remove 
the negative energy from around 
that appointment and how it was 
bothering them. 

Obviously this is just one ex-
ample when it comes to a rather 
specific circumstance; other 
circumstances are akin to con-
versations you just happen to 
over-hear that pertain to some-
thing Metaphysical.  Be ready 
for such things and have ideas 
within your mind; routines you 
have already rehearsed based 

on the “what if ” philosophy of 
Mentalism & Miracle Mongering.  
Let this work for you when you 
find yourself in these rare but 
semi-frequent situations that you 
will find in a grocery store line just 
as easily as you will when walking 
past a popular café. 

I’m confident that you’ll find other 
nuggets I’ve either forgotten 
about or might not even know 
exist as of yet, I really don’t know 
“everything” as certain of my fans 
would lead you to believe, but I am 
always willing to share what I do 
know in the hope that the magic 
& Mentalism of the future will 
exceed our wildest imaginations.
BILLETS are our next destination 
and given how much material ex-
ist on this topic; I’m not going to 
put a great amount of time in on 
the subject.  I’m half-tempted to 
say that they are very important 
and you simply need to know 
them, but there is so much more 
to it than that.

Like CMR & NCMR Billet Work 
seems to stress people out and 
generate an uncanny fear that I 
personally can’t understand – it’s 
insane!  How can you call yourself 
a “Mentalist” and know nothing 
about how to work with the most 
common “prop” featured in the 
work?

For me the category of “Billet” en-
tails several related things such as 
envelope work, impression pads 
and of course, the dreaded Swami. 
But Billets are likewise the crutch 
we have available to us when it 
comes to creating a special punch 
during a CMR performance (my 
mind drifting back on routines by 
Bob Cassidy about both, Hanussen 
and Wolf Messing). Billets allow 



us to discover secret information 
but likewise permit us to add to 
the pile, so to speak, ringing in 
the details we need to have in the 
public’s hand in order to shine at 
the end of the routine.  This in-
cludes the use of unique forces as 
well as “juggling” the slips in ways 
that keep us One-Ahead or Behind 
when prognosticating.  But Billet 
work likewise envelopes our work 
with wallets, card cases and the 
ever growing arsenal of magical 
gadgets that promote the lie of 
“instant Mentalism . . . just add tiny 
slips of paper”.  

For most of the past decade I have 
pointed students to three chief 
sources when it comes to billet 
work; SWITCHCRAFT by Elliott 
Bresler and Alan Zingg’s Master 
Billet Course and of course, nearly 
everything written by Bob Cassidy.  
There are a few others such as 
Docc Hilford’s various essays and 
similarly, the mountain of Q&A 
material given us by John Riggs, 
so we really do have more than a 
few directions to do.

What about the Richard Bush 
Books? You ask

While there are some interesting 
ideas in his books it would seem 
that he’s more than obsessed 
with the Center Tear or similar 
techniques and as many know, I 
detest the Center Tear in that it is 
the least logical of all techniques 
used in our area of the craft.  Ma-
gicians love it because it allows 
them to act like Mr. Mind Reader 
but their mishandling and lack of 
understanding of the psychology 
tied to it, has ruined it as a method 
for many.  Add to this the level of 
public exposure be it through ce-
real & junk food promotions or the 
Boy Scout’s handbook (magician 
merit badge). 

There’s a handful. . . a very small 
handful of routines in which the 
Center Tear is effective the most 
popular contemporary piece is 
Bob Cassidy’s “Where & When” 
routine.  I’ve likewise worked the 
technique in its original form, as 
a ritual executed by Spiritualist 
Readers.  In this setting the de-
stroyed billet is burnt, the smoke 
& ash taking the question/prayer/
concern to the akashic plane (usu-
ally) where all things are known 
and when appropriate, revealed. 
Every step of this procedure is 
clean and purposefully blocked 
so that the needed psychology 
is in play and thus, a total dis-
connection from the slip by the 
Reader takes place.

Bob Cassidy pointed out that 
Dunninger had an aid that would 
ask a sponsor or audience guest 
to jot down a name or thought.  
Joe would find out about it and 
take the slip, tearing it to pieces 
and toss them into a nearby ash-
tray “I said absolutely nothing 
gets written down and I mean it.” 
He’d rail.  The whole mini-drama 
giving him the information while 
creating validation via the guests, 
that he really does do what he 
claims. 

Each of these acts deliver the 
disconnect and thus, the illogic 
associated with the Center Tear.  
I’ve brought this out because it’s 
little things like this that help us 
become actual Mind Readers and 
Psychics vs. tricksters.
Catch you next issue. 



The art of magic seems to 
be at the lowest point in its 
entire history.  Everywhere 

we look, there seems to be noth-
ing but disaster.  More and more 
magic shops are closing on an 
annual basis.  Attendance at 
conventions and membership 
in magical organizations are 
continually declining.  This latter 
situation has become so acute, 
that the I.B.M and S.A.M have no 
alternative but to hold a joint 
convention for 2014.  (This was 
in direct contrast to the situation 
several years ago, when they were 
“at each other’s throats”.  Namely, 
they each held their respective 
conventions on the exact same 
days on two different coasts, 
thereby forcing joint members to 
choose one convention over the 
other.)  When in comes to new 
magic acts in Las Vegas, there 
seems to be a slight variation 
over an old show business axiom.  
Namely, “here today, gone later 

today”.  Even somebody as illustri-
ous as David Copperfield doesn’t 
seem to be immune to this down-
turn.  For the first few decades of 

his career, he maintained a steady 
touring schedule.  However, 2008 
was the last time he was in my 
city.  For the first time in decades, 
he was not completely sold out.  
They were even advertising in 
newspapers on the days of the 
performance.  This simply has 
not transpired to him in decades.  
Consequently, he is now “con-
fined” to performances in Vegas 
at the M.G.M Grand.  Given this 
crisis, there is the possibility that 
magic will cease to exist as an art 
form within the next few years.
 How did we get into this 
situation?  What does this bode 
for the future of magic?  And, 
most importantly of all, is there 
a way to reverse this trend and 
once again get the lay public (and 
many amateur magicians who 
have been dropping out) interest-
ed in our beloved art form again?  
This paper will attempt to address 
these three questions.
 Firstly, why exactly is 

 asks and 
answer three 
questions.  What has 
caused the current 
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magic in this state of crisis?  Never 
in our entire history has magic 
faced the very real possibility of 
completely dying out.  Therefore, 
we must comprehend what has 
caused us to reach this stage.
 It is slightly misleading to 
state that magic is in this state of 
crisis.  This would imply that it is 
the only field of human endeavor 
which is on its death bed.  This 
is simply not the case.  There are 
many different fields facing similar 
crises which could easily culminate 
in the death of that field.  A partial 
list would be, stand up comedy, 
the film industry, the pharma-
ceutical industry, and physics (or 
at least any hope of progressing 
in physics).  All of these fields 
(and many more) have reached 
a stage wherein if there is not a 
dramatic reversal within the very 
near future, these fields will cease 
to exist.  Consequently, the more 
appropriate question is not why 
magic is in this state of crisis, but 
what has caused all of these fields 
to reach this state?  Since these 
areas are of such a diverse nature, 
the answer will be very broad 
based.  With these fields, there are 
two factors which have induced 
this current state of crisis.
 The first factor can be 
stated via the following.  The 
younger generation of profes-
sionals are lacking the abilities of 
their predecessors to effectively 
perpetuate the “effectiveness” of 
the field.  Instead of expounding 
endlessly on this principle, a tan-
gible example would be a more 
effective illustration.  Another area 
of human endeavor which is on its 
death bed is boxing.  In decades 
past, the heavyweight champion 
of the world was consistently one 
of the most famous men in the 
world.  Rocky Marciano, Joe Luis, 
and Muhammad Ali to name but 

a few.  For the older reader, some 
of you undoubtedly remember 
Larry Holmes even though he was 
merely a shadowy reflection of Ali.  
For many years, virtually nobody 
has had a vague notion of who 
the heavyweight champion of the 
world is.  The principle previously 
italicized is one reason for this cri-
sis.  Specifically, Muhammad Ali, 
Joe Frazier, George Foreman, and 
Sugar Ray Leonard won the gold 
medal in the Olympics in 1960, 
1964, 1968, and 1976 respectively.  
What transpired with the American 
team in the 2012 Olympics?  One 
seventeen year old woman won 
a gold medal.  Other than that, 
no American took any medals 
at all.  We can be certain that no 
American will be able to “carry the 
mantle” of boxing effectiveness for 
the foreseeable future.  In physics, 
there seems to be a similar situ-
ation.  One differentiating factor 
between contemporary physics 
and past decades when effec-
tive progress was being made is 
explained via the following.  In the 
past, physics papers were usually 
the domain of solo authors.  One 
physicist had the requisite inspira-
tion/intellectual abilities to solve 
one problem of nature.  Today, 
the solo physics paper is a rarity 
indeed.  To state that collaboration 
is the norm is a gross understate-
ment.  Yet despite this “collective” 
brain power, the contemporary 
problems of physics remain as 
impenetrable as ever.  Dealing 
directly with magic, I’m sure the 
majority of readers are just as 
appalled as I am over two specific 
magicians.  Without mentioning 
names, there are two magicians 
who have had television specials 
over the past few years.  Yet these 
two are lying, deceitful frauds.  The 
vast majority of their “volunteers” 
are their pre-arranged stooges.  

Although confederacy is an accept-
ed method in magic, to rely on it to 
the extent that these two do is sim-
ply cheating and wrong.  However, 
they have to resort to this chicanery 
because they are, to be blunt, tal-
entless hacks.
 Therefore, what is one 
reason why these fields are expe-
riencing crises?  Once again, the 
younger generation of profession-
als are lacking the abilities of their 
predecessors to effectively perpetu-
ate the “effectiveness” of the field.  
That is one reason.  Here is the 
second.  With almost all of these 
fields, “something” has precipitated 
the crisis.  Once again, given the 
nebulous nature of the statement, a 
tangible example will be provided.
 Within stand up comedy, 
there may be a very specific reason 
as to why the younger generation 
are lacking the capabilities of their 
predecessors.  The precipitating fac-
tor commenced in the ’90’s.  During 
this period, stand up comedians 
were no longer stand up comedi-
ans.  They became stars of their own 
sitcoms.  Namely, Jerry Seinfeld, 
Drew Carey, Ellen DeGeneres, 
Roseanne, and Ray Romano (as well 
as a small handful of others).  With 
this phenomenon, the goal of the 
younger generation was no longer 
to become a stand up comic.  The 
goal became to achieve a sufficient 
level of national recognition so that 
Hollywood would offer them their 
own sitcom.  It was far more lucra-
tive, and far more conducive to 
the acquisition of fame.  Therefore, 
they simply did not strive to perfect 
their stand up abilities.  Even worse, 
some of them may have proceeded 
to copy Ray Romano and simply 
focus their routines on their fam-
ily lives.  If this was the case, they 
would not have effectively devel-
oped their stand up comedic abili-
ties.  Once there were an insufficient 



number of comedians who could 
truly entertain an audience, any 
future aspiring comedians would be 
lacking professional role models to 
emulate.  This perpetuated a very 
vicious cycle until there were simply 
no comedians to make an audience 
laugh via stand up.
 I am only going to invoke 
this one example to illustrate how 
“something” has precipitated the 
crisis.  Every field has its own unique 
nuances as to what that “some-
thing” was.  The in-depth explana-
tions behind other fields would 
prove to be onerous.  Therefore, let 
us now address magic.  The expla-
nation behind the precipitating cri-
sis should be obvious.  Namely, the 
Fox exposures from the late ’90’s.  I 
don’t have to tell the reader how 
devastating these specials were.  
Furthermore, there wasn’t just one 
exposure.  Once Fox achieved its 
highest ratings ever for a special, 
more followed.  When the lay public 
learned our secrets, their interest in 
magic plummeted.  (Another small 
precipitating factor was the fact 
that Copperfield stopped having an 
annual magic special in 1995.  His 
annual television special served to 
“remind” the public what a great 
art form magic truly is.)  It would be 
a number of years before the Fox 
exposures culminated in people no 
longer being interested in magic.  
However, the devastating effects 
would eventually be felt by almost 
all magicians. 
 Consequently, why are 
various fields of human endeavor 
facing unprecedented crises which 
will culminate in their death if there 
isn’t a rapid turnaround exceedingly 
soon?

1.  The younger generation of pro-
fessionals are lacking the abilities 
of their predecessors to effectively 
perpetuate the “effectiveness” of the 
field.

2.   In each of these fields, “some-
thing” has precipitated the crisis.

 With this established, this 
now brings us to the second ques-

tion of this paper.  How does this 
bode for the future of magic?  (For 
this particular question, we won’t 
worry about the other fields.)  
Regrettably, if things do not change 
soon, magic will completely die out.  
The reader may ask, why?
 Firstly, there will be an 
analogy to illustrate the nature of 
this precept.  Let’s assume one has 
learned a foreign language.  If one 
is not speaking the language with 
some degree of regularity, what will 
be the eventual outcome?  You will 
simply forget how to speak the lan-
guage.  The most extreme example 
I’ve heard of is the following.
 Within espionage, certain 
types of spies are expected to 
fully and completely blend into 
the enemy populace.  Therefore, 
you don’t simply become fluent in 
their language.  You learn to speak 
without your domestic accent.  
Furthermore, in order to facilitate 
this blending in, you are to never 
speak your native language.  There 
was one type of KGB spy who was 
sent to a foreign county for an eight 
year mission.  For eight years he did 
not utter one word of Russian.  Do 
you know what transpired when he 
completed his mission and returned 
to the Soviet Union?  He had com-
pletely forgotten how to speak his 
native language of Russian.  For a 
period of time, the KGB had to send 
him around with an interpreter.  
Although the reader may feel this is 
a silly analogy, it is entirely appro-
priate for magic.
 It needs to be “fortified” to 
the general population that magic 
is a great art form.  If this is not 
“enforced” with some degree of 
regularity, people will, like a foreign 
language, lose their psychological 
hold on this simple principle.  The 
longer we proceed  without the 
population seeing strong, effective 
magic, the closer we reach to the 
stage of magic completely dying 
out.  Furthermore, this specific loss 
is, like a foreign language, inevita-
ble.  Regrettably, this principle does 
not only apply to lay audiences.  To 
some extent, it also applies to many 
amateur magicians.  Although they 

certainly do not require the same 
level of psychological fortification 
as the public, they too need to real-
ize what a great art form this truly 
is in order to ensure their continued 
interaction.  (If the reader doesn’t 
believe this, how do you explain 
how attendance at conventions is 
steadily declining to the point that 
the continuation of conventions 
is now in serious dispute?)  All too 
many amateurs are viewing their 
(previous) love of magic as a child-
hood fantasy which they “should” 
grow out of.  As at least some read-
ers should recognize, this simply 
isn’t true as it takes years of hard 
work and dedication to learn how 
to present magic in a truly enter-
taining fashion.  Most adults are 
incapable of this let alone children.  
Therefore, not only does the gen-
eral public need to have it psycho-
logically enforced that magic is a 
great art form, so do many amateur 
magicians (although the latter does 
not require this as steadfastly as the 
former).
 We now come to the final 
question of this paper.  What would 
it take to turn things around and 
reignite the public’s (and many 
amateur’s) love of magic?  The 
answer to this question will prob-
ably not be fully comprehensible 
to the reader on an initial basis.  
However, once I provide an analogy, 
hopefully the answer will become 
lucid. 
 For all of human endeavors 
which are on their death bed, there 
is one solution, and only one solu-
tion.  A revolution must be brought 
about in these fields.  The inherent 
nature of the field must change by 
180 degrees if these fields are to 
be brought back from the brink of 
death.  The reader may be asking, 
why?  A few different fields will first 
be addressed before expounding 
upon the need for a revolution 
within magic.
 The film industry only has 
a few more years before it ceases 
to exist.  This is one unique field in 
that nothing has precipitated the 
crisis.  It’s simply that the cost of 
making movies has exceeded the 



revenue being generated by them.  
As costs continue to escalate, it’s 
inevitable that the majority of mov-
ies will not be able to turn a profit.  
Why is a revolution required to 
save the movie industry?  Despite 
the outstanding success of The 
Avengers, has this film succeeded 
in saving the industry?  Absolutely 
not.  The film industry must see 
an increase in their profits.  How 
would a revolution accomplish 
this?  If a new artistic path could 
be forged, which other film makers 
could successfully emulate, then the 
industry would be saved.  To be a 
little more specific, if this change in 
the artistic nature of films were to 
dramatically increase profits, others 
would be able to emulate it with 
the subsequent result of their films 
also making substantially higher 
profits.  With the new artistic path/
revolution, the film industry would 
be saved as most movies would be 
earning higher profits and easily 
compensating for the rising costs of 
the film industry.
 Another example of the 
need for a revolution is as fol-
lows.  Although the vast majority 
of scientists will not even remotely 
admit to the following, it is fun-
damentally valid.  Cosmology, the 
scientific study of the origins and 
evolution of the universe, is also 
in deep crisis.  As a direct result 
of discoveries over the past few 
years, a crucial theory of cosmol-
ogy is now in serious dispute.  In 
1981, a theory was proposed to 
explain a very specific structure 
of the universe. Since then, it has 
remained a central theoretical tenet 
of cosmology.  However, with the 
launching of a satellite, more pre-
cise measurements were taken of 
the universe.  New discoveries were 
made as to the universe’s structure.  
These new discoveries contradict 
the 1981 theory.  It doesn’t appear 
that the theory can be modified 
to explain these new discoveries.  
Furthermore, there is nothing that 
currently exists in all of physics or 
astronomy to provide an explana-
tion for these discoveries.  Yet, they 
must be explained.  Since they can-

not even be remotely explained via 
existing theories, what do we need 
in order to elucidate upon their 
nature?
 Nothing short of a revolu-
tion which proposes brand new 
ideas which have never previously 
been considered must be proposed.  
In other words, a revolution.  On 
my personal web site (newtheories.
net) I have developed such a theory.  
The reader may be skeptical at this 
stage for the following reason.  If I 
have such a theory, why don’t I just 
publish it?  There’s more to the pub-
lication system than meets the eye.  
One example of this pertains to my 
theory of homosexuality (I research 
a diverse range of scientific sub-
jects).  In developing a new theory 
as to the cause of homosexuality, 
I have postulated the following.  
Since the cause of homosexuality 
is purely psychological, it can be 
altered (a homosexual can become 
heterosexual).  Despite the fact 
that this paper does not speak ill of 
homosexuals, in this day and age it 
isn’t politically correct to say such 
a thing.  Therefore, this knowledge 
will be held back by “the system”.  
(This is merely one example of why, 
at times, the publication system 
is an abject failure at recognizing 
valid science.)  With my new theory 
as to the origins of the universe, it 
would be a complete revolution for 
cosmology.  All scientific questions 
which have previously been posed 
about the origins of the universe 
are answered by this theory.  I have 
been warned by professionals 
within the field that contemporary 
scientific journal are not designed 
for revolutions.  This is just one 
additional example of why, because 
of the nature of my work, “the sys-
tem” will never accept it.
 With these actual examples, 
we are almost ready to explain 
precisely why nothing short of a 
revolution in magic will save the art 
form.  However, in order to ensure 
optimum lucidity, it is necessary to 
present a real life entertainment 
example from a few decades ago 
which will have bearing on the 
need to revolutionize magic.  The 

relevance of the following is to elu-
cidate upon one particular concept.  
When the public have a certain 
“mental image” of entertainment, 
how will this impact their view of 
the quality of the entertainment?
 This example will pertain 
to The Tonight Show with Johnny 
Carson.  Some of the younger 
readers may be oblivious as to 
the dichotomy between Leno and 
Carson in relation to The Tonight 
Show and how they conducted 
themselves as hosts.  Leno always 
strives to achieve a strong mono-
logue during the opening of the 
show.  With Carson, this was not 
always the case.  All too often, the 
jokes in his opening monologue 
didn’t necessarily resonate with his 
audience.  Furthermore, there were 
times when the audience’s reaction 
would simply fluctuate.  As Carson 
himself pointed out, Friday night 
crowds were always a little more 
rambunctious than the crowds on 
other nights.
 One Friday night in the early 
’80’s, Carson came out and deliv-
ered the following as his opening 
joke for his monologue.  A mechan-
ic walks into a psychiatrist’s office 
and the psychiatrist says get on the 
couch.  The audience laughed.  A 
few minutes into the monologue, 
Carson’s sidekick, Ed McMahon said, 
wasn’t that joke supposed to be, a 
mechanic walks into a psychiatrist’s 
office and the psychiatrist says get 
under the couch?  (That was sup-
posed to be the joke.)  As Carson 
originally delivered it, there was 
nothing even remotely funny about 
the joke.  It wasn’t a bad joke, or a 
poor joke.  There was simply no joke 
at all.  Despite this fundamental 
reality, the people laughed.  The 
question is, why?  A few peripheral 
factors were in effect.  The fact that 
it was a Friday night crowd, it was 
the opening joke, and he said it fair-
ly quickly played their role in caus-
ing the crowd to laugh.  However, 
this was not the central reason the 
people laughed.  The central reason 
was as follows.  Faith in Carson.  In 
other words, Carson had simply 
developed such a reputation that 
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the people expected him to make 
them laugh, even when there 
was absolutely no cause to laugh.  
(Again, peripheral factors had a 
role to play as the crowd did not 
always laugh at Carson’s bad jokes.)  
Therefore, we can conclude the fol-
lowing.  When the public’s faith in a 
particular form of entertainment is 
extremely high, even inferior qual-
ity entertainment has the ability to 
elicit a strong audience response.  
(This is not always the case as is 
exemplified by the first three Star 
Wars films which nobody seemed to 
like.  However, even their abysmal 
quality did not prevent outstanding 
box office returns for these films.)  
However, the italicized precept 
would fundamentally be sound.
 With the establishment of 
this principle, this now begs the 
following question.  What type of 
entertainment would be required 
when the corollary is in effect?  In 
other words, when the public’s faith 
in a particular form of entertain-
ment is extremely low (as is the cur-
rent case with magic) what would 
be required to restore their faith?  
They would have to see magic like 
they’ve never seen magic before.  
This does not entail one spectacular 
illusion like vanishing the Statue of 
Liberty.  Every single illusion they 
see, from the opening, to the clos-
ing, and everything in between 
would have to be unique magic 
unlike any other type of magic that 
they’ve ever witnessed from any 
other magician.  Like the need for 
a revolution in the film industry, 
a new and completely different 
approach would have to be taken 
by one magician.  This magician 
would have to adhere to principles 
and concepts which are completely 
different from the rest of the com-
munity.  Now, broadly speaking, 
what type of magic would conform 
to these designated parameters?  
Simply put, a revolution.  In the 
same way that a crowd laughed 
at Carson’s non-existent joke, their 
extremely low faith in magic can 
only be overcome via an entire 
magic show which presents an 
unprecedented and unique type of 

magic.  If one magician were able 
to do this, it would suffice to restore 
the entire lay public’s interest in 
magic as a whole, and cause magi-
cians to once again be in demand. 
 To conclude, what are the 
answers to the three questions 
posed at the outset of this paper?  
We, and many other fields of human 
endeavor, are in their current 
state of crisis for two reasons.  The 
younger generation of profession-
als are lacking the abilities of their 
predecessors, and “something” has 
precipitated the crisis.  What does 
this bode for the future?  Without 
the public (and amateur magicians) 
being “reminded” with some degree 
of periodicity what a great art form 
magic is, the notion of magic con-
stituting a great art form will be 
pushed further and further from 
people’s “psychological domain” 
until the field completely dies out.  
Is it possible to reverse this trend?  
The presentation of magic which is 
unlike anything the public has ever 
previously witnessed (from the first 
illusion to everything in between) 
will reignite everybody’s passion 
for magic.  For this to be attained, 
nothing short of a revolution in the 
art form will be required.

For more thought provoking articles 
by R. Andrew visit his website:
www.newtheories.net
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“It’s foolish for people to think that climate change is a 
conspiracy. Climate change is being used as ‘vs. global 
warming, and the two should be mentioned in the same 
breath.”
—Kevin Barnes

Since Sir Paul McCartney has 
advised younger writers that the 
success of penetrating writing 
would be to “come right in with a 
hook” — how’s this:

THIS MAY BE THE MOST 
IMPORTANT ARTICLE YOU EVER 
READ

Do I have your attention?

Good.

We’re not too far away from 
what former VP Al Gore’s termed, 
“an inconvenient truth.” This 
is the story of a successful 
environmental message 
mixed with the mind-blowing 
illusions and magic of The Green 
Magician, Kevin Barnes.

PART ONE: THE PROBLEM

I was inspired to pen this opus 
now because I am about to 
board a train in Penn Station, 
in New York City, which I have 
called home for almost forty 
years. That’s another way of 
saying, I’ve never owned a car; 
preferring to live in a city where 
mass transit is first rate, because 
it ferries over 10 million people 
daily from all over. New York 
City had  a record fifty-million 
visitors in 2012. New York City 
may be a lot of things, but it 
cannot sustain an atmosphere of 
breathable air with such dense 
population if all traveled by 
private car. Each an every one 
of the one million who live on 
Manhattan island know full well 

THINGS aRE NOT 
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Global Environmental Education = Green Earth Magic Show
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that private cars are on the way out 
from being allowed on the former 
Manhattas, or “land of hills” termed 
by the Mohawk Indians when 
the Dutch came calling in 1634. I 
mention our history because this 
small island has been a paradigm for 
global congestion and what must be 
done about it.

While my choice to not own a car is 
personal regarding my profession 
(traveling magician); I also have a 
grave environmental concern. One 
has only to look at China. In 2013, 
China added one million cars to 
their terrain. In 2014, it is estimated 
that China will add SIx MILLION 
more. That’s a lot of oil. That’s a lot 
of gas. That’s unavoidable pollution 
in the form of several harmful 
emissions including carbon dioxide 
—which is the main culprit to 
climate change and global warming. 
That’s a lot of dangerous material 
seeping skyward, further destroying 
our planet’s atmosphere. Have I 
gotten your attention yet?

Mark Bittner, the subject of the 
film and book The Wild Parrots of 
Telegraph Hill, a story based on 
the wild flock of parrots in San 

Francisco, writes on his heavily 
trafficked blog, “We are now in the 
early 21st century witnessing the 
decline of modern civilization and 
the American Empire.”  These are 
strong words that conservatives 
don’t like to hear from the Genesis 
Winner of the Best Documentary 
(and book) of 2005. Bittner lived 
as a homeless person with a flock 
of wild parrots for almost ten 
years. The Emmy-award filmmaker 
Judy Irving captured the 
incredibly rare phenomenon of 
a man bonding with wild parrots 
in their habitat, NOT in captivity. 
Bittner’s insights into a global 
phenomenon such as global 
warming have validity because 
his insights directly align with the 
problems of deforestation and the 
loss of habitat for living things (in 
his case, parrots). 

Bittner’s dark comments cannot 
be separated from the irrefutable 
facts:

1. Earth’s O-zone (which 
protect humans from Gama 
Rays) has been so depleted over 
the last 75 years by fossil fuel 
fluorocarbon emissions since the 

Industrial Revolution of the 19th 
century that there seems to be little 
repair to be done.

2. The erosion of fresh-water 
fed greenery via the destruction 
of trees has led to a lack of 
photosynthesis—the biological 
metamorphosis of carbon dioxide 
into breathable oxygen.

We are therefore left in a most 
dire situation; less protection from 
carcinogenic rays of the sun, and 
less breathable air—while we 
merrily chug down the highways of 
the world to our celebratory BBQ’s.

I know that’s a snide comment. 
But, it is almost too late for polite 
discourse in the eyes of those 
sensitive buzzwords: GLOBAL 
WARMING.

I first heard the words “global 
warming” in 1986 when I was the 
guest of biologist and famed magic 
historian Dr. Edwin A. Dawes at 
his home in Hull, England, near 
Yorkshire. I thought, for whatever 
reason, he had said, “global 
warning.” He might as well have. 
You don’t have to be of any political, 
spiritual, or artistic persuasion to 
be tagged a “Chicken Little” — 
impacting others’ with the notion 
that the sky is falling. The notion 
that the weather alone, from 
hurricanes (Sandy, Katrina, Rita or 
Arthur, take your pick) to tsunamis 
ought to tell you that our rapid and 
incessant industrialization is quickly 
closing the gap between those two 
words  “warming” and “warning.”

Katrina decimated New Orleans in 
2005, creating over 2 billion dollars 
worth of damage. When hurricane 
Sandy hit New York City, over 60,000 
people were made homeless in less 
than 36 hours. Some of those people 
in 2014 are still living in dwellings 
that were provided by others or 
FEMA (the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency).

PART TWO: MEET THE 
MAGICIAN

Enter: Kevin Barnes.

He’s not a scientist, philosopher, 
or farmer — yet he encompasses 
the passion of all three under 



the appropriate title: Educational 
Entertainer. 

Born in Iowa in 1961, Kevin 
discovered the art of magic at an 
early age when he was busy being a 
Boy Scout. The Henning Revolution 
of 1974 fueled his interest. Quickly 
adopting Henning’s message that 
magic was far cooler than the 
“look at me” wayward ego of most 
TV copyist magicians to Henning, 
Kevin found himself in Las Vegas 
at the end of the 1980’s. Soon he 
was starring in the Excalibur Hotel 
and Casino’s stable of entertainers 
replicating a modern King Arthur’s 
Court. He stayed for a remarkable 
15 years from 1990 to 2005. His job 
as a Merlin-like character to King 
Arthur’s Court was his day job and 
made it possible to support his ever-
present passion for environmental 
exploration, educating young 
audiences to nature’s wonders and 
inhaling as much of Mother Earth 
as he could. An avid back packer he 
made friends worldwide with those 
who are the “boots on the ground” 
measuring the constant rising 
temperatures in the great oceans 
of the world; and the consequent 
loss of habitats for thousands of 
species; with humans teetering not 
far behind in the Big Picture.

The Green Earth Magic Show was 
a great idea in the 1990’s.  But 
sometimes, a tough sell. While 

school audiences loved the 
mullet-wearing magician with the 
magician’s table made of former 
table saws, reconstituted as an artful 
message standing front and center, 
bookers were sometimes wary of a 
magic show with a serious message 
of conservation, environmentalism 
and a threatening future if humans 
stuck their heads in the sand.

Entertainment for entertainment’s 
sake will always exist. The vapid 
glitz, and empty drama of those who 
call themselves some absurd name, 
is a low common denominator that 
doesn’t take much thinking. Some 
people don’t want to think; and that 
is the danger Barnes sees as integral 
to being changed.

But, fun on stage with an important 
message raises consciousness; it 
does something.

AMAZING GRACE

When Excalibur disbanded their 
massive stable of performers and 
put in more bars (naturally), Kevin 
Barnes bought a 42-foot, 12-ton 
sailboat called Amazing Grace 
and took his message and magic 
on the high seas to resorts, beach 
communities and ports previously 
untouched by the Goddess Maja 
and her many incarnations. He 
sailed accompanied by dolphins and 

He’s not a scientist, 

philosopher, or farmer — 

yet he encompasses the 

passion of all three under 

the appropriate title: 

Educational Entertainer. 



whales guided by a solar compass 
and using the wind, stars and 
sun as his aides in demonstrating 
that actual navigation, travel and 
message success could be achieved 
with a dream based in cleverness, 
and bold research.

“As Doug Henning showed,” the 
gentle magicians says, “When 
magic is aligned with a message 
it proves more powerful; more 
penetrating. Doug talked of 
wonder, consciousness expansion 
for the greater good; his method 
was meditation. Mine is the 
environment, and what needs to be 
done — n o w.”

In 2014 people are now listening 
very closely. Yet, there is still a 
massive amount to be done.

Kevin Barnes, the Green Magician, 

is passionate about his topic, being 
influenced by two world-traveling 
adventuring magicians—John Booth 
(1912 – 2009) and John Calvert 
(1911 – 2013). “Both Booth and 
Calvert paved the way for what’s 
happening now. Each saw more 
than 100 countries as adventuring 
magicians with a show that meant 
something. Calvert studied for the 
ministry, Booth actually gave up 
a star status as one of the most 
acclaimed nightclub performers 
on Earth – he once stood in for 
Cardini! And then he studied at 
the University of Chicago attaining 
his Divinity degree. Both men 
made a profound difference in 
their respective ways. Booth was 
a Reverend-writer. Calvert was the 
showman…rascal!”

Calvert in his 90’s rode out hurricane 
Rita, aboard his massive yacht Magic 

Castle II, on Merritt Island, Florida. 
After three days of hanging on, 
literally holding ropes so the mast 
would not fall, bloodied at battered, 
the Coast Guard rescued Calvert 
and his dear wife Tammy. (Calvert 
told me that he’d traveled “every 
inch” of the great oceans and he’d 
never seen anything like hurricane 
Rita. “Man! Earth has been beat up 
us God fearing men” the great man 
intoned to me.) Typically Calvert, 
he scoffed at being called a “senior 
citizen” when his news was featured 
on TV for having survived the storm 
at sea. Calvert’s example has made 
a profound impression on Kevin 
Barnes.

Barnes relates tales of his two long-
living friends who both counseled 
him to Never Give Up and do what 
he set out to do, despite life’s 
inevitable reverses. It has not been 



easy being Kevin Barnes. Currently 
he doesn’t own a home, living out of 
his car and whatever hotel or resort 
he is currently parked at. Yes, this 
traveling magician really does live 
on the road. 

THE COMMITMENT

One day my phone rang. It was 
Kevin calling from his beautiful boat 
Amazing Grace.

The communication and signal was 
not solid between New York and his 
latitude and longitude somewhere 
in the Pacific between Japan and 
Hawaii.

“Ben! It’s goddamn crazy out here 
brother! I don’t know if all the seals 
of Grace are going to hold” the great 
environmental magician wailed into 
the microphone. Kevin was single-

handedly piloting his proud ship through a typhoon. I was very worried; 
what to do for my pal, alone, possibly about to be swallowed by the brilliant 
blue ocean he cared so much about. The irony saddened me. I did not sleep 
that night.

Two days later, I received a text from Kevin: “Amazing Grace and I made port 
at Cabo San Lucas. Banged up. OK though. Will be in touch.”

I was immediately relieved. Why suffer such a harrowing adventure — for 
what? 

It takes a very strong personality to give all they have for this environmental 
message of conservation, recycling; all given through sparking, creative, 
original entertainment. Kevin Barnes has bet the ranch on the success of his 
venture, big or small because he believes in what he is doing.

Kevin Barnes is unmistakable in his multiple appearances at water or Water 
Education Festivals nationwide. But, his stage is not limited to the United 
States. Global warming is a planetary problem and he has been invited by 
several governments to lecture, teach and inspire through the message of 
magic. Whether it is in Seattle, WA or St. Petersburg FL, he dresses almost 
as a green superhero with symbols adorning his T-shirt, boots and tailored 
trousers. He makes broad points with magic classics such as the multiplying 
billiard balls that illustrate the point of regeneration and recycling. 
Things “grow” and “duplicate” as messages of composting, healing and 
conservation, keeping water clean by not dumping battery acid, making 
sure the youth of Earth learn proper disposal of formerly hazardous waste.

He recently appeared for 25 shows in Copenhagen, Denmark. Brought over 
to the world of Tivoli Gardens, he entertained biological and zoological 
audiences who loved his imparting the messages of transcending personal 
convenience for the greater good. His magic, with message, not only 
surmounts language barriers, but also enhances the communication 
between nations seeking rational solutions to global problems. An Earth 
Fair in Texas; a Science Fair in Nevada or a Water Conservation conference in 
Arizona are regular stops for his energy efficient van carrying his 90-minute 
stage show that includes original large scale illusions in his trademarked 
Green Earth Magic Show.

Amazing Grace



Magic provides 
hope. The old school, 
“look-at-me” persona 
of magician’s day 
is done. Ego is out. 
Selflessness is in.

Children in at least a dozen countries send him drawings and snapshots of their success with performing 
experiments and magical illusions with a point from his widely distributed Green Earth Magic Kit; available at a 
great discount when sponsors book him for multiple appearances. The kit is currently in its 7th edition.

Siegfried and Roy found that mixing magic and circus brought ticket sales exceeding Sinatra and Elvis combined 
(though, it should be noted they outlived both legends) in Las Vegas. The message of living with the Earth’s 
animals and protecting their populations was a welcome entertainment to over 30 million people during their 
quarter century reign as the Kings of Vegas. Casino magnate Steve Wynn – later their producer – boldly declared 
“Siegfried & Roy changed Vegas—period.” Similarly, Kevin Barnes’ Green Earth Magic Show is making huge strides in 
Environmental Education.

THE GOAL

“We have to inspire, teach and touch the passion of upcoming generations to the mistakes of the past. Making the 
same mistakes repeatedly is no longer tolerable and people know it,” the soft-spoken magician says. “I see it daily 
as I travel. A mother with her children in tow comes up to me after a show. I see some tears of joy when she tells me 
that her children want to recycle plastic and paper, and set up stations at their schools to teach others. The smart 
removal of waste can help save the planet if…if… there is a drastic reduction of CO2 gases emitted. The message is 
getting through and turning them on.”

President Bill Clinton has widely predicted a trillion dollar economy for the first entrepreneurs to develop a way 
to harness the sun’s rays and provide FREE electricity to the people of the Earth. How to make money while giving 
electricity away for free is a technological hurdle that is not only possible, but also essential if the planet is to 
survive. Dangerous coal-burning methods to create electricity fail and pale in comparison to that generated by 
wind, solar and vegetable-based energies. “Green energy” are no longer just buzzwords bandied about in Wall 
Street boardrooms to appease liberal-minded investors.

TV shows, educational seminars, stage shows and outdoor appearances keep Kevin Barnes busy and on the road 
24/7 with his show. He is sought out as an educational authority and problem-solving master of illusion that not 
only entertains with cleverness and creativity, but the example that reverses to old ways can be made, artfully, and 
as he says “immediately.”



Without a degree in 
environmentalism, Kevin Barnes’ 
folksy, down-to-Earth approach is 
perfect for informing the children 
of the 21st century to the choices 
that must be made now. Adults 
too listen to him because he is not 
threatening. Kevin’s unique visual 
illusions are intertwined with green 
earth tips everyone can do easily 
to make a difference. That is the 
message Kevin spreads which he 
imparts passionately to empower 
the younger generations. They 
know after seeing his show, each 
and every one of them can make a 
strong difference.

Magic provides hope. The old 
school, “look-at-me” persona of 
magician’s day is done. Ego is out. 
Selflessness is in.

The Green Earth Magic Show 
starring Kevin Barnes is proof of 
this. And, we are fortunate indeed 
because the message of magic alone 
is a terrific way to wake people up 
to the fact that while the sky is not 
falling…it IS melting. We can do 
something about this, and now is 
the time to do it.

The Author:

Ben Robinson celebrates forty 
years as a professional magician 
in December, 2014. He has been a 
contributor to VANISH since Issue 
#1. In 2014 he has covered The 
International Circus Festival of Monte 
Carlo, Bello on Broadway as well 
as Disney’s Aladdin, spotlighting 
illusion designer of the hit flying 
carpet, Jim Steinmeyer. He lives in 
New York City and is working on a 
new book. 

Ben Robinson and Kevin Barnes



THE WIZARD AND THE CONJUROR

The Wizard and 
the Conjuror

Jeff McBride’s
Magic & Mystery School

Tobias Beckwith

Many of you may know of my obsession with what I 
think of as “real wizards.”

Real wizards include people like the fictional Merlyn, 
Gandalf and all the Harry Potter Wizards. They also 
include real life wizards, like Leonardo da Vinci, Albert 
Einstein, the playwright and founder of the “Billion 
Rising” and “V-Day” movements, Eve Ensler, as well as 
people like Steve Jobs and Elon Musk.  In Jobs’ words, 
they are people who “put a little dent in the universe,” – 
they create a larger amount of change than we would 
expect a single human being to be able to do.

All these real wizards share common traits.  On the 
surface, they “do the impossible,” which means things 
that others think are impossible. I’m fond of the saying, 
“Those who say a thing is impossible should stay out 
of the way of those who are doing it.”  As performing 
magicians, we rather like to find things that others 
think of as being impossible – otherwise where would 
we get our material – but wizards are not necessarily 
magicians.

Real wizards have a close affinity with “Wisdom.” You 
can almost hear the connection in the words.  Wiz-
ards are “Wise-ards.” And in this case, I define wisdom 
as that special kind of knowledge you can only get 
through experience and then reflecting on that expe-
rience.  This is why some older people seem to have 
more wisdom than some younger ones…they have 
had the time to get more experiences!  Wizards actu-
ally SEEK OUT experiences that others might avoid. 

New experiences create discomfort, and most of us, 
most of our culture, is geared to keeping us well within 
our “comfort levels.”  But when you go outside those 
boundaries, when you stretch yourself with new experi-
ences… you get to learn things others don’t know, by 
having experiences they haven’t had.  You gain secret 
knowledge.  Now there’s something we magicians all 
love.  We do have a lot in common with real wizards!
So let’s consider how wisdom and experience relates to 
our magic.

For myself, I find that a magical performance is uniquely 
suited to providing audiences and performers alike 
with experiences that may help them with their own 
personal growth and transformation. In short, it’s a 
great way to convey real wisdom. And when you can do 
that, you’re well on your way to becoming a real wizard 
yourself.

At its simplest, a magic trick sends the message that, 
“You thought the world was a particular way – but you 
need to think again!” At a slightly deeper level, magic 
conveys the idea that what we think of as “reality” is 
actually an illusion, and therefore something we, as 
observers and interpreters, might have more ability to 
change than we had imagined.  

That’s really just another way of telling an audience, 
“You are all magicians, with the ability to change your 
world. Nothing is really impossible.”  I don’t know about 
you, but I find that to be an inspiring message, especial-
ly in times like those we live in, where we are increas-



I suppose the take-away from all 
of this, if you’re looking for ways 
to make your own magical perfor-
mances more powerful, let’s learn 
from the real wizards. Magic is an art 
form that is closely allied to real-life 
wizardry, and so we can learn a lot 
by examining these areas where our 
passions and knowledge cross one 
another.  And, if you’re aspiring to 
true wizardry – don’t discount the 
things your performing magic has 
to teach you! Let’s all go and create 
some truly magical experiences, 
both for our audiences and for 
ourselves.

By the way, this kind of cross-over 
between our magical art and other 
interesting parts of our world is one 
of the sources of creativity that we 
explore during our “Magic & Mean-
ing” conference each fall, and on our 
Monday Night Mystery School show 
at McBridemagic.tv.  I hope we’ll see 
you at one of those events soon!  In 

ingly aware of major events, global 
movements and hugely powerful 
corporations and countries all doing 
just as they please, with individuals 
like us feeling more and more pow-
erless to make, or even to influence 
change.

Another kind of wisdom for which 
magical presentations are uniquely 
suited is the ability to demonstrate 
that different points of view can 
provide vastly different ideas about 
what is real. Sometimes I suspect 
this is one of the primary lessons 
of magic for us magicians.  We’ve 
all had the experience, probably 
hundreds of times, of seeing a fan-
tastic effect, and feeling completely 
amazed… but then learning how 
it’s done, and finding the magic we 
had experienced replaced by either 
indifference or a whole new set of 
concerns for “how to keep it decep-
tive.” A single bit of additional secret 
knowledge can shift our perspective 
and reduce the wondrous to the 
mundane. The real trick, of course, 
is to find out how to recover that 
sense of wonder…not only in the 
tricks we’ve learned, but in the 
world around us.

Here’s an interesting observation 
– something I’ve discovered by 
spending time with lots and lots of 
magicians:  The best among them 
are the ones who most love being 
fooled themselves! They manage to 
keep that childlike sense of won-
der – perhaps that’s what keeps 
them able to keep on delivering 
that “real magic” sensation to audi-
ences again and again.  The easily 
jaded – you know them – the ones 
fond of saying things like “It’s just 
a trick!” to their audiences, or who 
most like drawing attention to vari-
ous versions of “you know I’m lying 
to you, right?” Those folks tend to 
have a bit more difficulty moving 
their audiences to what I think of as 
“real” magic experiences, though 
of course, some are able to do so.  
As Jeff McBride is fond of pointing 
out, it’s hard to give someone else 
a magical experience if you haven’t 
had one yourself.

the meantime, you can read more of 
this type of article in my new book, 
Beyond Deception, Vol. 2: From the 
Wizard’s Corner, now available on 
Amazon!

The cover of Tobias’ new book

McBridemagic.tv


Despite having a father who 
appeared regularly on televi-

sion as a magician and mentalist, it 
wasn’t until he was sixteen-years-
old that Marvin Berglas caught 
the magic bug. He and his father, 
the “international man of mystery” 
David Berglas, attended a magic 
convention in Lyon, France, where 
Marvin helped his father dem-
onstrate the Cardcertina Deck. 
He discovered he was a natural 
showman who loved demonstrat-
ing magic.  His demonstrations 
attracted large crowds, and Marvin 
was hooked.

 Marvin’s entrepreneurial skills were 
evident from an early age. Just 
weeks after leaving school at the 
age of eighteen, Marvin organised a 
“Collectors’ Convention” for dealers 
of coins, postcards, sporting pro-
grams, stamps, and other ephem-
era. As a keen soccer fan, who col-
lected old soccer  programs, Marvin 
had noticed how poorly organized 
collectors’ fairs usually were. He de-
cided to produce something much 
better. He hired the banquet suite at 
Lords Cricket Ground, and arranged 
for specialist experts to give free ad-

vice to the collectors who attended. 
The convention was a huge success 
and Marvin found himself featured 
on TV and the national press. Marvin 
repeated this success one year later 
with an even larger convention, this 
time sponsored by the Sunday Mir-
ror, a well-known national newspa-
per.
 
Only a few years after this, Marvin, 
his brother, and a school friend, 
built up two multi-million dollar 
businesses: a company that provid-
ed school supplies and an in-store 



demonstration business. Both com-
panies promoted and sold prod-
ucts using ESP - entertaining sales 
presentations. The special abilities 
Marvin had discovered at the age of 
sixteen were being put to good use. 
 
At the age of nineteen, Marvin was 
the top demonstrator at Hamleys 
of Regent Street, the largest toy 
shop in the world. He obtained the 
rights to the Magic Drawing Board, 
and sold so many of these that he 
was able to negotiate a pitch near 
the front door. His products have 

remained in this prime posi-
tion ever since.
 
Marvin sold Hamleys on the 
idea of a magic department 
to be called Marvin’s Magic. 
The concept included qual-
ity props, beautiful pack-
aging, and enthusiastic, 
well-trained magic dem-
onstrators. Marvin’s Magic 
was officially launched in 
October 1987. As well as 
Hamleys’ flagship Regent 
Street store, six other re-
gional stores participated in 
the launch.
 
One year later, Harrods, Brit-
ain’s leading department 
store, started selling Mar-
vin’s Magic, and they were 
quickly followed by Boots, a 
pharmacy chain with hun-
dreds of stores. This encour-
aged Marvin to develop 
beautifully packaged magic 
sets that could be sold with-
out a live demonstration.
 
Marvin is particularly proud 
of The Magic Circle Deluxe 
Box of Tricks, the only magic 
set to have received an of-
ficial recommendation from 
the Magic Circle. The royal-
ties and sponsorship from 
this set raised more than 
150,000 pounds toward the 
Magic Circle’s new Head-
quarters.
 
Marvin’s Magic is sold in 

more than 70 countries, and he can 
claim to have inspired and moti-
vated millions of magic enthusiasts 
around the world.
 
Despite being kept extremely busy 
with Marvin’s Magic, Marvin still 
manages to find time to entertain at 
high-end corporate functions and at 
celebrity parties. He has entertained 
Michael Jackson, President Mubarak 
of Egypt, and numerous politicians 
and sports stars. Consequently, he 
can claim to perform for “pop stars, 
sporting legends, politicians, and 

even presidents.”
 
Marvin’s life-long passion for soccer 
led to him becoming Arsenal Foot-
ball Club’s resident magician, a role 
he has had for more than twenty-
one years. He entertains the spon-
sors and VIPs before the games at 
the magnificent Emirates Stadium. 
Until recently, he also played for 
the Arsenal Ex-Pro and Celebrity xI, 
which is the club’s showbiz charity 
team. On two occasions he won the 
Player of the Season Award. Over 
sixteen seasons, Marvin played with 
stars from film and stage, as well 
as many of the former players he 
idolised as a child.
 
This continues to be an exciting 
time for Marvin and Marvin’s Magic.
 
The brand has gone from strength 
to strength with significant inter-
national expansion particularly in 
Australia, Dubai and the Nordic 
regions. This huge retail presence 
is supported by mixtures of in store 
demonstrations , TV monitors  and 
TV advertising campaigns.
 
Whilst his demonstration manag-
ers now coordinate international 
training programs, Marvin is still in 
demand to support key new ter-
ritories, including a forthcoming 
appearance on Russia’s biggest TV 
chat show.

During the World Cup Finals in Brazil 
, Marvin combined his magic and 
football passion to the next level....
watching  nine games in red carpet 
style, interspersed with some high 
profile impromptu appearances at 
VIP events.
 
In 2014 Marvin was honoured to 
receive the British Magical Society’s 
‘Outstanding Contribution to Magic’ 
trophy. This was poignantly present-
ed to him by his father, as it bears 
his name. It was a proud day for the 
Berglas family.
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Avai lable  at  your  favori te  Murphy’s  Magic  dealer !

Vol. 1:

“Karl Hein's diverse collection of material was really inspiring. 

Personal favorites include his sandwich-kickback routine 

(Grandmother's B.L.T.), all his work on false shuffles, and his 

terriic ending to multiple selection (Sublime).” - Joshua Jay

“How did I not think of GIVE ME FIVE!” - Chad Long

Vol. 2:

Vol. 3:

Contains TEN of the most covert false shuffles & cuts for ALL skill levels. Including 
one of Karl’s most coveted utilities…e Heinstein Shuffle. 

Contains SEVEN original and commercial routines created for the modern audience. 
Each move has been thought out in extensive detail. 

Several signature effects with some great bonuses! e effects contained here are 
Karl’s pet effects. In teaching, no detail was overlooked. You get everything!

http://www.murphysmagic.com


WHERE CAN I GO TO SUCK?
In show business, there is no free 
ride to the top of the success lad-
der.  You have to Pay Your Dues by 
working a ton of shows in lots of 
bad venues and for tough audi-
ences to finally reach the good 
gigs, success, and possible fame.  
You also need to have the pressure 
of a deadline to force yourself to 
work hard toward your goal of be-
ing original, different, and good.

We all need a place to be bad so 
we can become good, because 
we all suck at some point in our 
careers.  Hopefully it is early on.

It’s unfortunate that shows like 
America’s Got Talent and others 
make people think they can reach 
the top quickly to have their own 
show by simply coming up with a 
few 90 second bits.  Please don’t 
think that way.  The only way to be 
good is through PREPARATION of 
good material, being put under 
PRESSURE of live performance to 

bring out our best, and REPETI-
TION of the routines in hundreds 
of shows.

Think about it. How many acts 
have become famous and have 
their own shows because of AGT?  
How many judges have gained 
even more fame and success 
from the show for talking about 
those acts?  So why do I see the 
these judge’s clothing lines and 
endorsements all over the place, 
and not the talent’s?

There used to be quite a few 
venues that booked magic acts 
on their way up.  Good acts that 
were in need of stage time to 
become great acts.  These venues 
also had some great acts that were 
expanding shows and wanted to 
work out new material in front of 
real audiences.

Venues like Wizards in Los Ange-
les, Caesar’s Magical Empire in Las 

How many acts 
have become 
famous and have 
their own shows 
because of AGT?  



Vegas, and Magic Island in Houston, 
Texas booked magicians regularly 
and gave them an opportunity to 
do many shows with constant new 
audiences who appreciated magic 
while preparing new material and 
performing it over and over again.  
Many famous illusionists like the 
Pendragons and Chuck Jones made 
the rounds between these venues 
and were able to make a pretty good 
living with just these bookings.

I worked at Caesar’s Magical Empire 
for 4 ½ years doing hundreds of 
shows and will always give credit to 
that creative atmosphere for much 
of my growth with magic, comedy, 
improve, audience management & 
control, timing, and how to handle 
mishaps.

Apollo Robbins has had immense suc-
cess on television and elsewhere with 
his pickpocketing.  He worked out 
most of his pickpocketing routines 
while working the lines of people 
entering Caesar’s Magical Empire.  He 
was given thousands of chances to 
work out details and handling for his 
routines.  Most importantly, he could 
experience multiple types of watches, 
glasses, pockets, clothing, and even 
shapes of people for pickpocketing.  
Preparation, Pressure, and Repetition.

The Magic Castle is still an opportu-
nity to do a lot of shows in a week 
and get great feedback, but this is a 
coveted gig and is not really a place to 
try new material.  It is the prime place 
to showcase your finest material for 
true magic aficionados.  When you 
are ready, of course

WHY ARE SO MANY 
ILLUSIONISTS DOING THE 
SAME THINGS?

Remember the old saying, “If you fail 
to prepare, prepare to fail.”

There are few stand-out performers 
who have found themselves in their 
material in the illusion world.  Most 

are not taking the steps to PREPARE 
something new or original to show 
audiences.

After thinking about it, I believe there 
are three main reasons that we are 
stuck seeing the same illusions being 
bought and performed by so many 
magicians these days:  

One is the high cost of developing 
something original rather than just 
paying a builder to construct another 
Origami or Gossamer Suspension.  
But, as we’ve discussed in previous 
articles, freshness can be brought to 
any classic illusion if enough time and 
imagination is brought to the routin-
ing.  Look at Michael Giles (from The 
Majestix) and the variation on the 
Origami, or Hans Moretti and his inno-
vative broom suspension on a paper 
tree to see how they made these.

Two is just laziness in getting creative 
with original ideas or even working 
with a creative consultant to do some-

thing new or even add something 
new to an existing illusion to make 
it individual.  I’ve heard many 
agents say they constantly see 
the same illusions over and over 
again with different costumes 
and music.  I called it laziness, but 
it may be that the performer is 
more interested in becoming a 
“star” and focusing on promoting 
themselves with pictures standing 
next to the latest, greatest illusion 
on the market rather than actually 
being a true “artist” and creating 
something special beyond their 
“image”.

Three is not really the fault of the 
performers themselves.  Since the 
economic downturn, many magic 
venues have closed and there are 
fewer places to really work on your 
material steadily.  Nowadays, most 
venues will not take a chance on 
something new and want a “sure 
thing”.   

Charles as the Wizard Octavius at Caesar’s Magical Empire



Even Las Vegas (a good barometer for the entertainment 
business in general) has seen this happen in it’s shows.  
You rarely see a new show or act that isn’t renting the 
room to make a name for themselves.  Casinos want a sure 
thing that has worked on Broadway, is Cirque du Soleil 
related, or a tribute to someone dead and famous.  Even 
the superstar music artists that used to make money on 
CD sales are now playing in theaters to make their millions.

Not only are there fewer performance opportunities, but 
the money paid has also gone down since then, and there 
are a plethora of acts willing to work for less…just to get 
the gig.  And few performers are leaving their regular jobs 
in shows to take a chance on a new show.

As Illusionists, we have an even harder time getting 
a decent space to work out new pieces for our shows 
due to the size of the props.  And, if you are trying to do 
something new and original, it becomes even harder to 
do it often enough to take our diamonds from rough to 
polished.  When you get a professional job paying well, 
you don’t want to stick in something new that isn’t ready. 
Doing gigs from time to time will never get your material 
to the level of greatness.

There are few venues for an illusionist to actually “work-
shop” ideas and make them great.  The days of the Egyp-
tian Hall are long gone, but there were quite a few venues 
just over a decade ago that gave illusionists a chance to 
really groom an idea into perfection.

REPETITION IS THE KEY TO GETTING BETTER

The Wizard’s Secrets was a short illusion and magic show 
that ran years ago at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas.   
As one audience was leaving, the next was coming in for 
the next show.

Greg Gleason is currently a successful illusionist touring 
with Masters of Illusion, performing on numerous cruise 
lines, having his own show at the Venetian Hotel in Las 
Vegas, and taking his own show to China a few times.  Greg 
was one of a small group of magicians that did constant 
shows throughout the day at The Wizards Secrets.

During the run, Greg did about 9200 shows there from 
1993-1996, 12 shows a day, 6 days a week, sometimes 
24 shows a day.  Almost all were sold out.  Now, that’s 
repetition.

Below: Apollo 
Robbins has had 
immense success on 
television and else-
where with his pick-
pocketing. 

Bram Charles performing at Caesar’s Magical Empire



He will be the first to credit this opportunity to do so many 
shows as honing the skills necessary to handle any situ-
ation as a performer and become comfortable handling 
the illusions and the audience with ease.

While the obvious venues have dried up a bit, there are 
plenty of places to get creative and find some new per-
formance prospects.

FINDING OPPORTUNITIES TO WORK OUT 
YOUR NEW PIECES AND TALENTS

Here are some ideas for possible performance venues:

Small Charity Events – Many groups have low to no budget 
and aren’t able to afford expensive entertainment, but 
may have a stage with sound and lighting support.  They 
are happy to have you entertain their group and usually 
have many events to raise awareness or fundraise.

A Church or Organization you belong to – These people 
will know you and support you and your endevours.  The 
also have technical resources and a space to perform and 
possibly rehearse.

Work in a Magic Shop – Not all magic shops have moved 
online.  There are plenty of shops in malls and touristy 
places that could use a magician to demonstrate magic.  
The repetition of doing the same tricks over and over 
again is the best practice you’ll ever get paid for.  Plus, you 
may get to see some new stuff along the way.

Talent Competitions – There’s nothing like a deadline to 
pressure you to get your creative energy flowing.  Sign up 
for the next big magic convention competition.  Or, put 
yourself in the ring with other talents like music, singing, 
comedy, dance and see how you rate next to them.

Schools, Nursing Homes, and Libraries– Offer to do a free 
show for one of these places and you might find a stage 
with lights, an eager, full audience, and plenty of venues 
to approach in your hometown or nearby.

Open Mic Nights – While I would not want to bring more 
than one illusion for this, I might keep some solid smaller 
material on both sides of one illusion in case it doesn’t 
go smoothly.  Again there is usually a small stage, but no 
tech time.

Street Performing or Environmental Theater – If you can 
find a proper space and make the conditions work for 
doing an illusion, there is plenty of chance for repetition.  
Sometimes you may find a small platform or stage, but 
you will have to bring any sound needed.  In the right set-
ting, an illusion could look pretty cool against this natural 

backdrop.  You will also learn how to bring an audience 
in, engage them, and make them pay for something they 
didn’t even plan on seeing.

Theme Parks – If you can score a gig at a theme park or 
amusement venue, you will have up to six shows per day 
throughout the season to hone your skills and tighten a 
show.  Drew Thomas, Mark Kalin, Mark Wilson, and numer-
ous others have had success with theme park shows early 
in their careers.  There’s almost always a stage, but it could 
be outside during the hot summer.

Music Venues – Try making friends with some local bands 
or music groups.  Ask if you can open for them or take a 
10 minute spot when they need a break between sets.  
Try not to ask for too much technically and be as accom-
modating of their equipment as possible since it really is 
their gig first.

WANT TO BE GOOD?

BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF.   Where is my act currently?  
Do I have full show yet?  Or, do I have just one or two pieces 
of good material?  Where do I want to go with my magic?  
Do I have my own style and original material?

Three things to make you better:

-PREPARATION is taking the time to create something that 
is yours and fits you.

-PRESSURE from deadlines or live performances forces us 
to work harder and stay focused.

-REPETITION is the key to getting better through thou-
sands of performances.

Find a place to work on your craft with diligence and you 
will be rewarded personally and professionally.  I promise.

Charles Bach

www.charlesbach.com

charlesbach@gmail.com

www.charlesbach.com
mailto:charlesbach@gmail.com
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OUTERBRIDGE - A DAY IN THE LIFE 

OUTERBRIDGE – 
MARKETING 
AND MAGIC 
BY TED OUTERBRIDGE

I studied marketing in college – and then I went out 
into the real world and learned how to actually put it 
to use! Since then, I have earned a living by market-

ing myself as a magician in a variety of markets – from 
birthday parties, restaurants and schools to corporate 
events, casinos, and fundraisers – and for the last 15 
years in Performing Arts Centers (PACs). This article 
focuses on marketing in the world of PACs, but most of 
this information applies to any area of show business.

Performing Arts Centers pay me either a flat perfor-
mance fee or a guaranteed minimum amount plus a 
split of the sales above the minimum. They present our 
show to their community and they are responsible for 
local marketing of the show and selling the tickets. It 
is in my best interest to help the PAC market our show 
effectively because the greater the ticket sales, the hap-
pier everyone will be. Also, the more likely it is that we 

will be invited back to perform again. Our track record is 
that 90% of PACs bring us back within three seasons.

To sell our show to PACs, first I establish a relationship 
with the theatre manager or programming person, and 
then I do my best to demonstrate that our show is a 
good fit for their venue and community. I accomplish 
this with a mix of phone calls, email marketing, and 
direct mail, and by building relationships with the right 
people. Selling a show to PACs is all about relationships. 
When a PAC would like to book our show I turn them 
over to our business agent who negotiates our perfor-
mance fee. It is a demanding, ongoing job and it has 
taken years to achieve results, but I love where it has 
brought us. When we are on tour we never want to go 
home.

You might think we are competing against other magi-



“To sell our show to PACs, first I establish 
a relationship with the theatre manager 
or programming person, and then I 
do my best to demonstrate that our 
show is a good fit for their venue and 
community.. “



My experience 
has been that it is 
always better to 
hire a professional 
when a graphic 
artist, web designer, 
photographer or 
video editor is 
involved. 

cians when I work on selling our show to a PAC, or when our tickets go on sale at the box office. In reality, we are 
competing with world-class entertainers such as big-name bands, singers, ballet companies, theatre companies, 
comedians, etc. We are competing with the best, so it is critical that our marketing materials be very professional. I 
always provide the following marketing essentials to the PACs, both electronically and in print form:

•	 11”	x	17”	posters	with	space	for	imprinting
•	 6-foot	high	banners	with	a	stand	for	display	in	the	theatre	lobby
•	 Generic	radio	and	TV	spots	with	room	for	a	local	tag
•	 B-roll	footage	for	TV	and	our	trailer/demo	video
•	 Copy	for	the	venue’s	program
•	 Press	kits	with	press	releases,	bios	and	high	resolution	photos
•	 Social	media	links	to	Facebook	and	YouTube
•	 A	list	of	ideas	for	the	venue	to	use	in	promoting	the	show

I will cover these marketing essentials in more detail, but first… a thought. We as magicians are competing with 
many, many different forms of entertainment. Our potential audience has a lot of options to choose from. Jenny 
is turning 6 years old and she can bring her friends to see the latest Disney movie with a budget of $200 million, 
or she can have a magic show in her living room for $200. The Jones family is trying to decide whether they will 
go to the latest Cirque du Soleil show or see a magic show at their local theatre. People often do some googling 
before making decisions. Does the magician’s website look as interesting and slick as the movie website? What to 
do, what to do, which one looks better? When the potential buyer looks at the magician’s poster and the Alice in 
Wonderland poster, which one looks more exciting? 

If I have a toothache, I have a couple of options. I could bring my drill, some plastic wood and a six-pack over to 
my friend’s house and ask him to repair my cavity, or I could seek the help of a trained professional – someone 
who has practiced dentistry for years and who makes their living fixing people’s teeth. I always choose the dentist. 
For the same reason, I always hire a professional to design our poster or website or to film and edit our demo vid-
eo. I do not ask a friend who just bought a Mac with the latest version of PhotoShop. Let me put it to you another 



way: if I told you that you could invest $3,000 and get 
back $10,000 within one year, would you do it? 

My experience has been that it is always better to hire a 
professional when a graphic artist, web designer, pho-
tographer or video editor is involved. The money I have 
paid for these services over the years has always come 
back in the form of more work and better-paying work. 
These people are not unaffordable and they are profes-
sionals with industry knowledge and experience that 
we as magicians do not possess. Another advantage is 
that are not emotionally attached to the work like I am. 

Key art is the image created for a poster and it is the 
visual concept used to sell a show or a movie. It is 
adapted for the show’s newspaper ads, website, and 
all publicity materials. It is critically important to the 
success of a show. Good key art should be clean, simple, 
and focused. It should not try to show every element of 
your show; instead it should convey an overall feeling of 
what your audience will experience.

Our current OUTERBRIDGE – Clockwork Mysteries 
poster has been designed to convey our name and 
genre at a glance. Our graphic designer used easy-to-
read fonts and colors to make the title pop out. You may 
not believe this but for our photo shoot we hired a hair 
stylist for my hair! We also worked with a makeup artist 
and art director as well as a photographer and his as-
sistant. The idea was to communicate that we perform a 

world-class theatrical illusion show for adult and family 
audiences. While I personally enjoy having huge post-
ers of myself and Marion printed, my experience has 
been that PACs want a small poster that will fit in small 
places. 11 x 17 inches seems to be the most-requested 
size these days.

Years ago I made the mistake of including images of 
many of our illusions on our poster, thinking the sheer 
number of them would to entice people to see the 
show. Unfortunately the poster ended up being so busy 
that from a distance it looked like a pizza! The title was 
not legible unless the viewer was very, very close. In this 
case, the graphic artist listened to what I wanted – and 
then gave me what I wanted. It’s much better to work 
with a designer who listens to what you want, but then 
gives you what you need. Now, when dealing with crea-
tive people who I trust, I specifically request them to 
give me what I need. 

We offer a large banner to all the venues we play, in the 
hopes that it will end up in the lobby to increase ticket 
sales. We also offer a display to generate more interest. 
One piece in our show involves predicting the contents 
of a time capsule from the city we’re playing in. On 
the evening of our performance, randomly-selected 
audience members decide on the contents of the time 
capsule. When the prediction is opened, it matches! 
Typically six weeks before the show, we send the PAC a 
time capsule prediction display (a locked metal chest) 



for their lobby or another public place. This display has 
often resulted in an advance story in the local newspa-
per.

I believe our website is the most important tool for 
selling our show to PACs as well as to sell tickets to our 
performances. We put a lot of time and effort into find-
ing the right web designer for our current site at www.
tedouterbridge.com. The average person has a short 
attention span, so our site has been designed so that 
even a quick glance at a page makes a big impact, with 
very little or no scrolling. The site is very visual, but it 
also provides a lot of information to anyone who looks 
more closely. The money we invested in our website has 
been returned many times over. 

A trailer or demo video is essentially a commercial for 
the show. It must be good. Most people have a short at-
tention span, so it must also be short. Our trailer was re-
corded in broadcast quality HD video so it can be used 
as B-roll footage during television interviews. This has 
resulted in a lot of free publicity. The movie that is play-
ing the same night you are performing probably spent 
millions on their trailer, so spend a few bucks on yours 
and it will be money well spent. No need to spend mil-
lions, but hire a professional whose work impresses you, 
and make sure it is good quality. I recommend making 
your trailer half as long as you think it should be: make 
it two minutes not four, or four minutes not eight. I also 

recommend using royalty-free music so there are no 
copyright issues.

We have some rock-solid promotional ideas which we 
do our best to implement in each community we play. 
We are always ready with bulletproof material for local 
television talk shows, visual magic for newspaper photo 
opportunities, and even magic we can perform on 
the radio. We also offer magic workshops and lectures 
to connect with the communities where we perform. 
Many venues greatly appreciate these bonuses because 
they add “educational value” to our performance. By 
adding these to the marketing mix, we often increase 
ticket sales and occasionally break box-office records. 
I look forward to discussing them in my next VANISH 
article. 

www.tedouterbridge.com

www.tedouterbridge.com
www.tedouterbridge.com
www.tedouterbridge.com




THE MAGIC ASISTANT

BY
GWYN AUGER
Gwyn continues this series 
with an interview with Abi 
Haines

THE MAGIC
ASSISTANT
IN DEPTH INTERVIEW WITH
ABI HAINES

As a young girl growing up in Queensland, Aus-
tralia, Abi dreamed of becoming a professional 
dancer and from the age of five she dedicated 

herself to the art form. By the time she reached her 
teens Abi had earned shelves full of awards along with 
the admiration of her peers. At eighteen she accepted 
a contract as a dancer with Royal Caribbean Cruise 
Lines and got to see the wonders of Europe, but she 
was more amazed by the magic show in the theater 
onboard. Not only did Abi fall in love with magic, she 
fell in love with the magician, David Haines. A few years 
later the two were married and today Abi brings the 
same passion she has for dance to the art of magic. 
Together, David and Abi cruise the world full time with 
their hit show, “The Grand Illusions of Haines Magic” 
and currently you’ll find them aboard the flagship of the 
NCL fleet, The Getaway, appearing in the wildly popular 
show, “The Illusionarium,” through November 15. She 
was kind enough to take some time in her busy sched-
ule for an interview with me The Magic Assistant for 

Vanish magazine.

What got you started in magic?   
I started my career as a professional dancer working 
with Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines at the end of my 
senior year of high school. While I was performing in the 
Production Shows onboard, an illusionist (David Haines) 
had joined the ship with his Headliner show. He had 
already hired a fellow production cast member to be 
his assistant for the duration of the contract, but after 
meeting him and watching his show for the first time, 
I knew I wanted to be a part of his life, both personally 
and professionally. I know this sounds cliche but it really 
was love at first sight. 

How long have you been involved with magic?
David and I become a couple first - we felt such a strong 
connection with each other. We both have a passion for 
what we love, for him it’s magic and for me it’s dance. 
The magic aspect took longer - for weeks I begged 



“I started my career as a professional 
dancer working with Royal Caribbean 
Cruise Lines at the end of my senior year 
of high school.”



David to put me into the show, and while he 
loved the idea he thought that I would be too 
tall to fit into many of his props. At 5’9 barefoot, 
I knew it would be a lot of hard work, literal blood, 
sweat and tears. After extreme rehearsal, I finally 
made my magic debut with my best friend and soon-
to-be husband by my side. That was almost 5 years ago, 
and I’ve cherished every moment of it.

If you have children will they become a part of the act? 
For now we are extremely career driven, we focus on 
everything down to the smallest detail. We know each 
other inside and out, which I feel that’s how all hus-
band/wife magic teams should be. We do get asked a 
lot about having children, and our answer for now is 
the same as it was 3 years ago - it’s not in our foresee-
able future. We know many illusion couples that have 
had children and managed to incorporate them into 
their act, and I’m sure that one day if we had children 
we would definitely put them in.

What is your favorite illusion? 
This is definitely a tough one, I have so many favorites, 
all for different reasons. When I watch an illusion being 
performed, I tend to focus more on the assistant and re-
ally try to understand and appreciate how hard they’re 
working to achieve the final result that the audience 
gets to see. Everything from the speed and agility of 

the Pendragon Sub-Trunk, to the strength and beauty 
of Copperfield’s Brazilian Water Levitation. As for my 
personal favorite, I would have to say it’s Brett Daniels’ 
Goddess Levitation, which we’re proud to say is being 
custom built for us right now. The first time I saw it I 
shrieked with both shock and excitement, it’s such an 
amazing piece to watch, and I have so much respect 
for any assistant who can make it through that illusion 
while still looking graceful & poised - Thank you Brett!

Have you ever had anything “go wrong” on stage?
I feel as though any seasoned performer has had their 
ups and downs, including many things going wrong at 
the worst possible times. Luckily for me, most of my bad 
moments were usual dancer fumbles - falling, slipping 
or tripping onstage, mostly from rough seas. We have 
back ups for back ups, always (hopefully) being pre-
pared for ‘that moment‘ ... It keeps us focused.

What’s your favorite thing about having magic as a 
career?



I loved being a dancer, and I put my heart and soul 
into every performance. But being a magic assistant 
on top of that adds another layer to my outlook on 
my whole performance. Before when I would dance, 
the audience would watch silently and at the end they 
applaud. That’s it, that’s how a dance number works. 
But for magic, you have the light and shade of a piece, 
the audience reaction throughout, audible feedback 
during your entire performance. I love that! Hearing the 
screams, the “oooh’s” and “aaahh’s”, I smile every time. 
And the icing on the cake is the climax of any illusion, 
whether I can see the audience’s faces or not, knowing 
that they’re in complete shock and/or amazement, it 
just makes my day knowing they are happy!

What is your favorite kind of cupcake? 
I’m definitely a molten-chocolate-fudge kinda girl, 
but I’ve developed a new found love for red velvet! So 
maybe a combination of the two would be my dream 
cupcake, a red velvet cake & icing with a molten choco-
late inside. Mmmm!

Are there ever days when you wish you had a “normal 
life”?
Of course! The behind-the-scenes of magic as a career 
is shocking to lay  people, where as fellow entertain-
ers find it completely normal. The odd work hours, 
late nights, early mornings, long rehearsals, load-ins & 
break-downs, etc, it all comes with the territory, aspects 
of each show that the audience never witnesses. For 
example, performing now in the “Illusionarium” show 
onboard the NCL Getaway, 12 shows a week was an 
adjustment. It’s almost like having deja-vu everyday. 
I love it and I’m thankful. In this business we miss our 
family/friends, miss attending weddings and funerals, 
special occasions, etc. Thankfully our loved ones under-
stand. We do our best to combine the things we can. I’m 
always reminding myself how blessed I am to travel the 
world entertaining full time as my career. I’m complete-
ly happy with my life being somewhat sporadic, as all 
entertainers I’m sure can relate!

Why do you think magic is important? 
Magic is wonderful how it can change someone‘s mood 
or outlook. We meet people everyday that tell us how 
watching us perform made them smile, laugh, cry, really 
think, or tugged at their heart-strings. Our job as enter-
tainers is to make you forget about your troubles of the 
day or the week, and take you somewhere else (posi-
tive) for that hour. Somewhere you can relax and enjoy 
the moment, become a child again and really take in 
everything around you. Whether you remember those 
moments for only a few hours, or the rest of your life, 
knowing we can change someones entire mood simply 
by doing what we love, it’s such a fantastic feeling.



Where is the best place magic has taken you?
Hmmm. That’s a challenging question and much tough-
er than your cup cake one. I really enjoyed Europe, the 
Caribbean, and Alaska. My journey’s have also allowed 
me to meet so many wonderful and talented magi-
cians, and opened my eyes to the diversity of the magic 
world. I’m continuously looking forward to what each 
new experience will bring my way.

Did you have a magical wedding or proposal being mar-
ried to a magician?
It was tempting to have a magical wedding (believe me 
we had a LOT of ideas!), but since we live magic 24/7, 
we decided to make it completely a ‘personal day‘ and 
focus on the event itself. Still, for us, being surrounded 
by our loved ones was like true magic.

What do you think about the way assistants are por-
trayed on TV/ movies?
At first this question made me laugh, thinking about all 
the magical cliches spread throughout tv and movies. 
But overall I think for the entertainment value for lay 

audiences, how assistants are portrayed is quite comi-
cal. There are certain truths to each version of these 
assistants; buxom and brainless, naive and intimidated, 
diva and catty... They’re all very embellished stereotypi-
cal representations of what some (very few) assistants 
are like. One of my favorite movies is ‘The Incredible 
Burt Wonderstone’, not just because of the magic, but 
for the constant digs & shots at the magic world and 
everything it represents. It had many brilliant inside 
jokes directed at the magic community as a bonus. As 
magicians we can realize the humor and separate fact 
from the over-fictionalized aspects added in for enter-
tainment value. As for non-magicians, I’m sure they be-
lieve most of what they watch on tv & in movies is true, 
or close enough to what really goes on behind that red 
velvet curtain, but we’re lucky to have platforms like 
VANISH to be able to allow us to share our stories and 
experiences, and give every audience member a special 
peak behind that curtain.
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CHILD’S PLAY - COMPETITING IN COMPETITIONS

How Long 
Should Your 
Show Be?

TThis month I would like to talk about 

a common question amongst many 

children’s magicians. That question 

is, how long should a children’s show run. 

Well the answer of course will vary from 

types of shows to the performance style of 

the entertainer and finally, and probably 

most important for some people, how long 

can you keep their attention. I will be focus-

ing mostly on kids birthday party situations 

here but also will be talking about many 

other types of children’s show too.



There are of course many different types of 
children’s shows ranging from the stand-
ard birthday party show, library show, day 
cares, preschools, elementary schools, 
festival shows, seasonal shows and the list 
goes on and on.

Well, I will say that I have been around a 
while, over twenty five years performing 
in children’s magic and I have some fairly 
straight forward advice and tips to share 
with you this month. First and foremost, 
you must of course know what your 
comfort zone is for performing in front of 
children in terms of your material, laugh-
ter element, stamina and overall ability to 
really keep them on the edge of their seats 
from the moment you go on until you take 
your final bow.  You must also understand 
that different environments dictate the 
attention span of a child as well. Finally, 
you must consider one very important 
factor. That is the attention span of chil-
dren today, is much different than it was 
20 years ago in my opinion as technology 
has evolved and by this I mean fast action 
video games that keep the kids on their 
toes. We are now competing against high 
end technology video games that have 
become a household way of childhood en-
tertainment for many children these days. 
The Video Game Generation: I know almost 

every home these days has either a Nintendo 
WII, WBOx, Play station, IPod, IPad etc. not to 
mention a home computer, laptop or in many 
cases, multiple computers with some belong-
ing to younger kids in their bedrooms where 
they can escape into a make believe world of 
cosmic blasting of alien space ships, adven-
ture hopping as in Mario Brothers, sports 
games to keep them moving, shooter war 
video games and other high energy video 
games too. This is a fact. It is here to stay and 
there is nothing we can do about it. In the 
last 15 years or so, video game consoles have 
been a huge part of many families acquisi-
tions to keep the kids happy and in many 
cases as I have seen and experienced in my 
own home, a built in babysitter. This is both 
sad and a common reality these days. There 
are millions upon millions of them in North 
American homes these days. 

Many parents have less down time for them-
selves these days as they live a fast paced, 
North American lifestyle. This lifestyle is es-
sentially a dual income home for the major-
ity of people and still raising their kids too 
including spending some quality time with 
them, not to mention trying to have a bit of 
a social life with their friends and partners. 
Enter the video game reality for kids. The fact 
is, many parents these days know that the 



video games their kids play on their consoles at home 
will keep those kids occupied for many hours on end 
daily! It is a down time for the parents to unwind and re-
lax. This can be a good thing in moderation but I know 
from experience with my own two kids, that it can also 
become a crutch. It is easy to let the kids play for hours 
on end in their little fantasy worlds of video exploration. 
This of course can also hinder imaginative play outdoors 
with friends too.

I remember when I was growing up, back in the early 
70’s and 80’s, we didn’t really have the video game phe-
nomenon. We basically rode our bikes, played war, built 
tree houses, played tag, hide and seek, kick the bucket, 
go frog and tadpole catching (we always let them go of 
course) and the list goes on and on! Fortunately, we still 
have some great things like sports, dancing and other 
extracurricular activities in our communities to offer 
children but we also have just as much technology for 
kids in terms of the video games. I am not just talking 
about the home consoles but as you probably all know, 
the handheld ones too that many kids have with them 
these day.

I have performed thousands of birthday parties and I 
see a lot of kids at the party that are holding their IPods, 
Nintendo DS, etc. I of course make sure that they are not 

playing them during my show but the fact is, that they 
still have them! This means, that they are conditioned 
to understand that they have portable entertainment 
in a hand held box.  That is a huge psychological fac-
tor when you break it down. Basically, we as children’s 
entertainers are now competing in a world against 
technology that is just as fun and in some cases more 
entertaining than some of the magicians I have seen 
out there performing kids magic. It is just a fact of life. 
We are competing against an imaginary world of zom-
bie blasting, fast moving shooter games, fantasy world 
exploration games like Super Mario, quick response 
video sporting games and so on. We have to compete 
with that now using our witty banter, funny personali-
ties, comedy timing and genuine character not to men-
tion having a magic show that can keep them engaged 
just like the video games do.

Some may argue that a great performer shouldn’t have 
that problem. I will tend to agree. But, we do not live in 
a perfect world where every single show will go without 
a possible twist or turn every so often.  There are also 
some performers that may not have an over the top 
character that is full of non-stop, high energy who can 
go, go, go! I know plenty of good children’s performers 
who are more low key and do not have the eccentric, 
non-stop comic book/cartoon like character like my 

The kids these days 
experience so much 
high energy activities 
and video games 
that we must now, 
I feel, adjust our 
performances to keep 
them engaged! 



Zany Zack persona. Some of them do just fine perform-
ing but I have also seen some of them loose a crowd 
fast and even have some kids turn on them by chanting 
the ever dreaded “Boring” out loud during their per-
formances.  It’s not that some of  these performers are 
terrible entertainers but rather, the times have changed, 
and what would have been enough to keep all the kids 
engaged 15 or 20 years ago, simply doesn’t fly in these 
fast paced times.

Well, I think you get the point here. Let’s move on.
The other Birthday Party Entertainment Competition:
O.K. so now that we have covered the video game com-
petition, let’s talk about all the other things, that kids 
these days have as options for birthdays and fun family 
days. I am talking about the indoor rock climbing cent-
ers, birthday bowling parties, Build a Bear birthdays, 
fun zone centers, the indoor bouncy trampoline centers 
and the list continues. In the last 15 years or so, there 
have been many more options for kids to experience 
fun activities and especially for birthday parties. The 
one thing these places all have in common is that they 
are social gathering places for many kids to experience 
some pretty fun, high energy entertainment with their 
friends. Kids love to bounce on trampolines, go down 
the big slides, climb things etc. This is a great endorphin 
release and quite a rush for them in the way that video 
games cannot offer. It is a real world, fun experience for 
them. I take my kids to these types of places too and 
they just love it.

This also has added to the fun world of being a child 
these days and especially for birthday party scenarios. 
We are directly competing as entertainers with these 
high adrenaline activities. I can’t even tell you how 
many birthday shows I have lost to these centers in the 
last 10 years. It is a way of life for parents and their kids. 
These fun options have resulted in affecting children’s 
attention spans also. Let’s face it, when they are at these 
places, it is pretty much non-stop fun every second with 
the occasional refreshment break in between.
So how does this all affect us as kids entertainers? The 
answer is simple. We as children’s magicians are no 
longer the only game in town when it comes to  enter-
taining kids in a birthday or special event environment. 
The kids these days experience so much high energy 
activities and video games that we must now, I feel, 
adjust our performances to keep them engaged!
Remember, that when they are watching us perform, 
they know what fun is! They know how long they can sit 
through something before it begins to become tedious. 
They know that if a magician is not that engaging or 
interactive, they would rather be doing something else 
like playing that video game! The fact is, they are condi-
tioned to know what makes them enjoy things! So here 
are some of my basic guidelines that work for me in this 
modern age of technology and fun center places.
Birthday Parties:

For children’s birthdays for kids aged 3 – 6. I will only 
perform a 30 minute show of magic, puppetry and a 
little juggling. I start off with my introduction to let the 
kids know who I am and why I am there. For this age 
group, I will also tone down my wild, eccentric side of 
my Zany Zack persona to be a lighter version. I up the 
silliness factor however to a much higher level! After my 
introduction, I will start with an appearing cane effect, 
followed by a change bag routine with tons of high 
energy and lots of comedy bits. I will then perform a 
very fun mesh egg bag routine with 3 spectators that 
is quite visual and magical looking. I then do a trick 
where I am trying to make a picture of a top hat make 
a bunny appear. It is quite interactive and there are 
many different phases along the way including a dove, 
flowers, panda bear and finally the rabbit appearing in a 
most funny and visual way. I now perform a very simple 
juggling routine with three silks and three balls. It is fast 
and visual. Next is a very funny rope to silk routine fol-
lowed by a fun sponge ball routine right after, followed 
by a colorful mouth coil routine, another fully interac-
tive coloring book routing and finally end with my 
bunny in hat puppet routine.

As you can see, there is plenty of magic, lots of interac-
tion, a ton of comedy in my routines and I don’t give 
them any down time from the moment I start to the 
final thank you and goodbye! This is quite intentional 
as I cannot afford to lose even a second of momentum. 
Everything is well structured and I can perform this 
show in my sleep as I have done it thousands of times.

For children aged 7 – 11, my birthday show is approxi-
mately 40 – 45 minutes. The formula is essentially the 
same in terms on non-stop magic and interaction. I 
change some of the effects of course as this age group 
needs some customizing. I essentially start the same 
with silk to cane opener which is fast, stunning and 
very visual. It always plays great. I then continue with a 
color changing music cd effect done to music. Next is 
a fun change bag routine that is age appropriate and I 
follow that with a rope to silk effect. Next is the torn and 
restored newspaper which always goes over great for 
any age really, the peanut butter and jelly effect done 
with a very funny story line, my cut and restored rope 
routine that uses two people from the audience and 
is very fun to watch. I now perform Losander’s floating 
bubble effect which is very magical looking, if I am at 
a bigger birthday party at a hall or very large room I 
substitute this with Losande’s floating table. I now per-
form one last audience participation trick with balloons 
that is a Karate type of balloon effect where the child 
will essentially chop a 260 balloon animal balloon into 
two pieces. This is fun because it is a challenge type of 
scenario. Next I perform the vanishing Ketchup or Coke 
bottle. I end with the vanishing milk pitcher effect (I use 
chocolate milk or orange juice) to dramatic music.



As you can see, there is a whole lot going on in that 
time in terms of magic, not to mention all the gags and 
bits of business I throw in. I keep the show moving fast 
but not rushed. The kids don’t have a moment to lose 
interest and my character will engage them the whole 
way. I will admit  that being 46 years old does take a bit 
of a physical toll on me with such a high energy show 
and I am definitely quite tired after it. It also makes me 
the hero of the day and I get lots of repeat shows and 
many new acquisitions as a result.

The point is, that I know I am going the maximum time 
I can go for the age groups and I really have to have a 
show that is stimulating, engaging, extremely funny, 
paced at a perfect speed and has plenty of moments of 
genuine magic for the kids to witness. These are es-
sentially the same rules that I use for all my children’s 
shows that are not birthday party scenarios. 

Special Seasonal Event Shows:
These shows are always 30 minutes in length. The rules 
for these shows are not much different than my birth-
day party shows but there are some exceptions.  When 
I am performing my seasonal shows like my Christmas, 
Halloween and Easter shows, I am generally perform-
ing for all ages at malls, company events and elemen-
tary schools. This means that I have to have a special 
dedicated show with a theme, customized props and 
costume but I have to also incorporate magic effects 
for the two age groups I work for and 
appropriate humour and timing for kids 
aged 3 – 16. That can be a daunting task 
for some entertainers and I know plenty 
of them that do not work all ages shows 
due to the large range of age groups, 
comprehension skills and attention 
spans. Some of these performers only 
have one age range they are comfort-
able with and only perform that type of 
show. Nothing wrong with that at all.

Pre schools, daycares and Kindergar-
ten show:
These shows are always 25 minutes in 
length for me. The reason is that 3 and 
4 year olds and some 5 year olds simply 
don’t have a very long attention span. 
They are still so young and their minds 
are still developing so I keep the shows 
short and sweet. Silliness is big and my 
character is very mild mannered, friendly 
and kind. I will do some funny, colorful 
magic that is very easy to follow and 
looks great. I also do a bit of juggling, 
puppetry and even sing a song or two 
on my guitar that they can all sing along 
with. As you can see, there is plenty of 

variety and that 25 minutes goes by in a flash. 
Elementary Schools and Library Shows:
These shows are between 35 and 40 minutes. Almost all 
my elementary school shows are advocacy shows with 
an educational theme such as reading, recycling, anti 
bullying, drug awareness etc. I have a little bit of wiggle 
room here because I do not perform as my alter ego 
Zany Zack but as myself, Tony Chris. There is a lot less 
eccentric, zany, silly moments as the main focus is learn-
ing type magic. It still has some very funny moments 
but the focus is on the message. Even though there is 
a large age range of children sitting in the gymnasium, 
I have the comfort of knowing that they are generally 
conditioned to be on their best behavior in an assembly 
environment and the teachers are always ensuring this. 
They make sure the kids are sitting appropriately and 
respecting the performer. If someone does get a little 
antsy, a teacher usually takes care of the situation fast. 
These shows are extremely formulated and there is not 
a whole lot of improv involved. 

Having the teachers there is like having a built in crowd 
control for your show. I enjoy school shows very much 
as they let me focus on a completely different level of 
kids magic and entertainment. Again, I know many 
children’s magicians who are terrified performing for 
schools with such a large age range. It is not their com-
fort zone and they simply stay away from that environ-
ment.



Children’s Festivals:
I have performed hundreds of children’s festivals. I love 
them! These shows are mainly for kids aged 3 – 9 but all 
ages are there really. I can honestly say that there is no 
set rule for these shows. The festival promoters general-
ly have tons of kids acts ranging from music acts, dance 
troupes, story tellers and of course magicians! Due to 
the fact that I am comfortable working all ages at any 
time, I will generally perform a 30 – 45 minute show on 
stage. This show has elements for all ages obviously and 
the advantage is, that in a sea of hundreds of families 
and kids who are watching your show, you are really in 
command. You will always be louder than them due to 
speaking through a microphone and a loud P.A. system. 
Also, if some of the very young 2 and 3 year olds just 
can’t sit through a long show, they can easily move 
along into the shade or another activity and it won’t 
really affect you as there are many  people there watch-
ing you. Not that anyone wants to see people move out 
of the performing zone but in festivals it is just the way 
it is. Parents also enjoy the show but when you have a 
toddler who is quite young, they may already be over-
whelmed by the entire festival activities and can only 
take a few minutes of any act.

My festival shows are again, a simple mix of magic and 
comedy for every age. I play to each age equally and 
don’t favor any particular age at these environments. 

They are fun to perform and you must be very comfort-
able performing on an outdoor stage for hundreds of 
people including toddlers, elementary school age, pre-
teens, teens and adults. You have your work cut out for 
you here but the rewards are many and festival shows 
are extremely well paying for the most part.
Well as you can see, there are many different lengths of 
shows for you to formulate. The most important key is 
to know yourself and your limitations. You must also, al-
ways know your audience. This is such a simple blanket 
statement but it is one of the most important points. 
Knowing your audience means you will confidently 
perform your show each and every time. Don’t perform 
beyond your comfort zone and perform for a realistic 
time frame. Nobody wants to sit through 60 minutes 
of magic when they are 4 years old. It just isn’t the real 
world. 

Be confident in your act to be very entertaining, funny 
and engaging! Once you have these three elements 
mastered, you can go out and perform for every age 
group and keep them entertained.



BRICKS AND MORTAR: INTERNATIONAL 

MAGIC

ABBOTTS MAGIC

Store: Abbott Magic
Location: Colon, Michigan
Owner: Greg Bordner
Website: www.Abbottsmagic.com

Imagine a brick and mortar shop 
having so much support from its 

hometown that the high school 
mascot is a rabbit wearing a top 
hat. Everything about the town 
is magic themed, and the town 
has officially been named “Magic 
Capitol of the Word”.  No it’s not 
Las Vegas. It’s Colon Michigan.  

The magic shop is none other 
than Abbott Magic. If you have 
been doing magic for any length 
of time you have probably heard 
of Abbots Magic. You may have 
never traveled to the small town 
of Colon to visit the shop (al-

www.Abbottsmagic.com


though thousands of magicians do 
each year), but it is likely you have 
come across their props and effects. 
Now in its 80th year of operation 
Abbotts has become an icon in 
American Magic. To see how Ab-
botts has continued to succeed 
throughout the ups and downs of 
the magic economy I spoke with 
Greg Bordner, son of Recil Bordner, 
Percy Abbots founding partner. 

Vanish: How long have you been 
operating Abbotts?

Greg: Well my father died in 1981, 
so I’ve been in charge since then. 
I’ve been here all my life you know. 
When I was a kid I cleaned the ash-
trays (laughs). I went to college from 
70’-74’ and after that I’ve been here 
ever since. 

Vanish: Growing up did you always 
expect or intend to work in the 
magic shop?

Greg: No, no not really. It was more 
of ‘it’s here, it is what it is.’ It’s always 
been successful; this is our 80th year 
in business…it’s still going and it’s 
an amazing thing. 

Vanish: Abbotts is more than just a 
brick and mortar shop, it also manu-
factures magic.

Greg: That’s true we have…well 
all the years we’ve been around. 
Squash was the trick that made 
Abbotts. It’s a shot glass with a little 
pull mechanism, and we still make 
that here on site after all these 
years. (Enter Link to Squash demo). 
Another number of effects are still 
made…it’s more farmed out as op-
posed to actual employees working 
here every day. 

Vanish: So what is the larger part of 
the business, the manufacturing of 
magic or the brick and mortar shop? 

Greg: Actually it’s the convention. 
It’s August 6-9, it’ll be our 77th 
annual magic convention here, it’s 
Abbotts Magic Get Together. It’s sort 
of like the Woodstock of magic. 

Vanish: With so many years in the business of magic what types of trends 
have you seen in magic purchasing?

Greg: Well obviously online. I understand that brick and mortar shops are 
doomed when…but the answer to that is to have a great website which 
I do. Abbottsmagic.com, no apostrophe. Currently we have about 3,500 
items on there, which is too many (laughs). We keep culling it because 
we find out when I go to order something from somebody it’s no longer 
manufactured…but it is getting down to a more manageable size. It’s so 
great that you can actually see the demonstration of Disecto, the Sucker 
Die Box or a Garden of Flowers. You can see what you’re getting as op-
posed to a line drawing in a cataloged. 

Vanish: What is the range of effects that you now manufacture there?

Greg: Well it’s a number of things. We still do the silks, the Super Botania 
- the flowers that is. We just made another Super Botania for Disney for 
their show on Broadway, Aladdin. We refurbished a world’s Fastest for 
them, and I just made a bouquet for John Sturk out of Chicago. So yes, 
people do still buy flowers, not to the extent that they used to, but I just 

took an order over the weekend for a gigantic bouquet, which is huge 
(laughs) on a lot of levels. 

Vanish: Many of the brick and mortar shop owners that I talk to, and you 
touched on this, say that in order to be successful you either need to be 
in a high tourist area or have a great internet presents.

Greg: Well we’re not in a high tourist area (laughs). No, I’m ready to do 
the Ball Vase and the Coloring Book at the drop of a hat Monday through 
Saturday, nine to five. Actually we close an hour early on Saturdays, so 
four. In the summer we have a magic show every Saturday at one o’clock, 
it lasts for thirty minutes. I’m the fourth string magician. We have other 
magicians here in town – Gordon Miller, BJ Mallen and John Dudley who 
will fill in before I have to perform, because I’m not very good (laughs). 
Well I’ve always been around magicians and you know it’s hard to feel 
competent and have a good act myself. I lack my own confidence in 
putting together an act. I certainly can perform any number of tricks, but 
they don’t all blend together because I’m always selling them. I love to do 
the Super Botania as a closer but I can’t keep it in stock because I’m sell-
ing them. So I’ve never actually put together an act, it’s all for sale. 

Abbottsmagic.com


Vanish: So you would say that your 
success is due to your internet pres-
ence?

Greg: Yes, well…I’m so old I can 
remember arguing with my dad 
whether we should take credit cards 
or not. That’s a thing of the past 
now practically because PayPal’s 
overtaking it. Abbotts has been 
here so long and we have so many 
treasures…for instance our instruc-
tions, we had well over a thousand 
instruction sheets which we now 
have downloadable. It’s four dollars 
to know how a Junior Garden of 
Flowers works, or Cups and Balls or 
Disecto. 

Vanish: In your opinion, why have so 
many brick and mortar shops closed 
in recent years?

Greg: Well you can’t sell a book on 
Cups and Balls. I mean you google 
Cups and Balls and you get a thou-
sand things on youtube on ways 
to do it, some of them lie to you, 
but anyone with half a brain can 
figure out how the Cups and Balls 
work, and they don’t have to spend 
a nickel. It used to be we sold a lot 
of books on Cups and Balls for five 
dollars…but they don’t fly out the 
door anymore. Oh I can understand 
if someone comes in you can still 
make a sell, but if you don’t have 
a high traffic area, which we don’t 
here, it’s not a big turnover. And it 
is an art form, truly an art form, to 
get them to buy something and be 
happy and think they’re going to go 
out and perform it – whether they 
ever do or not. I mean there are so 
many Svengali decks in so many 
drawers across the world that are 
never going to be performed. 
Vanish: So how do you combat that, 
what does it take to be successful?
Greg: Um, sell costumes (laughs), 
push your magic act and have a 
great website. 

Vanish: With so many websites out 
there how do get people to come to 
yours?

Greg: For one, I’ve had a website 

since forever. In fact I realized right 
away I at least had to have a web-
site. But we’ve been here eighty 
years, you can’t buy that…. That 
fact that we’ve been here this long 
means we’re not gonna screw you. 
You will get your money refunded 
or something. We will come to a mu-
tual agreement here, it’s only money 
and I’m not going to steal and I can 
prove that because we’ve been here 
eighty years. So I don’t know who 
I’m dealing with but they know be-
cause it is a brick and mortar store 
… and it’s paid for so I don’t have 
to pay rent, which makes a world of 
difference…that I am going to make 
good one way or the other.
My dad always said 99% of the 
population really doesn’t care about 
magic one way or the other. You’re 
really only working with 1% of peo-
ple who are truly interested. It’s a 
very small field. So if Abbotts starts 
bouncing checks everyone in the 
word will know it. As we all know if 
a magic dealer starts to go under 
everyone knows it.

Vanish: The annual convention is 
such a big part of Abbotts that I 
think it would be remiss not to talk a 
little bit about it. 

Greg: This year Jeff Hobson’s go-
ing to be here on the Wednesday 
night’s show, the night it kicks off. 
That’s always been one of the lesser 
nights; kind of almost the dress 
rehearsal to get things going, but 
this year the Wednesday night show 
is going to be very strong. We have 
Dan Sperry on it, David Oliver and 
Gordon Miller still does the grand 
opening with the Abbotts Spectacu-
lar Finale. We always use that at the 
beginning, and it drops down and 
says “Welcome Magicians”. And then 
it goes on from there, Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday, with a com-
pletely different show every night. 
Losander will be on, Fred Becker, 
Joshua Jay is going to be in close-
up. Shoot Ogawa is going to do a 
little something on stage. Some 
young people, we’ve got an under 
twenty-five show with Matt Schick 
in it, Ali Shelly – some young magi-

cians on their way up. We always 
want to influence the youth to know 
that yes you can perform at a magic 
convention.  [For more information 
on Abbotts Magic Get Together go 
to www.magicgettogether.com]

Vanish: If someone got the idea 
to open a brick and mortar magic 
shop…

Greg: I’d tell them not to (Laughs). 
But after that, if they still insist I’d 
first say they have to have a lot of 
money, and don’t expect to make 
any. Because just keeping the 
inventory in stock and building a 
following is not an easy task. And to 
find demonstrator who are compe-
tent, um yes it’s possible. The guy 
over there with Wunderground [a 
brick and mortar shop in Clawson 
Michigan] he’s doing a fine job, but 
he had a lot of money to invest and 
he’s put a lot of time and a lot of 
effort into it. He has a number of 
demonstrators so it’s varied if the 
same magicians come in. But it’s not 
easy because magicians love to sit 
around and talk and entertain each 
other. It’s real hard to make money 
on them. You’re going to make it 
on the person that doesn’t know 
anything about magic and buys the 
marked up Svengali Deck. 
For a virtual behind the scene tour 
click on this link and watch Greg 
walk you through their shop.  

www.magicgettogether.com
http://youtu.be/_MPoGoQOZOA?list=PLD49E3F9DA1E41AA4http://
http://youtu.be/_MPoGoQOZOA?list=PLD49E3F9DA1E41AA4


http://www.nzmagic.com/magicshop2014.html#force4


When I 
encourage you
to be original, 
and begin by
being yourself,
what can you do 
to start down
that road? 

IMaGINaRY CIRCuMSTANCeS

This article is the second in a 
series on how to make your 
magic performance original. We 
are constantly bombarded with 
ads for the latest, greatest piece 
of magic. (VANISH Magazine 
notwithstanding.) 

Your choices are probably greater 
than at any time in the history 
of magic. Think about that for 
a second. Because of the way 
information is moved today, we’re 
exposed to more magic than our 
predecessors. It’s humbling. 

At the end of this article, I’m going 
to give you what I believe is the 
real secret to making your magic 
original. It’s widely said that there 
are two paths one can take once 

JOEY PIPIA
you’ve decided to add a piece of 
magic to your arsenal; something 
new, or something old. 

Let’s begin with something new. 
There is a tremendous amount of 
new: magazines, manufacturers, 
creators, online. There are more, 
but these will suffice for now, and 
allow for the point to be made. 

Star Spangled New

I just watched Shawn Farquhar 
doing “Sheer Luck The Comedy 
Book Test”. I’m jealous that I didn’t 
think of that first! This piece of 
magic is entertaining, accessible 
(means within my skill reach) and 
new. It’s worth mentioning this 
again, I’m jealous that I didn’t think 



of that myself! Here is the link to 
see this effect: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GE529ENWuro

Another super effect is “Speechless,” 
from “The 100th Monkey” recently 
released by Chris Philpott and 
performed by David and Leeman 
on America’s Got Talent. Here’s   the 
only link I can find, it’s part of a 
discussion on a magic forum: http://
www.themagiccafe.com/forums/
viewtopic.php?topic=532133&foru
m=218&437&start=420#16 I think 
this effect is brilliant, as I do Shawn’s 
effect. 

When I think about adding both 
these effects to my show I can see 
exactly how I would present each. I 
can also imagine the great response 
from the audience.

Older Than Dirt

Now lets look at old magic. I was told 
once that the best way to keep a trick 
hidden is to have it published. There 
are many great effects in print dating 
back well over a hundred years. I also 
remember reading somewhere that 
the best way to do something new is 
to get it from an old book. 
 
In Bob Cassidy’s “The Thirty-Nine 
Steps: A Mentalists Library of 
Essential Works,” he lists the 39 books 
he feels are essential (the word from 
his title) in order to be a working 
mentalist. I’ll tell you that I think the 
list is terrific and I developed new 
respect for “The Amateur Magician’s 
Handbook” by Henry Hay by reading 
Bob’s work.

In the introduction to Tommy 
Wonder’s “Books of Wonder” Volume 
2, Eugene Burger writes, “there are 
books meant to read, and others 
meant to study, a rare book demands 
our participation…”

Two of the last century’s most 
respected minds of mystery point to 
books as a great source to learn.

Secret Revealed

I said at the start of this article 
that I’d give you what I think is the 
real secret to making your magic 
original. I thought it important to 
first demonstrate the plethora of 
choices facing us: both magic that’s 
old, and magic that’s new. Here’s my 
secret – it’s neither.

Your magic will only be original if you 
strip your interests (in other words, 
the effects that you are drawn too), 
down to principles. Magician Arthur 
Buckley published a book in 1948 
called, “Principle and Deceptions”, 
but what I’d like to you think about 
now is principles of deception. 

In all fairness to Buckley, his book 
does have a chapter entitled, 
Principles of Deception. And indeed, 
he goes to great lengths to detail 
what he believes are the principles 
of magic. The point of this article 
is not to discuss what I think are 
the principles of magic. Instead 
I’d I suggest you look to some 
remarkable creators

I’ll never perform Shawn’s effect, 
neither will I perform “Speechless”, 
as they are in print, and because 
other magicians are performing 
them. How can you be original if 
you perform an effect that is done 
by another? At best you can only be 
another. Will I let both these effects 
influence my thinking? You bet!

I encourage you to buy both these 
effects, and the many other great 
ones that are recently released or 
are just now being released by the 
creative geniuses of our generation. 
Why would I suggest you by these 
effects? To comprehend their 
inherent principles of deception, 
and then apply them to something 
new yourself. 

Both effects above are stellar in 
my opinion, and much can be 
learned just by watching those 
performances, and buying and 
understanding the principles used 
in the effects. Just be very guarded 
about performing them.

I’d like to suggest that the question 
you should be asking yourself when 
creating original magic is not, “what 
old trick can I update?” or “what 
new trick really knocks my socks 
off?” Instead take an object, and ask, 
“What if…?” The next article in this 
series on original magic will take that 
question and run with it!

*Imaginary Circumstances is a 
VANISH feature dedicated to your 
success as a wonder worker.  The 
focus of each column will be a 
different aspect of theater, drama, 
acting, and how to incorporate 
it into your magic performance. 
“Imaginary Circumstances,” comes 
from Joey Pipia’s definition of a 
magician: “A magician is a person 
who lives truthfully under imaginary 
circumstances.” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GE529ENWuro
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GE529ENWuro
http://www.themagiccafe.com/forums/viewtopic.php?topic=532133&forum=218&437&start=420#16
http://www.themagiccafe.com/forums/viewtopic.php?topic=532133&forum=218&437&start=420#16
http://www.themagiccafe.com/forums/viewtopic.php?topic=532133&forum=218&437&start=420#16
http://www.themagiccafe.com/forums/viewtopic.php?topic=532133&forum=218&437&start=420#16


BAMBOOzLeRS 
DIAMOND JIM TYLER

BET:  Three empty glasses are presented.  Someone 
is asked to balance one glass onto the rim of another 
glass and then to balance the third glass atop the 
second.

SECRET:  The three glasses should be identical and 
have a thick rim.  This works best with glasses that do 
not taper in size.  While looking straight down at the 
glassware, pick up glass #2 with your left hand and 
balance the bottom center of it atop glass #1 in the 
ten o’clock position.  Simultaneously pick up glass #3 
with your right hand and balance the bottom center 
of it atop glass #2 in the two o’clock position (Fig. 1).  

Slowly adjust the glasses with each hand until you 
can feel that they are balanced and let them go.  Just 
remember ten and two o’clock.  This is amazing when 
done right. When it’s done wrong you’ll need a broom 
and some bandages.

THREE GLASS TOWER
www.djtyler.com

www.djtyler.com
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PERFORMING
table design
PART 1 By EVAN

I do a lot of birthday party shows. I normally use a suit-
case style table, and it’s wonderful. It has been a work-
horse. But I made a big move, and among other things 
I now have a smaller car. It’s nice, but my suitcase table 
no longer fits unless I laid it down its back. And further-
more, the suitcase table is heavy – it’s 45 pounds when 
empty, and once my show is loaded, it’s quite difficult 
to carry around. And when I get to a birthday party and 
have to climb stairs – that was getting ugly.

So I had two problems. My table was too big, and too 
heavy. But I loved having a table that carried all my stuff 
AND served as a performing table with lots of storage!
So I decided to design and build my own table. I’ve 
gone through three iterations so far. All of them have 
their advantages – and all of them are really easy to 
build. One involves nothing more than sticking on Vel-
cro and using an iron. The other two involve a drill and 
a screwdriver, but if you plan carefully that’s about the 
only tools you’ll need.

And the next plus? The last two tables have a built in 
sound system. It’s cheap, easy to operate, and there’s 
nothing to plug in. It’s not a big system – but it’s perfect 
for a birthday party.

I’ll point out the advantages and disadvantages as I go, 
as well as the things I’d do differently next time! But the 
key to all this? Think about the tables. Think about what 
YOU want. Then modify them! Make the tables bigger 
or smaller! Add shelves! Add compartments! Make it 
what YOU want!

And then go to JoAnne’s and get some nice boxes/art 
storage bins. They go in the table beautifully and store 
your smaller magic props wonderfully while looking 
great!

Evan’s Crate Table
This table is very light, and VERY easy to build. If you can 
stick on some Velcro you can make this table, and if you 
can use an iron it will look great!
The basic idea is simple. I have three crates. I carry all 
of my props and supplies in the crates. When I get to 
the show, I stack the crates on top of each other, drape 
some fabric over them, and I’m ready to go. That’s really 
it.

The advantages? It’s really easy to build. It’s cheap. And 
the loads to carry in and out are REALLY light. 
To implement it, I went to Ikea and got three of these 
crates – 
http://www.ikea.com/us/en/catalog/prod-
ucts/30150192/

PERFORMING TABLE DESIGN

http://www.ikea.com/us/en/catalog/products/30150192
http://www.ikea.com/us/en/catalog/products/30150192


They are $10 each, hard sided, and stack well on their 
sides. Any crates will do, of course, you just need ones 
that you can turn on their sides and stack up. You’ll also 
need sticky back Velcro. But – while these crates work? 
If I was going to do it again, I’d find sturdier ones. Those 
crates break over time.
To build this, stack the crates on their sides. That’s it. You 
have a very useful performance table.

I originally tried bolting them together, putting Vel-
cro to hold them together – but as I played with this, I 
found friction was enough. Nothing else was needed. 
So just stack them and call it done!
To make them look pretty, there are several options 
depending on your crates. You may just be able to spray 
paint them. I chose to cover mine in fabric, which is 
much easier than it sounds. Measure the height of the 
stacked boxes, and length of the sides and front. Go to a 
fabric shop and get fabric that size.

If you get it a few inches wider a seamstress can hem 
it for you, which will make it last longer and look a bit 
nicer.  Alternately, I used a “fabric fusion” tape to hem it. 
It’s a ribbon, you just fold the edge of the fabric over the 
ribbon and iron it, and you have a nice hemmed edge. 
This is easily available from any fabric shop.

There’s also iron on Velcro. This makes it easy to attach 
the fabric to the table. Velcro with a sticky back can go 
on the crates, and iron-on Velcro can go on the fabric. 
Make sure you use the loop Velcro on the fabric, it may 
well save you some trouble later as the hook Velcro can 
catch on things, possibly including the fabric when you 
fold it up.

For the top, you can cover it in fabric as well, but I just 
laid put a closeup mat over it. You can get those in any 
size, so get one that you can cut down to fit your top.
So to recap. I spent about $60 total. I have a table that 
splits into three sections. It’s easy to transport, and light 
to carry.

And there is even another advantage – you can mix and 
match the crates. If you carry four or five crates, then 
you can just choose which three you’ll assemble for the 
show. This lets you carry multiple shows easily. Alter-
nately, you can have one crate with all the items that 
need resetting, and have multiples of those – so that 
you can reset each item at home, and then during the 
day just use a different crate each time and not worry 
about resets.

If you need a taller or wider table, just find crates in the 
size you want. My boxes don’t have lids, but a sheet of 
plastic draped over the top will keep dust out in the 
garage, or rain out when carrying them in to a show.
To get the crates into a show, I just carry them in, I 
haven’t attached wheels or tried to use a dolly. It takes 
me two trips but they are light enough that it’s quite 
easy. That leads to the next issue – when carrying them 
in, they are loaded with the opening up. But setting up 
for a show, I want the opening on the side. I have found 
that two crates actually holds my entire show, so the 
third crate is empty. So when I’m at a show, I just move 
the things from the second box into the empty box, the 
third box into the second box, and that makes it pretty 
easy to transition to the side. It leaves a few things that 
I put on the floor and then back into the third box, but 
is a pretty easy transition. I have considered cutting an 
opening in the side of the crate so that they open on 
the top and the side, but haven’t done so. That would 
make it even easier, as then I could just carry them in 
and stack them – and I could even cut out the side, 
leave a lip, and have an insert that acted as the side 
while they were in the car but could be removed at a 
show.

It’s easy to make, cheap, and extremely versatile. I used 
it for quite a while – but in the end, the crates I used 
were too breakable, and I got tired of having to move 
the crates onto their sides. So I designed a new system.
But this one – I have a small flat table on a tripod. When 
I do small shows now, I have the top crate and the fabric 
drape from this table. I put that on the flat table on the 
tripod – and I have a nice looking table, it’s got a big 
compartment to hold things, and it’s perfect to perform 
on. And the tabletop comes off the tripod and the two 
can go into the crate – so I can just carry a single crate 
to a show, and it ends up becoming a full performance 
table.



THE ROYAL CHANGE

The royal change
BY JOSH JANOUSKY

Effect: 
After explaining to your audience how you’ve been 
banned from every casino in the world, you decide to 
demonstrate your card cheating skills using the four 
Aces. One at a time you cause the four Aces to flip 
over from the packet. You then hand one of the Aces 
to the spectator and have them cover it between their 
hands. Claiming that you can make it vanish from 
their hands and reappear in your own, you shake your 
hand and the Ace that was previously in their hands 
is now back with the other Aces. When the spectator 
lifts their hand, they discover that in the Ace’s place 
there is now a ten. You explain how while in poker, 
four Aces and a ten is a truly fantastic hand, the rea-
son you were banned from the casinos was because 
you would constantly change your hands into Royal 
Flushes.

Setup: 
For this effect, you will needs five cards. A ten (10) 
and an Ace of Spades (AS) from a matching deck and 
then three special double facers. An Ace of Hearts 
(AH) with a King of Spaces (KS) on the back, an Ace of 
Clubs (AC) with a Queen of Spades (QS) on the back, 
and an Ace of Diamonds (AD) with a Jack of Spades 
(JS) on the back. The order the cards need to be in as 
follows; you face down 10, your face up AS, and then 
the AD, the AC, and the AH, Ace side up.

Performance: 
To begin display the four Aces, using the AS to cover 
the 10. Square the packet up and one at a time peel 
the Aces from the front of the back to the bottom. 

When you get to the AS, stop and make a comment 
about how it’s the most powerful card, or your lucky 
card. I find that when I stop at the AS and talk about 
it, if I look directly at the spectator, they will look back. 
This is important because there will be a slight dis-
crepancy when you return their gaze to the packet, so 
this time misdirection will cause this discrepancy to 
fly right on by. 

This time instead of peeling the ace to the bottom, lift 
it up and flip it over and then place it at the bottom 
of the packet. You should now be in this position, a 
face down 10, a face up AH, AC, and AD, and then a 
face down AS. You will now perform an Elmsley count, 

displaying the first face up Ace, the AH. Perform a sec-
ond Elmsley count displaying the AD. Take the AD and 
place it third from the top. Perform a final Elmsley count 
and display the AC. Take the card directly below the AC, 
the face down AS, and turn it face up on the top of the 
packet. Shake the packet and show how all four Aces 
have turned over by sliding them out one at a time, be-
ing careful to not show the face down AS. 

Rearrange the Aces so you place the AD on top of the 
AS, followed by the AC and the AH. You will now have 
four face up Aces on top of a face down 10. Have the 
spectator hold out their hand and turn the packet over 
as you peel off the 10. Because the AS is at the bottom 
of the packet, and because the 10 was face down, your 
spectator will now see two backs. Hand them the 10 
and spread the top three Aces, being sure to hide the 
AS behind the AD. 

Wave the three Aces over the spectators hand and 
reveal that the AS is now in your hand. Square up the 
packet and perform a flustration count to show that all 
the Aces are normal. Have the spectator flip over the 
card in their own hand, and while they do that perform 
a half pass with the bottom three cards, so that they 
they are reversed. Take the 10 back and place it side-
jogged from the packet so that the 10 and the AS are 
the only cards visible. 

Square up the pack and snap before slowly spreading 
the cards to now reveal a Royal Flush. Perform a second 
flustration count, this time showing the backs of both 
packets to show that the cards are normal. To reset, flip 
the 10 over and place it at the bottom of the pack and 
flip over the top three cards. One thing to note is that 
when performing my Elmsley counts, I tend to keep a 
break under the top card for the first count and then a 
break underneath the second card for the remaining 
counts. This just makes it easier for me to manipulate 
the Aces the way that I need.
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THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE

The Bermuda Triangle 
BY Jan Kosters

Effect
 A couple takes a trip to the Bermuda Triangle. They 
both vanish but in the end it turns out to be a roman-
tic adventure after all.

Strong enough to close
When I perform table magic and find a couple that 
seems to be together for a long time, I approach them 
for a second performance (bit later in the evening). I 
do a second set and close the set with this effect. It’s a 
charming story that conveys a romantic atmosphere. 
Done with the right people and the right ‘feel for the 
couple’ I can’t top it with something els. Hence this is 
the final of that b set.

Right Feel
You might call it cold reading, but I simply try to guess 
a few things about the couple. However, I’m mostly 
right. I can tell if people have a cat or dog at home 
and I’m 95% accurate on the type of vacation they 
would love.

That’s of course information I use to start the story. At 
the same time, people find this a bit creepy/strange. 
How in the world can I know these things? Well, if you 
work long enough as a magician this might not be so 
difficult at all.

How to cold read
If you can’t do this, with a few well thought out ques-
tions and some standard descriptions you can create 
the impression you know everything about them.
When I talk about the holiday they would love, you 
simply have a few broad possibilities. Like taking a 
camper, going on a cruise or by plane. Elderly couple 
love to walk and if not, to ride a bike. Woman tend 
to love the beach or flowery nature. Man love these 
things to but in a different way. For them I always give 
an example by calling out countries. Some men like 
Norway. Yes? Then I guess it’s because of the wide 
view and the mountains. Otherwise, it’s the woods. Is 
it Spain? The like the warmth and the sea. Just a few 
options that will fit most people.

When you watch
In the video I present the trick to you as a magician, 
thereby explaining the story. In real life I would ad-
dress the 2 spectators and use their names frequently 

of course.

As you will find out when using this kind of presenta-
tion, you create an argument between the 2 spectators. 
Saying things like “Harry doesn’t want to go. So Angela, 
who is an independent woman (cold reading!), will say: 
Fine, I’ll go on my own.”

And “Harry sits at home for three weeks, the fridge 
empty / out of beer (what fits the person the best) and 
finally gets worried.”

Most important tip
Do NOT present it the way I present it in the video to 
you. Make it personal, make it fun and play with the 
audience members. Make it about THEM!
Do this and the trick will take somewhere between 4-5 
minutes with a number of laughs.

Create your own story
Your welcome to use this story. I made it up and I par-
ticularly like it because the cards clearly form the Ber-
muda Triangle as I say the words. However, I challenge 
you to come up with different stories. All you need (if 
you don’t change the handling) is to come up with an 
idea for the single card that doubles and what the other 
three cards represent. If you combine them, what will 
be the climax?
I already made a short list to get you going.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DldB8yPQZtD8
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UNSERVICE BELL

Spoon Stunt
by Louie Foxx

Effect: 
 You teach the audience how to stick a spoon on their 
nose.  Then you take the trick to the next level by 
throwing the spoon in the air and catching it on your 
nose.  You top that by swallowing the spoon!

Needed:  
A regular metal spoon, a novelty bending spoon (like 
this: http://amzn.to/1ikRceV ), rubber cement, and a 
magnet.  You must also be wearing a coat. 
Set Up: Put a thin layer of rubber cement on the inside 
of the bowl of the regular spoon and also a thin layer 
on your nose.  The two spoons start in your right coat 
pocket or on your table.  

I drop the magnet into my inside left coat pocket.   If 
you are worried about the magnet moving around you 
can simply tape it to a piece of cardboard and then 
drop it in your pocket.  
Working / Routine:
“I’m going to teach you how to do a trick that you can 
do at home. All you need is a spoon.”
Take out the regular spoon. 
“Here’s a fun spoon fact: A spoon collector is called a 
spoon enthusiast…take my word for it. If you Google 
Spoon Enthusiast it’s something way different.   If you 
do, it’s not safe for work”

While you say “not safe for work” make air quotes with 
your fingers. 

Breathe on the regular spoon and stick it to the tip of 
your nose.  This is easy to do because of the rubber 
cement.  Pause a moment and then take it off your 
nose with your left hand. 

“It only works with a metal spoon, so it won’t work with 
a wood or plastic spoon. Who uses a wood spoon?   
Mmmmm…Cheerio’s and splinters. You can use any 
size spoon…”

Take out or pick up the novelty bending spoon with 
your right hand, holding the spoon so it stays straight.  
“…and you need to breathe slowly, don’t blow…”
Blow on the spoon and let it bend and react to the 
visual of the bent spoon.

SPOON STUNT

http://amzn.to/1ikRceV


“…or you’ll get in trouble.”

Put the small spoon away in your pocket, table or case. 
“Did you know the World Record for most spoons on 
the face is 31 and held by a 11 year old boy in Serbia 
who clearly hasn’t discovered girls…or that the spoon 
is my favorite utensil and way of sleeping.” 

“I’m going to throw this spoon into the air and catch 
it on my nose.  This is the second most amazing trick 
you’ll see right now.  I’m the only person in the world 
that can do this trick that lives on my block…in my 
house.”

The technique for tossing the spoon to your nose is 
simple.  You hold your right hand palm up chest level 
with the spoon sitting perpendicular to your fingers 
with the bowl away from you.  You move your hand 
in an arc up towards your face stopping your hand at 
about a 45 degree angle.  When you stop your hand 
inertia will keep the spoon moving and it will fly 
towards your face.  Aim for your nose and try to catch 
it.  

This will take some practice to get right. You can see 
me do the toss and catch here: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_u7DqW8EoxU

This is basically the same technique that Tom Mullica 
uses to throw cigarettes in his mouth that he teaches in 
the Expert Cigarette Magic Made Easy video series.    
Personally I miss it on the first toss, and catch it on my 
nose the second.  If you catch it on the first try I think 
it looks too easy.   If you don’t catch it on the first toss 
here are some lines you can use:   

Throw, miss and spoon lands on the ground:  “Five sec-
ond rule” pick up spoon and pretend to lick it clean
Throw, miss and you catch spoons in your hands:  
”Sorry I haven’t been practicing…except for all day.” 
“If catch this on my nose, I want you all to clap, cheer, 
throw your hands in the air like you are being tazed!” 
Throw the spoon in the air and catch it on your nose 
and throw your arms out triumphantly!  Take your 
applause, then pull it off and hold it in your right hand. 
“Now I’m going to swallow the spoon.”

Bring the spoon up to your mouth with both hands, so 
the spoon is held by your right hand and the bowl that 
is sticking out is covered by your left hand.  Separate 
your hands as you say the next line. 

“Kid’s don’t try this part at home…do it at school they 
have good insurance!” 

Undercover of laugh toss spoon into coat where it 
sticks to magnet in your coat pocket.  

The throwing motion is like this:  Your arms will move in 
a circular motion from by your face down towards your 
belly where you let go of the spoon and you toss the 
spoon behind your coat to where the magnet will grab 
it.  After the toss your hands meet up again and resume 
the same position of where they were when they were 
holding the spoon to your mouth. 

Pretend to swallow the spoon and show your hands 
empty.  
“That’s a cool trick…but tomorrow it’s going to hurt!!”

NOTES:
You can “clean up” after this trick by reaching into coat 
to get something like a pen.  Your hand goes behind 
your coat and you grab the spoon, move your hand up 
with spoon and drop it into the pocket.  Then grab the 
pen as your hand is coming out.  
You could also do the vanish of the spoon with a topit, 
gravity holdout with a magnet on the end or simply 
sleeving it.   If you are using a method for the vanish 
that doesn’t use your sleeves be sure to roll up your 
sleeves before doing the trick, it gives the audience one 
less “method” of where the spoon could have gone if 
they try to figure it out. 

The swallowing the spoon is based on Tony 
Clark’s Knife Swallow trick (http://www.tonyclark-
magic.com/magicshop/index.php?route=product/
product&product_id=97) which is an adaptation of 
a vanishing drink stirrer of Slydini’s that Clark uses to 
illustrate Slydini’s misdirection principles. 

The idea behind the method for catching the spoon 
on your nose is based on the old clown gag where you 
throw a ping pong ball in the air and catch it on your 
nose.

Hope you like this little routine.  If you’ve got any ques-
tions or comments you can let me know through my 
Facebook page at: www.Facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u7DqW8EoXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u7DqW8EoXU
http://www.tonyclarkmagic.com/magicshop/index.php?route=product
http://www.tonyclarkmagic.com/magicshop/index.php?route=product
www.Facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow






Context is everything.

So you’re in a bar. The guys are talking to a nearby table 
of girls. Of course it isn’t long before the ladies join you. 
After all, you’re fascinating, aren’t you?

When asked what you do, your mind flickers between 
brushing it off or showing them something special. Your 
mind races for at least the blink of an eye lid and you 
decide to do the gentlemanly thing…and impress the 
pants off the chicks!

You talk about psychological studies commissioned by 
soft drinks companies. 

They’ve got to spend all of our money on something, 
haven’t they?

“One of the less boring studies showed that it’s possible 
to predictably influence which drink more people will 
buy, but that this choice can be altered by the colour of 
the drinking straws offered to the customers.

Right now this might seem like a trivial thing But imag-
ine the impact that could have on the drinks industry. 
They’re banking millions of pounds on this.”

Mentioning ‘millions of pounds’ you remove your wallet 

and place it on the table.

“I don’t have millions but I do have something in here 
I want to show you in a minute. Rather than all my 
money, let me wager my reputation on this, okay?”

“Imagine, if you will that I am holding 5 straws. One red, 
one blue, one green and one is…orange. Think about 
which one is on the counter in an imaginary bar. But 
don’t tell anyone, okay?

So with this in mind, imagine that colour on the bar, you 
walk up to the bar and look at their range of soft drinks.

Let’s imagine you can choose from Coca Cola, Diet 
Coke, Fanta Orange or Sprite - which one do you feel 
inclined to go with?”

They name Fanta Orange, for example. They could 
name any one.

You comment on how interesting this choice is as you 
remove a bunch of 5 coloured straws from your pocket.

“So you’ve chosen to drink Fanta Orange and it felt fair. 
The only influencing factor was the colour of the straw 
you imagined, Which actually, I forgot to ask. Which 
colour was it?”



Blue

“Blue! Of course it was blue. If the straws on the bar are 
blue people do tend to buy more fanta orange.”

You open your wallet and show that there is one piece 
of folded paper. On it is a small print out from a com-
puter which appears to be a cutting from a scientific 
report, it reads ‘yet when bartenders place blue straws 
at the point of sale it appears that there is almost ir-
refutable proof that sales of Fanta Orange see dramatic 
increases.’

Method:

This is a lot of fun to perform. The method has a little 
bit of set up, however it reads like more trouble than it 
really is.

You’ll need 4 of each coloured straw. Plus some kind of 
card-to-wallet or wallet with a secret loading function.

You have 4 sets of coloured straws, each one contains 
one of each of the colours. 

Each ‘set’ will predict a different soft drink. 

You print off your predictions on small pieces of paper, 
roll them up in to tight tubes and then push them in to 
the bottoms of the straws. 

Place each set in a pocket upside down, so that the pro-
truding predictions are upmost - this stops them.

Once the drink is names, you remove that set of straws 
from the relevant pocket. As you remove them your 
hand conceals the prediction slips.

They name the colour of the straw and you place all of 
the others away, leaving yourself with that one straw in 
your hand.

Pull the prediction free from the straw and simply load 
it in to the wallet.

Sucking a Softy is a routine from Ken Dyne’s forthcom-
ing book Bairne. Information and for alerts on release 
dates can be found at www.MentalUnderground.com 

www.MentalUnderground.com


INTERACTIVE MAGIC

INTERACTIVE MAGIC TUTORIALS
ILYAS SELSOV

Illusionist, creator and magic consultant. He teaches men the art of magic, so they 

can become more interesting and bright for people. Ilyas is the creator of more than 

10 seminars and trainings in magic theme and  author of the book “12 rules, that will 

make you an awesome illusionist” .

He is a member of Russian Association of Illusionists.

Personal credo: “Not to seem, but to be.”

RinGO

Signed coin 
in balloon

Mind Hack

%20http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dzdk1b1iC_iU
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DPHf7UoFrWtw
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FROM 
THIS... 
...TO   THAT 

IN  THE  BLINK          
OF  AN  EYE ! 

MAGIC MARKER 

Click here to  
watch the magic 

marker in  
action.  

www.KeithFieldsMagic.com 

$29.95 
(+S&H) 

Click 
Here 

To buy 

PROBABLY  THE 
BEST GAG 
SINCE THE 

FUNKENRING ! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFxxcA8nnL8
http://www.keithfieldsmagic.com
http://www.keithfieldsmagic.com


MAGIC REVIEWS

PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.

Vanish Magazine- Trick Review
PLEASE NOTE: We are now based out of Vancou-
ver, Canada so all items can be shipped here. 
Contact us to get the shipping address.
editor@vanishmagazine.com

TO ADVERTISE IN VANISH
To place an advert contact the editor for a list of 
price options.  Look at the various advertising 
sizes in this issue and choose the one that best 
suits your needs.

For more information e-mail at:
editor@vanishmagazine.com

Based upon top selling products 
from magic retailers and 
wholesalers, as well as consulting 
with over a dozen professional 
magicians, Paul Romhany reviews 
tricks, DVDs, books and Apps.

TO WATCH VIDEO REVIEWS CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqQ2LSZF0E4
mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqQ2LSZF0E4


The scenario is as follows. You approach a group of people, 
or an individual, holding a small note pad and a Sharpie 
marker. You then say that you will vanish the note pad. On 
a count to of three, the Sharpie marker appears on your 
ear. Whilst you take the Sharpie to go and tap on the note 
pad again, the note pad has visually changed into a pack 
of cards right in front of their eyes. 

The scenario is as follows. You approach a group of people 
or an individual, holding a note pad. You then proceed to 
ask them if they are ready to place their order, if they say 
no, you then say something like, that’s ok, how about a 
card trick instead. The notepad turns into a pack of cards 
right in front of their eyes. 

You can use this in any scenario, restaurants, corporate 
functions, bars, parties. It is limited to your own imagina-
tion. 

You can even write on the gimmick, so you can use it for 
example at the beginning of your invisible deck routine. 
You ask a spectator to name any card. You write it on the 
Noted gimmick. You then say I will find your card, but 
you need a deck of cards. You then make the note pad 
turn into a deck of cards and then go into your invisible 
deck routine. 

You can see that the possibilities with the Noted gimmick 
are endless. 

You are supplied with a universal gimmick that makes all 
this possible.
No slight of hand needed
Custom made gimmick supplied (Gimmick might not 
match what’s in the video)
You just supply your own deck.

Comes with DVD with full explanations

MY THOUGHTS:
A great walk around effect that would make an excel-
lent ice-breaker especially for the restaurant or strolling 
magician. 

Here is something that is very easy to do, instant reset and 
ideal for the strolling performer. The angles are also good 
so that shouldn’t be a concern. It also takes up no space in 
our pocket so it’s very practical for the working magician.

This comes with an extremely well made gimmick that 
should last a very long time and is extremely deceptive, 
even at a very close range.  The construction and quality 
are excellent and there is nothing for you to do as the 
gimmick is all ready to go once you open the box. The 
gimmick does all the work for you and takes up no space 
in your pocket. You add it to your deck of cards and you 
now have a small note pad. While they suggest a few 
routines it isn’t necessary to use this just as an opener. 
Whenever you want to do a card trick you could bring 
out the notepad and turn it in to a deck of cards and go 
in to your routine. Removing the gimmick from the deck 
is not an issue and designed in to the method. 

The suggestion of using this with an invisible deck is a 
nice addition because you can write on the pad and wipe 
it off easily for the next group of people. 

You can order either a red or blue back gimmick depend-
ing on what colored back bicycle cards you like to use.  

The main routine Gary teaches on here is the vanish pad 
using the old ‘pencil behind the ear’ gag and it works very 
well. There are other ways you could present this and given 
a little thought you could have something that is a real 
surprise for your audience. It’s a novel way to introduce  
a deck of cards and something the spectators wouldn’t 
see coming. 

Very highly recommended for the working pro as well as  
a beginner. Good strong visual magic that is unexpected 
by the audience.

PRICE: $24.99 US
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

NOTeD by Gary 
Jones1 

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nl1yLqMCt0


After a 19-year experience in the magical discipline that 
is technological mentalism, tireless creator and innovator, 
Fabrice is sharing with us some of his new little miracles 
of which only he knows the secret. 

These 2 last years were dedicated to renew his technologi-
cal arsenal to start the second decade of the 21st century! 
New effects are currently created like the Mini Whiteboard 
or the Medium Chalkboard.

Working with a REGULAR MARKER!

Another exclusive creation by Fabrice: Here is the Maxi White-
board, the A3+ version of the Medium Whiteboard.
Write with a regular marker and receive the results on your 
Apple or your Android-operated cell phone / tablet!

MY THOUGHTS:
Without a doubt this is THE very best way for any mentalist to 
get a reading of an impression that a spectator has drawn on a 
large white-board. It is the very best transmitter on the market 
today! One of the great advantages is that it uses a regular 
white-board marker, unlike other versions which try to copy a 
similar idea but using markers and pens that look odd.

First of all you need to decide if you are going to use an iPhone 
or an Android. This will make a difference in the type of board 
you purchase. Fabric is such a great person to deal with and 
always answers questions via email as quickly as possible.

The version I got is for my iPhone and after watching the online 
instructions I was able to set it all up very easily. You will be 
tempted to get this working as soon as it arrives, but I do suggest 
taking the time to fully watch all the videos so you understand 
not only the set-up but also how to use the APP and open the 
back of the white-board. 

Another advantage is that it uses a rechargeable battery so 

you won’t be spending money on replacing them each time 
you want to use it - just charge it up and you are ready to go.

The technology and engineering that goes in to something 
like this is far too complicated for me to understand, however 
I love this type of device and quite frankly it’s never failed me! 
The range is great. I can hand the board out to a spectator 
sitting in the audience and they will always be in range. The 
minute they start drawing I am able to see exactly what they 
are doing in real time.  This is the very basic way to use this 
board, another way is to have four or five people each draw 
something then rub it out. At any time you have access via 
your iPhone or Android to look at what they have drawn. This 
is the strength of this effect giving some time between each 
drawing and when you choose to view the images.

It almost feels too easy but gives you powers that only some-
body who can really read minds should have.  With this you 
will get a password and access to over an hours worth of 
material by the Doc Hilford. This is pure gold and takes this 
tool to new levels. Doc vary rarely offers reviews on any other 
product so having his endorsement speaks volumes on the 
power of this.

There are other versions if you view the website including 
a mini-white board and chalk board. Personally I prefer the 
larger white-board as it looks exactly like a regular whiteboard 
and the spectator has a lot of room to draw on.

As far as transmitting devices go this is the very best and the 
top of the line. It is very well built and with care should last 
forever. It is designed and built by one of the very best in the 
business. With a price tag that keeps it out of the hands of 
amateurs this is being used by some of the leading perform-
ers of our time.

PRICE: 1190 euros  (about $1590 USD)
AVAILABLE: www.magikdata.com

MAXI-WHITeBOARD 
By Fabrice DeLaure2

www.magikdata.com


BILL-FLASH ReVeRSe 
By Mickael Chatelain3 

Your deck is on the table, still in its case. Before you 
begin, you take out a banknote from your wallet, for 
example a 10 Euros note or 10 dollars bill, to be offered 
as compensation if the trick fails. You visibly place the 
banknote on the table; then you place your wallet on 
top of the banknote.

NOW the trick can begin!  

Take the cards out of the case, show both sides - it’s an 
absolutely ordinary deck. The spectator chooses a card; 
for example, the King of Hearts. You invite the spectator 
to fold the card into fourths himself. You take back the 
card, still folded in fourths and ask the two following 
questions: 

1. Do you remember the banknote under the wallet?
Of course, the spectators answer, “Yes, it’s a 10 Euros 
note.” 
2. Do you remember your card?
Once again, the spectators answer, “Yes, it’s the King of 
Hearts.” 

Show the card one more time as you unfold it and show 
it freely front and back, then show your completely 
empty hands, which the spectators will acknowledge 
with no hesitation. Slowly refold the card, first in two 
then again in fourths.
The hiding nothing and in full light, right before the 
spectators’ eyes, you shake the folded card and then, 
faster than the blink of an eye, the card is transformed 
into a banknote, also folded in fourths! 

Unfold and freely show the banknote - it’s completely 
genuine, and not just any banknote, it’s a 10 Euro note!

MY THOUGHTS:
An extremely visual and novel routine where a chosen 
card changes places with a bill. If you love visual magic 
then you’ll really love this routine. It’s eye popping and 
a very well structured routine.

You receive several different gimmicks allowing you to 
perform the entire routine, or you can just do one of the 
changes or the wonderful bonus. There is a little DYI but 
nothing major. The only comment is this works better 
with paper money rather than plastic money because 
the bills need to be able to fold and keep their shape. 
I’m finding more and more tricks aren’t suited that well 
to the new plastic money they have in New Zealand, 
Australia and now Canada.

Having said that I do carry US dollars on me and so it’s 
not unusual for me to use them and relate a story about 
why I have them in my wallet. 

The DVD supplied goes in to detail with several differ-
ent performances. There is a basic move of the folded 
card changing in to a dollar bill, as well as a folded 
dollar bill changing in to a card. The angle on these is 
pretty good, although you do need to be careful if peo-
ple are behind you because the handling doesn’t allow 
this to be performed totally surrounded. 

This routine could be well suited to a lot of close-up 
situations such as restaurants, bars or even certain 
strolling situations as long as you can place a folded 
card in a person’s hand. 

The structure of the routine is very clear for people to 
follow, it’s highly visual and relatively easy to perform. 
You’d need to handle the gimmicks to get the ‘moves’ 
down but certainly well within the abilities of most 
magicians. You do need to be able to do a slip force and 
the deck would be set up ready to go prior to use. It is 
certainly worth the extra effort because of the overall 
impact. If you are looking for that one trick that would 
impress clients in a specific situation this is certainly it. 

Note that the bill and card can not be handed out after 
the routine, but because of the structure and the way it 
plays that shouldn’t be too much of an issue. If you per-
form a trick with a card then finish with this you would 
have a nice climax to a card routine.

The gimmicks should last quite a while although at 
some point you’d need to replace them if you are using 
this constantly.

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEIUAtIcN6w


Tear up a newspaper and restore it lightning fast and 
extremely visually, at chest high, fullsized and whit to-
tally natural movement. Learn the 2.0 version from Axel 
Hecklau. 
- present with confidence and ease
- totally natural movement
- extremly visual quick restauration
- presentable even when surrounded by a crowd
- many possible variations
Get all valuable experience and benefit from eight year 
long research and development.
Easy overview with the quick tour.
See the preparation an presentation phases in full length 
step by step from magicians p.o.v
Watch the demo video - you will be amazed.

MY THOUGHTS:
For over 30 years I have been performing and studying 
the torn and restored newspaper effect. I have probably 
performed almost every version out there and when I dis-
covered Axel’s first version of this I was hooked. Without a 
doubt the cleanest and most visually stunning restoration 
of a newspaper.  I thought that there was no way anybody 
could top Axel’s first version - that is until he topped 
himself with V2.0!! Absolutely NOTHING else even comes 
close to what Axel has achieved with the flash restoration. 

If you really did tear up a newspaper and then restore it in 
the blink of an eye this is what it would look like. It’s the 

flash restoration that makes it so 

As a person who has owned and performed the original 
I was interested in seeing what V2.0 had to offer. Quite 
frankly I can’t remember last watching a DVD where 
the performer has put so much time, thought and hard 
work in to one effect. 

With V 2.0 you get everything you need in the kit to be 
able to perform. You get templates that cover every size 
of newspaper from the large broadsheet to the small 
tabloid. All sizes are covered. The 2 DVD set is jam packed 
with a wealth of information making this easy to follow 
along and perform.

For those who already own V1.0 I would still suggest 
purchasing V2.0. There is so much more information 
and the Newsflash Express is worth it alone. You also get 
the advantage of being able to do this anywhere now.

The DVD is split in to various methods and techniques on 
using each size of paper. The first thing I noticed was the 
quality of video production. There are some wonderful 
moments where we see the screen split in to three and 
Axel performs three different sized newspaper tears at 
the same time. The use of split screen is used very well in 
this production and he really makes learning enjoyable.

What I found very fascinating was the amount of knowl-
edge Axel has on newspapers themselves. He discusses 
various papers and the importance of knowing which 
one you will use. This makes the tearing easier as well as 
the restoration. It’s actually a vital part of the torn and 
restored newspaper and this type of knowledge is vital 
to  really understanding any type of effect.
I recently put a friend on to this version who has been 
performing the Anderson version for almost 40 years. His 
comment was ‘why change now?’ However, after seeing 
this he said it was worth the change and now uses this 
in every show. He said the two main reasons included 
the flash restoration and the very easy re-set. 

There are some extra bonus routines such as a fantastic 
mismade torn and restored version with two people. 
If anybody does a silent duo act this would be such a 
great addition. Two different papers (one is full color) are 
torn and mixed up in some by-play only to be restored  
mismade. It’s such an amazing piece of magic it’s almost 
worth finding a partner to perform this version. 

Another great variation is the idea of showing large 
cue cards then restoring them to a poster using Axel’s 
method. You still get the Flash restoration which looks 
amazing. This has a lot of performance possibilities.

Another bonus version is taking a crumpled up piece of 
paper, tearing it and restoring it. 

NeWSLASH 2.0 
universal by Axel 
Hecklau

4 



Perhaps, and for most, the biggest improvement is the 
2  minute set-up version. This version is the one I now 
use and I think perhaps the one many will choose. Axel 
explains a version which you can perform surrounded, 
but for my working conditions the easy set-up is the one 
I now use. I can re-set in less than 2 minutes and use no 
glue or tape. Axel supplies you with everything you will 
(except papers of course) to perform this.

I feel the world of magic is indebted to Axel Hecklau for 
taking this classic effect to new heights. Anybody who 
already performs this should check out this as well as 
anybody who wants to perform it. The most incredible 
T&R newspaper EVER!!

PRICE: 99.00 Euro plus shipping.
AVAILABLE: http://www.axelhecklau-shop.com

A hyper visual card to envelope that can be added to your 
card set at any point. Your spectators are going to abso-
lutely love Ocular. The moment they see the card appear 
is an absolute jaw dropper.

Ocular comes complete with an extremely clever gimmick 
hand crafted by Rob Bromley and a full instructional DVD 
which includes ideas by Alexis DELA Fuente, Peter Nardi, 
Dave Loosley and Andrew Smith. 

Ocular is easy to do, quick to set/reset and can be added 
to your routine at any point. Ocular is a perfect way to end 
your ambitious card routine.

MY THOUGHTS:
Years ago Tom Ogden released a card to envelope with a 
hole in the envelope and a card would appear.   It was a 
very basic method that worked well using a gimmicked 
envelope. Ocular uses a completely different method and 
is much more visual. In this version you can see the hole 
through the entire envelope and instantly, whenever you 
want a card visibly appears.  
 
This is more of a tool that would be perfect for a climax 
to an ambitious card routine. The gimmick is very well 
made and will last a long time. Can be performed and 
used under any close-up condition and the spectator can 
hold the envelope until you want to produce the card. The 
DVD teaches a lot of variations on handling and is filmed 
in the high quality we expect from Alakazam. If you do a 
card to envelope and looking for a visual, instant and easy 
version this is very highly recommended.

PRICE: $37.05
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

OCuLAR By Alex De 
La Fuente5 

http://www.axelhecklau-shop.com
www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hm8jDP5qwFU
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More than just a single trick, E-RASE is a utility device for 
professionals who want the best.
You’ll use E-RASE for close-up, parlor, or stage.

Effect:
In front of your spectators you draw with a marker different 
ESP symbols on your E-RASE tablet.
You then ask one of them to choose one or more of the 
symbols.
Once the choice is made, you erase the symbols that were 
not selected.
Hiding nothing and with no manipulation and in full light, 
you invite your spectator to erase the remaining symbols 
-- the very ones he chose.
He will find that this is impossible! The symbols cannot 
be erased!
How is this possible?
Invite him to rub his fingers on other side of the transpar-
ent tablet, thereby erasing the remaining symbols. It’s 
MAGIC!!!!
One question -- How have the chosen symbols passed 
through the transparent tablet????
An impossible mystery, given that the tablet is entirely 
examinable.
The effect that you’ve just read is only one of the many 
easily performed with this tablet.

You will bring this A4-formatted tablet everywhere.
During the whole routine there are no forces.
The routines are infinitely personalizable with cards, draw-
ings, symbols, letters, numbers, etc.
The principle used, as far as we know, has never been used 
in a magic trick.

e-RASe By Julien 
Arlandis

No manipulation, no chemicals, no special ink.
Although it’s difficult to believe, you write openly in front 
of your spectators and only their choice or choices go 
through the tablet.
Delivered complete: specially made tablet, DVD, marker, 
eraser, and gimmick.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is certainly a very different, original and unusual effect 
that in the right hands could play very strong . I do feel 
presentation is important here for the audience to under-
stand what took place once the ‘magic moment’ happens.
I must admit it took me a  moment to fully understand 
what the effect was once I saw it.

 The DVD was hard to follow and you really had to con-
centrate to understand what was going on. The main 
problem was that it was in French and English - but both 
at the same time. If you are going to offer two languages 
then at least mute  one language while the other is going 
on.  The other issue is that part of the gimmicks supplied 
were a little small and so I had to go out to the store and 
purchase some that were a little larger. They were certainly 
a lot smaller than the ones shown on the DVD. Not a big 
deal because they are easy to find but still it does make the 
performance easier if you have the correct size otherwise 
you might scratch the plastic board.

The effect is that you draw images on a clear Perspex sheet 
which looks like a ‘tablet’ and the spectator chooses  any 
image. You rub that image out and all the other images 
are now on the ‘other’ side of the board, somehow passed 
through the Perspex. You need a little practice to make 
the operation smooth but the gimmicks does the work 
for you. It’s easy to do and certainly well within the reach 
of all levels of performers.

I need to perform this more for a variety of people to say 
if I am really excited by this or not. It certainly has merit 
and is different. The props are well made although it would 
have been nice to have a cloth bag for the tablet to pro-
tect it during travel. This is a close-up effect however not 
strolling. It would be ideal if you are stationary such as a 
trade-show or even a street performer where this can be 
in a bag as it wouldn’t fit in a pocket (think size of an iPad).
Also ideal for the parlor situation.

I do like the method and this is what saves the trick for 
me. The method works well and would definitely fool the 
audience. It’s a very novel and unusual piece of magic 
which has potential to be something extremely good if 
you work on it.  If you can get past the poor quality DVD 
and fully understand how this works I think you’ll have a 
very unusual effect for your show that would fool people.

PRICE: $65.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com


X-Change 
By Sans Minds7

Are you ready to amaze?

If you have the ability to turn ‘permanent inked draw-
ings’ to real life object, what will you do? 

Julio Montoro from Spain, has come up with an amaz-
ingly commercial way to materialize or visually change 
sharpie drawings on a spectator’s single, signed, card; 
the magic happens right underneath their signature! 

After the magic moment, you can immediately hand 
out the card without any switches or clean ups. You end 
completely clean and your spectator can keep their 
signed card as an unforgettable memento. The effect 
is fully customizable to wherever your creativity takes 
you. 

Draw a circle and it turns into a coin to lead into your 
coin effect. Draw a kiss chocolate and give the audience 
a ‘kiss’. Doodle some random numbers and turn it into 
your phone number. Clean and slick. 

With blessings from Vanishing Inc. and Alexis De La 
Fuente, we are proud to bring you one more addition to 
this amazing plot.

Contents:
Special Gimmick
Necessary Material Included

MY THOUGHTS:
Julio Montoro is putting out some very visual magic 

that is easy to perform. x-Change is an extremely visual 
effect where you ‘seemingly’ draw a picture on a signed 
playing card and the drawing changes in to the actual 
object. You can use this to produce a piece of chocolate, 
produce a coin or anything you want.

The method itself isn’t new but certainly a novel and 
inventive way to use something we all know about. This 
does require a little preparation but once you’ve made 
it up you can use it over and over. You can make as 
many different gimmicks as you want to fit your rou-
tines. The nice thing about this is that the card can also 
be handed out and the image has really gone.

You are supplied with DVD instructions which go in to 
more detail than the regular Sans Minds DVDs as well as 
the material needed to make the gimmick. It won’t take 
long to make up the gimmick once you decide on what 
you want to draw on the card.

There is a little issue with the promotional trailer be-
cause they show a short clip of a performer  ‘drawing’ 
on the card. This can’t be done so it’s a little misleading 
in that respect. When you perform this the spectator’s 
don’t actually see you draw on the card, it’s done with 
you looking at the back of the card. 

If you are looking for something very visual that can be 
used for strolling magic then this is a great effect. Best 
performed for a small number of people this would 
make a great trick for the strolling magician. The reset is 
very quick and it would certainly leave a lasting im-
pression on your spectators, especially if you produce 
something they can keep as well as giving them the 
playing card. 

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODhRAk8aQ-M


FReA-CAPPeD by 
Kieron Johnson8

An incredible, self working piece of visual magic. A 
Sharpie marker that impossibly recaps itself!!! 

Freacapped is an ingenious gimmicked Sharpie marker 
that allows you to perform an incredibly visual piece of 
magic with NO SKILL REQUIRED! 

As seen on TV. Includes special Sharpie gimmick that 
magically recaps itself! 

Imagine - you uncap your Sharpie and hold the pen and 
lid in one hand. A little shake and incredibly the lid is 
back on the Sharpie. You offer to repeat this stunt, but 
this time you place the pen and the lid between your 
teeth. With your hands at your side you spin on the 
spot, and, as you turn to face your audience, the Sharpie 
has recapped itself. 

Utterly impossible. Incredibly visual. TV Magic in the 
real world. 

From the minds of Kieron Johnson, Steve Rowe and 
Duncan Temple this jaw dropping effect is totally self 
working. Anybody can perform this incredible trick. 

Comes with the special Sharpie Pen, plus material and 
instruction on how to build your own Freacapped gim-
mick in almost ANY PEN DESIGN! 

MY THOUGHTS:
I have been having so much fun with this little gem. It’s 
very visual and easy to do. Anytime you use a sharpie 

you could add this to your act as a little ‘piece’ and it 
fits perfectly with the pen up nose gag. The mechanics 
of the pen do all the work so it you can take a lid off a 
Sharpie you can perform this. When I first saw this I was 
amazed and once I found out how it worked I was even 
more amazed.

You are supplied with a gimmick Sharpie, and should 
you ever need to make any repairs or want to make 
more it is all explained on the DVD. You are also sup-
plied with something that makes this work if you need 
to fix it for any reason.

Kieron shares a lot of tips and bits of business on the 
DVD and there are many ways to add this to your rep-
ertoire. He explains easy to more difficult methods on 
switching the gimmick Sharpie for a regular Sharpie, 
but my favorite is following this up with pen up the 
nose. It makes so much sense and nobody would want 
to inspect it after you’ve just put it up your nose and 
brought it out your mouth. For anybody who does this 
already you know how strong that little gag is. 
I’ve also found that because you’ve just had the pen in 
your mouth most people don’t want to touch it anyway, 
so I’d save this for ‘after’ you’ve had them sign a card. I 
know I wouldn’t want to touch a pen once somebody 
put it in their mouth. 

Either way this is a fun piece to perform and ideal for 
most working situations. The trick takes place while you 
turn around and the gimmick jumps in to action for a 
split second as you turn. I’ve worked this in a strolling 
situation but always been aware of who is looking at 
me at a certain time so you do need to be aware of your 
surroundings. It is ideal for a stationary show where 
the audience are in front of you but after testing it out I 
think it’s very versatile.

If you love visual magic that is totally unexpected, easy 
to do and is a nice little addition to something you 
already use  you can’t go wrong here.

I really loved this and have been having so much fun 
with it - very highly recommended.

PRICE: $35.00 US 
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6YweHEa8Yo


DeCePTuS
by
Jimmy Strange9

It’s time to stop thinking outside the box, and start 
thinking inside the can! 

Deceptus is quite simply one of the best object penetra-
tion magic tricks available to magicians. You can throw 
common borrowed objects straight into a soda can. 
Rings, signed coins, lighters, and that’s just the start. The 
borrowed object really is inside the can! 
The spectators can see their item through the drink 
hole, the only way to get the item out is to cut open the 
can!
Deceptus comes with a special gimmick that does the 
hard work for you. You learn multiple handlings to suit 
all skill levels. There is also an instant reset method 
where you melt the borrowed item from the can with-
out having to cut open the can. 

This is TV magic brought close up and practical, straight 
from the working repertoire of professional magician 
Jimmy Strange. 

Warning - Not suitable for children

You will be cutting open a metal soda can, so this 
item is not suitable for children. It’s vital that you wear 
suitable hand protection when handling a sharp knife 
and cutting open a can. We don’t want anyone to hurt 
themselves. Deceptus is sold for information purposes 
only, and recommended for professional use, as you 
need to be careful and responsible when cutting open a 
metal can. You need to ensure the safety of your specta-
tors and dispose of the can correctly at the end of the 
performance. 

MY THOUGHTS:
Perhaps the best object to can I’ve seen. The method is 
extremely clever and the preparation needed to per-
form this is well worth it.

Having tested this on a variety of cans I can say it works 
pretty much on any standard can. You can put anything 
inside a can that will fit and the only way to get it out is 
to cut the can open. 

You are supplied with a gimmick that is well made and 
pretty much does the work for you. You do need to 
supply something that most magic shops carry and I 
advise getting one because it makes the handling so 
much easier, almost self-working. It’s a gimmick most of 
us probably have but can easily be purchased from your 
magic dealer for a minimal price.

The DVD instructions are clear and precise and there are 
lots of handling tips shared and explained. Once you 
watch it you’ll be out buying cans and wanting to work 
this routine.

There is preparation involved each time you perform 
this, so it’s not something you could do strolling from 
one group to another. You can certainly have cans 
pre-set if you are doing a trade-show or street show, or 
for a stand-up performance. Remember each time you 
perform this you will need the gimmick supplied and to 
do a little work prior to the can.

If I were doing a promotional show reel and wanted 
to show a street scene I’d definitely be doing this in it. 
You can’t borrow a can and do this as the can is gim-
micked, but because you have to cut the can to get the 
borrowed object out you can easily ditch the gimmick. 
With the correct performance the audience shouldn’t 
want to inspect the can. There is however a routine 
taught on here where you can ‘melt’ the object back out 
of the can so this makes it a little more practical if you 
did want to do it walk-about or not cut a can every time 
you perform it. 

This is definitely the best version of object to can I’ve 
seen and well within the reach of most levels of per-
formers. It is ideal for stand-up or close-up and once 
you’ve practiced it you will have an impossible effect 
that will blow the spectator’s minds.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
 
PRICE:  $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sfAKdhZD5M


THe 
uNDeRCOVeR 
WALLeT by Andy 
Nicholls

10

This practical new wallet design fits comfortably in your 
back pocket or in any jacket pocket. There are several 
possible loading methods - some involve palming and 
some do not. Playing cards can be either stolen out of 
the wallet or loaded into the wallet, and the loaded 
cards can be revealed in one of TWO DIFFERENT LOCA-
TIONS. One of the locations is a zippered compartment 
while the other one is in a separate “inner credit-card 
wallet.” Perhaps best of all, the wallet can be used as a 
peek device for mentalists.

Dimensions Approximately: Closed - 4” x 5” Open - 4” x 
10”

MY THOUGHTS:
The first thing I noticed about this wallet was the high 
quality of leather. This actually looks exactly like the 
type of wallet I use myself. It is a hip wallet that will hold 
half a dozen credit cards, coins and notes. 

You could certainly use this as an everyday wallet and 
be ready to perform a card to wallet or get a peek at a 
signed business card.  The design of this wallet allows 
you to perform a few things that you can’t do with 
other wallets.

Imagine doing an ambitious card routine and after the 
card has returned to the top you tell your spectator 
that you will place the card away inside your wallet. It 
is placed inside the zippered compartment and in your 
pocket. The spectator then chooses a card from the 
deck and it is their signed card - it has returned! This 
wallet not only makes it easy to load a card but also 
steal one. I’ve never considered that idea before and 
after playing around with this I think it has a lot of merit. 
To make it even more impossible you can place the card 

inside a business card holder which comes with the 
wallet, and put that inside the wallet and have it return.  
It offers quite a lot of strong possibilities for various card 
routines.

You do get a business card wallet as well which can be 
used to produce a card or get a peek. It makes sense if 
you want to have a spectator write on a business card 
that you have a little wallet just for your cards. This eas-
ily fits inside the wallet and there are several methods 
for getting an instant peak. Again, you can have the 
spectator place the business card face down inside the 
smaller business card wallet, and that is then placed 
inside the larger wallet. You instantly get a peek of what 
they wrote. It’s very easy to do.

For card magicians you can use this as a card to wallet, 
and again have several methods depending on your 
style. If you can get a card to the top of the deck then 
you can easily perform a card to wallet using this. There 
is a very unique pocket feature at the back of the wallet 
which allows for some very interesting ideas.

This comes with a DVD which explains the various load-
ing methods and steals you can do as well as how to 
get peeks from using any of the methods.  
 
I like this wallet a lot because of the size, and the fact it 
looks exactly like an ordinary wallet. I’m assuming it’s 
called the Undercover Wallet because you can load a 
card under cover of the wallet and nobody will see it. 
It’s very easy to use and for anybody who doesn’t want 
to palm a card this is a good choice of wallet.

Top quality made by Wallet guru Tony Curtis with Andy 
Nicholls’ design.  Overall a practical item that anybody 
could use and offers just more than a card to wallet.  
The concept of stealing a card is something I really do 
like and can certainly see many people developing 
routines around this idea.

If you love wallets I think you’ll enjoy this version. De-
signed for a working professional but also very versatile 
and useful for the beginner who wants to get more out 
of a wallet than ‘card to wallet.’ NOTE: this is not a signed 
card to envelope inside wallet.

PRICE: $85.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

www.murphsymagic.com


FOReSIGHT By  
Oliver Smith11

If magic and mentalism made a baby, this would be it!

Foresight is a powerful fusion between magic and 
mentalism by our friend, Oliver Smith. For those of you 
who love visual effects that fit right in your wallet, this 
is for you. It’s extremely visual, easy to do, and gets jaw-
dropping reactions. You’ll be able to construct a power-
ful presentation while blowing people’s minds with this 
eye-candy gem. 

Custom Gimmick / material included

MY THOUGHTS:
Sans Minds is producing some extremely visual magic 
with help from young creators from around the world.  
The idea of ink moving on playing cards is a popular 
theme at the moment and this is certainly a visual ef-
fect in that genre.

You can start clean and end clean handing out the card 
that ends up having a square drawn on it. The effect 
looks exactly like it does on the promotional reel which 
is always a good sign.

There is a little work to do prior to performing this and 
you will need to practice the handling to get it looking 
like the promo but nothing that shouldn’t be too hard 
for most people and levels of magic. My only comment 
is that I do find the guy teaching the tricks a little too 
enthusiastic and trying too hard to be natural. It ends 
up slightly annoying but then perhaps it’s because I sit 

through and watch a lot of him while reviewing. Don’t 
let that put you off this very visual effect.

This is definitely a magic/mentalism routine and a lot of 
thought has gone in to this. There are several outcomes 
depending on the spectator’s choice of drawing but the 
one you want is the one that enables you to give reason 
for the drawing to move. This is the strongest of all out-
comes and the reason you bought his DVD.

You will need to go out and buy some extra material 
such as tape and glue but you are supplied with very 
small extra pieces that make this work. A little time and 
patience making sure everything looks as it should on 
the DVD and you’ll be ready to amaze your friends in 
no time. The instructions are about 20 minutes which 
is all you need, with live performances so you can see 
Foresight in action. 

The actual mechanics are easy with no sleight of hand 
needed. You are also supplied with a gimmick envelope 
that will enable you to hand out the card at the end for 
the spectator to keep. The envelope is sturdy and easy 
to use. The DVD also explains alternative ideas on how 
to do the switch at the end using the envelope sup-
plied. The use of the envelope is natural and the switch 
will go undetected by your audience.

Overall a  very visual effect that combines magic prin-
ciples with a clever gimmick to allow you to perform 
something that is visual and strong.  As the advert 
states a combination of magic and mentalism. You 
could do this under any condition from close-up to 
strolling and it fits easily in to a pocket so you ready to 
go at a moments notice. 

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__R26JZzx_w
www.murphsymagic.com


SansMinds Magic brings you Propel - a crazy visual ef-
fect all the way from Indonesia.
Draw a simple dot or symbol on your finger with a 
Sharpie marker. Watch the ink crawls up and down 
across your fingers and even on to the other hand. 

A moving ink effect with nothing but the ink and your 
skin. It happens inches away from your spectator with 
no cover or other funny business. You’ll be leaving your 
spectator completely astonished. 

A perfect companion effect for SansMinds Sharpie rou-
tine. 

Included:
Special Gimmick /Material

MY THOUGHTS:
The moving dot or hole is something magicians have 
been fascinated for a long time. In most cases the dot is 
on a playing card and moved around, however Rizki has 
come up with a  very visual illusion where a dot drawn 
on your finger moves up your fingers and finally on to 
another finger on the other hand.

You are supplied with the  necessary items to get you 
started making your own gimmick.  You will need to 
supply a few extra items such as sharpie and hole 
puncher to complete your gimmick. It is easy to con-
struct and explained in detail on the DVD. You will want 

PROPeL by 
Rizki Nanda12

to make up a few gimmicks and have them ready if you 
perform this. The gimmick is then set-up ready to go 
and because of the nature of the gimmick and pen it is 
relatively easy to get set up to perform. A little practice 
is needed to get the handling smooth so you can get 
in to position to perform and reset.  They do teach you 
how to instantly set up to perform this again which is 
great for strolling magicians.

I would imagine this is best performed in slightly darker 
conditions rather than full day light depending on how 
close your audience is to you. Certainly under low light 
nobody will catch the gimmick.

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2M3vEVHhaU


RAINBOW 
CONNeCTION 
By Mathieu 
Bich

13

DESCRIPTION

Rainbow Connection is an underground effect from 
Mathieu Bich. He has been using it these last 12 years 
and now you can own and perform that effect from his 
professional repertoire! 

Ideal to use as an introduction, this effect has been 
specially created to lead your spectators into an appro-
priate state to watch magic. Especially suitable for those 
spectators that would usually not watch a lot of magic, 
with Rainbow Connection, you will get a higher impact 
with the following effects. Very Visual, you can even 
perform it without talking! 

Quick - Visual -Easy to perform - No Palming - No rough 
& Smooth - Can be performed in the hands (no table 
needed) 

4 different handlings are explained on the DVD (Super 
Easy, Easy, Classic & Advanced) 

Cards Specially Printed by US Playing Cards

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a very quick, visual and unexpected effect using 
four cards whose backs change color and fronts turn 
to aces. Mathieu has created this as an opener to get 
people’s attention, and it certainly does that. While it 
doesn’t have to be an opening effect I think it is an ideal 
effect to use as your first trick to get you in to more 

magic, and to make the audience realise what they are 
about to see is not what they think they will see.  This 
is what you want from an opening effect. It’s not  your 
usual pick a card effect and will catch the audience off 
guard. They know they will be in for a treat once they 
see this effect first.

This comes complete with gimmick cards and a DVD 
that is either in French or English depending on which 
language you want.

There are several different versions from easy to moder-
ate to difficult handling so it covers everybody’s  level of 
ability.  The easy version is still ideal for a working magi-
cian and will still have the same impact as the more 
difficult.  I like this version because it can be performed 
on a person’s hand rather than a table and ideal for walk 
about.

The second version is more of a game with the same 
ending and ideal when you have a little more time to 
spend with a spectator. You also need to do this on a 
table. The moves themselves are easy to do and eve-
rything is taught on the DVD. You will need to do an 
Elmsley count.

The Classic Handling is the original version Mathieu 
came up with when he put this together. Again you will 
need a flat surface to perform his on so it’s more suited 
for sitting down or at a restaurant.

The advanced handling is the ideal version for the 
strolling performer. It does require a little more skill but 
for the working pro I think this would be the version I 
would spend time working on. The magic happens in 
your hands and magically it’s the same ending. This isn’t 
that difficult for somebody who is used to working with 
cards and knows a few basic moves that are needed. 
You do need to be able to palm a card off but it is done 
during a part of the routine that makes sense and 
would go unnoticed by the spectators.

If you are looking for something to catch your audi-
ence’s attention at the very beginning and  make them 
want to watch more this is the perfect effect. Ideal for 
all levels of performers and in all working conditions 
from sit down performances to strolling. A very quick, 
visual and extremely strong effect from a very creative 
performer.

PRICE: $29.99
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqHt-n3douY


quite quickly. Unlike other non-gimmick methods you 
don’t need to spend months getting the moves down.  

The only issue I have is that in Canada we use plastic 
money now and this makes it almost impossible to do 
magic where you need to fold bills and have them hold 
their shape. There are ways around this and I think it’s 
worth the time and effort to find a way that would suit 
your performance. For me it makes sense to bring out 
a bill from a different country and change it to another 
talking about currency exchange. It’s a quick and visual 
effect and fits my style well. 

The DVD offers excellent instructions with several dif-
ferent views so you can follow all the moves with bills in 
hand. 

BOUNTY - A very quick and visual torn and restored 
back note. You need to do some arts and crafts on this 
but are supplied with an almost full gimmick to get 
you started.  You just need to add the notes. The DVD 
explains in detail how to make the gimmick and where 
to get anything extra should you decide to make more.  
This can’t be handed out but none-the-less looks amaz-
ing. Under the right conditions this is great. If you were 
looking for something quick and visual for a promotion-
al show reel then this would make the perfect piece. It’s 
easy to do once you have the gimmick made up and 
again you will need paper money rather than plastic. 
The restoration is self-working so there is nothing 
technical to worry about. You need to watch angles on 
this but in the right condition this is a very visual piece 
of magic.

Take Back - A great visual transposition for one note for 
another which happens in the spectators hand. This 
has a Jay Sankey influence using a clip and is a great 
use of the Time To Change effect of visually changing 
a bill. This is an excellent routine for close-up work and 
strolling magicians. Imagine copper/silver routine but 
using two bills. Again the explanation is excellent with 
several different views and in-depth. A gimmick bill is 
also included but you’ll have to make your own up with 
the currency you use.

Overall this is an excellent DVD and even if you want to 
learn a new bill switch this is as good as it gets. 

PRICE:  $45.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

TIMe IS MONeY By 
Seol-Ha Park

Revolutionary Bill Magic with Extreme Visuals 
Time is Money comes with a special gimmick, and the 
Explanation in English on the DVD. As well as a SAMPLE 
Gimmick (US Currency Bill) that you can customize with 
your countries currency easily. 

Contents:
Time To Change - A visual bill change that you can hand 
out to the audience immediately.
Bounty - The Ultimate Bill restoration that anyone can 
easy perform.
Take Back - A miraculous transposition routine in the 
spectators hands.

MY THOUGHTS:
Three very visual effects, each different from the other. 
With the DVD you receive a few things needed to make 
up two of the effects.
 
The first routine  called Time To Change is a very visual 
change from one bank-note to another. This is a non-
gimmicked bill change and one of the best I’ve seen. 
There are two reasons I love this. The first is the bill 
never leaves the spectators view. Unlike other versions 
where it goes out of sight for a moment this version 
keeps most of it in full view and the change is instant. 
Secondly the clean up at the end is also well thought 
out and natural. The moment the bill changes you open 
it up and hand it out.  It’s very clean and can be learnt 
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www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cs5RdDDDa90


HOSPITALITY by 
Magic Francis & 
Magic Tao

15

ONE CAN, TWO DIFFERENT DRINKS 

Hospitality in a can - You pour the complete contents of 
a can into a glass; the can is now empty. You then place 
a straw inside the can, and take a sip, just to make sure. 
In fact, the can is not empty, it now contains a com-
pletely different liquid! Pour this ‘new’ liquid into a glass 
to amaze spectators. 

BONUS EFFECT: 

Cocktail - You turn a cocktail shaker upside down to 
show that it is empty. Place the lid on the shaker and 
start to shake it as you would if you were mixing a 
cocktail. You then take the cap off and start pouring two 
glasses of cocktail. 

Use any can
Gimmick supplied
DVD with full explanations

MY THOUGHTS
If you use a coke can in your act then this could be a 
nice little addition and something totally unexpected 
from your audience.  You aren’t limited of course to a 
coke can and can put the gimmick in any can. The ac-
tual method isn’t new and the ‘concept’ has been done 
before when it comes to producing liquids from vari-
ous places. The idea of using this particular gimmick is 
novel in a can and works very well here.  The method is 
incredibly simple and upon opening the DVD you may 
be a little disappointed when you look at what you get. 
If you can look past the simplicity then and actually try 

it out then I think you’ll find it’s actually very clever and 
very practical.
 
For me personally it’s the kind of effect I will add to 
my Chaplin act where I do pour a drink of coke for the 
spectator. I already have a coke can that I use so adding 
the gimmick will only enhance and add another kicker 
to the routine I already do. This is something I can use 
as it fits my act.

You can’t use a borrowed can because the can is preset 
prior to the show. You can easily have as many coke 
cans as you like preset so if you are a street performer 
for example or doing trade-shows then you can have 
them made up prior to the gig. The actual gimmick 
is something most of us have or can easily get from a 
variety of places for next to nothing. 

I suggest using two very different colored liquids such 
as coke and milk The contrast will help the effect regis-
ter with your audience. 

As a stand-alone routine I’m not sure how much enter-
tainment you’d get out of this, but certainly as part of 
a larger routine I can see this adding a nice touch. The 
obvious place to really get impact would be for bar 
magicians. 

BONUS - 
The bonus effect is an idea where you show a cocktail 
shaker empty by turning it upside down. Then put the 
lid on and shake it to produce enough liquid for two 
glasses. 

It uses the same gimmick but with more liquid. You 
don’t need the straw as another method is explained. 
Again I think if you are going to do something with a 
cocktail shaker or liquid it’s a nice production.  Again 
this would play well in a bar situation or as part of a 
routine where you need to use liquid.

If you have something in mind where you want to use 
two different colored liquids or produce a drink then 
this is a good way to do it. It’s very easy to do and so can 
be used for any level of performer. For kids performers 
you could do a routine about how Coke is full of sugar 
then produce your drink of choice MILK, and that’s what 
you drink during the show. I’m sure there are lots of 
presentational ideas for all different working conditions.

PRICE:: $24.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNBFCZ4BG6Y


the SOCIAL 
DeCK By Soma16

Card magic meets Facebook. Take you card magic to the 
21st century! Social Deck is a custom made deck that 
contains artwork inspired by various social media sites. 

Finally card magic that makes sense. Aces finding Jacks? 
Number and picture cards changing places? Who cares? 
Here you have plots about friend requests, relationships 
and much-much more. These tricks feel personal and 
they are immediately interesting to anyone who uses 
social networks. And if you think about it, that is practi-
cally everyone.

You can use almost any of your favorite card routines 
with this deck from ambitious card to oil and water. And 
you will see how much better reactions you will receive 
even from someone who does not like card tricks at all.
FISM Grand Prix winner Soma truly understands what 
captures the attention of today’s audiences. He has per-
fected The Social Deck over hundreds of performances 
it has been part of his close-up working repertoire for 
years.
No extraordinary skill required. If you can do a double 
lift you can do this.
The DVD includes 19 different routines explained in 
detail, a lot of bonus cards are included, bonus online 
content, and this is only the beginning. With a little bit 
of creativity you can create you own routines with the 
Social Deck in no time. 

It’s time to give meaning to your card magic! 

Great artwork, handles like your Bicycle deck: cards 
printed by the USPCC.

MY THOUGHTS:
There is no other trick in magic I know that defies what 
is going on in the world as far as social media and cer-
tainly nothing that combines the modern age with card 
magic. Soma has created a quality deck of cards which 
handles exactly like a Bicycle deck.
 
Imagine doing ALL of the classic effects in magic but 
with a social media theme. You receive this incredible 
deck plus a DVD jam packed with routines using the 
deck of cards supplied. You could literally do an entire 
evening of close-up or strolling magic just using this 
one deck and never repeat an effect! 

This is story based magic but wouldn’t bore your audi-
ence because they can actually relate to the cards and 
social media. Gone will be the days when you bring out 
a deck of cards and somebody says, “my Uncle Donald 
did that card trick,” even though it could very well be 
the same trick. It’s the theme and cards that make this 
so appealing to a wider range of audience.

Most of the effects are based on classics with the odd 
twist but it’s all about combining strong magic with 
something your audience can connect to. The magic 
is strong and the effects are entertaining - what more 
would you want.

Ideal for any working condition where you perform 
close-up magic. 

While you are taught A LOT of magic using this deck 
the one thing I really like is that Soma has designed this 
so the cards can be in a certain order and stacked one 
upon the other enabling you to do a series of effects 
without repeating any. He doesn’t recommend doing 
five for one group, but you could work a few groups 
and not repeat a trick.

The tricks taught use a variety of techniques such as 
double and triple lifts so you do need to have a basic 
understanding of card magic. Soma does a great job 
teaching each trick and going over the routines and 
what makes them work.

Soma even teaches you his personal deck set-up for 
when he works this.   With a deck like this anything is 
possible and you are limited only by your imagination. I 
can see this being the kickstart to a lot of other creative 
decks of cards and will open up a new world of presen-
tational ideas for magicians. 

PRICE: $49.95
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK4lHX1DHxk


BLINDDATe 
By Stephen 
Leathwaite

17

Effect:

12 contestants (ALL MEN) are displayed, but this is a 
“Blind Date” so no faces are shown yet! Just one is the 
perfect man for your lucky spectators “Blind Date”. 

A Prediction is placed to one side.

A random number is created to select the spectators 
“Blind Date” for the evening. 

All the potential suitors that where rejected are then 
shown, one by one, before the chosen “Blind Date” is 
revealed to match the Prediction for a moment of com-
edy gold!
Easy To learn
Easy To Perform
Instant Reset
Multiple Handlings
Guaranteed a Laugh and Possibly a Date....
Comedy Meets a Prediction Effect...

MY THOUGHTS:
I had saw cheek muscles from laughing watching this 
DVD. The reactions of the girls and Stephen’s perfor-
mance really made me laugh out loud. I don’t think it 
matters if I’d perform this myself or not because it was 
worth watching him perform this and the girls reaction. 

This is what I would term a ‘cheeky’ trick in that it’s 
cute, funny and would appeal to a certain audience. It’s 
based around a dating game where you place a predic-
tion to the side. The spectator chooses a card and they 

match showing YOU on both cards. It’s hard to give this 
the justice I think it deserves in this format because for 
the right performer and under the right conditions this 
could be perfect. 

I’m a fan of English humor and I can definitely see this 
playing well in the UK. Stephen has the personality and 
performs this in  a tongue in cheek style presentation 
which he pulls of very well.  Played for fun and enter-
tainment this is a piece you could have a lot of fun with. 
I would save this for those special performances where 
there are a group of girls present such as a hens night 
or in a bar situation.  
 
The real strength of this is the reaction from the female 
spectators. If you persona is such that you don’t take 
yourself too seriously then you’ll get the reaction.

The method is super easy and you just need to provide 
three dice.  He also shows you various ways to do this 
without the dice and all work just as well as the other.  
The dice actually make this effect more sense because 
it’s a dating game they are playing so it is natural you’d 
have dice for a game. You could also use a dice APP on 
an iPhone to roll them. 

Stephen also talks about the psychology of the trick 
and what makes the method work. This type of advice 
is important when learning an effect and it’s good he’s 
added it in. You receive the necessary custom made 
cards and just need to supply the dice which you can 
get at any $2.00 shop.

Overall I think in the right hands and for the right audi-
ence this is a fun piece that will definitely get laughs 
from your audience. Ideal of walk-about, bars, or if you 
are single then you might want to get this and see if 
you can actually get a date for real :) It has a surprise 
ending that the girls won’t see coming.

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTwzV6io3BM


CAPSOuL by 
Deepak Mishra      18

SansMinds Magic brings you an incredibly visual effects 
that you can do with your everyday cap!

All the way from India, our friend D’PUCK M’SHRA has 
developed some amazing stuff you would see on TV 
with nothing but your cap.
It’s perfect for casual and stylish wears and everyday 
social moment. 
Catching a card like the traditional card sword with your 
everyday cap, or have the card visually change by the 
edge of the cap, or more! 

A modern tool for classic magic. 
Check it out for yourself!

Included:
Special Gimmick / Material

MY THOUGHTS:
If you wear a baseball cap then you can be ready to 
perform this at any time. It’s a visual card trick involv-
ing a playing card and your hat. You can perform a card 
stab type routine using your cap, a card production or 
transposition. This effect is aimed at  younger magicians 
who wears a baseball cap and perform for more infor-
mal occasions.

This could very well have been in a book with other 
effects rather than a stand-lone DVD. The retails on 
this for what you get is very high at $35.00. I would 
rather have seen this in a collection of routines for that 
price. There is no gimmick to speak of other than a few 
ordinary playing cards in the packet. Having said that 
the market for selling this is to a younger set of kids 

who are not brought up reading magic from books, so 
they might not realise that it plays as well as it does by 
reading it.

The set-up is super easy and you are supplied with 
the regular cards. To set this up would only take a few 
seconds and once it’s set you are ready to perform. The 
method is super simple and easy. There really isn’t much 
to this in respect of any clever gimmicks. Perhaps this 
is a good example of easy method vs the end result. At 
the end of the day it’s about the impact on the specta-
tor and under the right conditions this does what it 
says. It’s only good of course if you wear a baseball cap 
and don’t sweat too much otherwise the card will start 
to warp, although you could replace it easy enough.

The DVD explains several variations and shows you how 
to force a card, which is really the only technical thing 
you’d need to know. 

A very easy trick with little handling needed so perfect 
for the beginner in magic. For those moments where 
you want to surprise your audience with something a 
little different then this is a good trick. Well overpriced 
for what you get and a 30 minute DVD though. I think 
a fair price would  have been $15.00 at the moment or 
even a download rather than a $35.00 DVD.

PRICE:  $35.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0EMtpM1nXg


L.O.V.e by Sans 
Minds19

Want to ask a cute girl out? Or maybe do something 
cute and visual for that special someone?

This is the trick for you. L.O.V.E. is a quick and visual 
piece of magic that’s straight to the point. You’ll be tak-
ing away a great multiple card change utility move that 
lets you end completely clean.

This effect comes with 3 specially designed gaff cards 
made by USPC.

Impress any girl with your sleight of hand, and show 
just how good you really are with you fingers...

Welcome to L.O.V.E.

Credit ::
The use of LOVE on playing card is first used in magic by 
the master of Wonder Wizards, Kenton Knepper. Special 
thanks to Kenton’s gracious permission to let us use the 
LOVE cards as the finale in our visual card change effect. 
If you like the LOVE concept, please check out Kenton’s 
amazing presentational take, available in his ebook, 
ANTI-TADA (PDF download). For more Kenton’s other 
amazing products, visit Wonder Wizards.

MY THOUGHTS:
This idea by Kenton Knepper is well worth checking out 
in his ebook Anti-Tada because it’s filled with gems like 
this. Sans Minds took his idea and produced  playing 
cards to go with the effect. This can be best described 

as a cute trick but done at the right moment and for the 
right person could be a very meaningful piece of magic.

You receive three special cards that match a Bicycle 
deck of red backed cards which when you add a 7 to 
them they spell out the word LOVE. With care these 
cards should last you a long time. 

These can be added to a regular deck at any time or 
have them pre-set for that special moment when you 
perform this effect.

The moves themselves require practice for the novice, 
but for the more experienced card magician these 
should not be a problem. The good thing about Sans 
Minds is they produce quality teaching DVDs and every 
move is clearly explained from different angles. Again 
it is taught by a young Australian who at times is over 
enthusiastic which can be rather annoying when trying 
to learn. If he could tone down his over-acting I think it 
might make the product much more enjoyable to fol-
low.

If you do restaurant magic or weddings then you could 
find a lot of use out of this. It’s great for walk-about and 
can reset quickly. I’m not sure how you could impress a 
girl with a card trick but perhaps they know something 
I don’t.

PRICE: $24.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtsuhRmAuv4


POCKeT by Sans 
Minds & Julio 
Montoro

20

Pocket is an insanely visual card change that doesn’t 
happen in your hands, but in your pocket!

All the way from Spain, Julio Montoro shares a brilliant 
utility system that allows the visual magic to happen 
in an isolated space that’s away from magicians’ hands. 
Hands off color changing deck, blank card to your busi-
ness card, visual money change, you name it. It leaves 
plenty of room to adapt your own presentation, defi-
nitely a must have system for close-up & stroll-around 
gigs. 

Contents:
Special Gimmick
Instructional DVD

MY THOUGHTS:
Sans Minds have released a trick by Juio Montoro which 
looks exactly like it does in the trailer. A card visually 
changes in your jacket pocket to another card.  You can 
change the face or the back, you can change business 
cards and even money. It’s an incredibly quick change 
and totally unexpected by the spectator. I highly recom-
mend you watch the trailer for this trick.  The nice thing 
about this is that it happens away from your hands 
which makes it even more amazing.

You are supplied with the nessary items to make up 

the gimmick and will need to spend a little time and 
effort to make it up. You are supplied with some thread 
because you’ll need to do a little hand sewing. Noth-
ing difficult and most people should be able to do this. 
Once it’s made it can stay in your jacket and be ready to 
go at any time. As with all Sans Minds DVDs the instruc-
tions are excellent so there should be no issue when it 
comes to making and installing the gimmick. 
 
The only issue I had was having the gimmick get in the 
way of my ‘card in wallet’ routine because of what you 
need to do with the out side pocket and how it affects 
what goes on inside your jacket.  With a little effort I was 
able to overcome this problem but if you rely on your 
pocket for something else then you will need to take 
this in to consideration. I do feel it’s worth the effort 
because of how visual this looks.

This is more than just a trick but a great utility device. 
The spectator gets to see the card prior and after the 
change which is always an advantage. It’s an extremely 
clean and visual way to change one card to another.  I 
think this has a lot of potential and for the creative ma-
gician you will find a lot of other ways to make this fit a 
routine you already perform or perhaps can develop.

Great for strolling, easy reset and once the gimmick is in 
place you can do it over and over. There are a number 
of gaffed and non-gaffed versions of a color change. 
This offers more in the respect it’s ‘hands’ free and offers 
more possibilities of things to change.

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worlwdie
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Fr0GWvh62k


Advertising:
Two impossible card predictions. One amazing piece of 
magic. Simple. Clean Easy to learn and easy to perform. 
Powerful magic that will leave a lasting impression 
every time. No card switches. No awkard forces.

No sleight of hand required
Great for walk-around
Instant reset
Detailed Video instructions
Multiple handlings

MY THOUGHTS:
Brian has come up with a very commercial two phase 
card prediction routine based around magician’s intui-
tion. It’s very easy to perform due to the special deck of 
cards and would defintiely leave the right impression 
with the spectator. It’s a bit like Red Hot Mama as well as 
the concept of spectator dealing to their own card. This 
can play well using one or two spectators.

Included in the packet is a deck of cards which is gim-
micked and two prediction cards. Brain does a great job 
teaching the trick and sharing tips and bits of business 
that he has put together over the twenty years of per-
forming this.

You can really take your time performing this because 
there is no force so they really do have a free choice. 

You do need a table or surface to perform this on so it’s 
perfect for restaurant workers or any condition where 
you have a table to flat place to work. This would make a 
great opening trick although you can do it at anytime in 
your show. Brian shares some stories or themes should 

IN2ITION by Brian 
Schwenger21

you wish to use this as your opening routine.

Brian shares how he does a deck swtich so you can do 
regular card routines then go in to In2ition.

There is a great section on the DVD called Inspiration 
where he explains his original concept which was to 
get his name and phone number in to the hands of the 
spectator. 20 years ago he used printed cards on pieces 
of paper with his name, etc. He shares some great 
ideas using modern technology to get your name and 
contact  info in to their hands. This makes a great trick 
for that purpose. Often I will send a text message to the 
spectator which gives me their number and them mine. 
This is perfect for this type of thing.

There are also some alternate handling ideas from vari-
ous magicians which shows how versatile this trick is.

For any working magician this is a great routine that has 
a lot of potential or just perform as Brian does and you’ll 
have a very strong routine. 

When you purchase this you will recieve the gimmick 
deck and a special link to the instructions as a down-
load. I highly recommend this to any performer of 
any level because it’s a very commercial and straight 
forward routine that will leave the right impression on 
your spectators.

AVAILABLE: www.theater52.com
PRICE: $15.00 plus shipping

www.theater52.com


WALLeT 
TRANSFORMeR 
By Cameron 
Francis

22

An ingenious gimmick that turns ANY normal wallet 
(with at least one credit card slot) into a ‘Signed Card To 
Wallet’ utility. 

The Wallet Transformer allows you to show a single 
playing card tucked inside your wallet. In the cleanest 
manner imaginable you pull the card out to show that 
it is the SIGNED card belonging to your spectator that 
everyone believed was lost in the deck. 

NO ELASTIC THREAD. NO RUBBER BANDS.

Cameron Francis has created an incredible solution to 
the ‘gaffed wallet’ syndrome - you know that crazy need 
to buy heavily gaffed wallets so that you can perform 
‘signed card to wallet’. With The Wallet Transformer you 
can make ANY wallet into a performing beast. You can 
move the gimmick from wallet to wallet. You can be 
prepped and ready to perform one of the strongest ef-
fects in magic at any time.
The gimmick can be fitted into ANY wallet (with at least 
a single credit card slot).
The gimmick can be moved between different wallets 
in seconds.
Makes performing ‘Signed Card To Wallet’ incredibly 
easy!
Fits in hip wallets, checkbook style wallets and dress 
wallets
Package comes with two gimmicks, so you have a spare 
(or can prepare TWO wallets!)
No Elastic thread, No rubber bands

MY THOUGHTS:
Cameron has created a gimmick card to wallet that can 
fit in to any credit card slot in any wallet from a cheque 
book style to hip pocket. The method is easy but very 
sneaky and very deceptive. You no longer need to 
spend a lot of money to do a card a signed card to wal-
let. As the ad copy says turn YOUR wallet in to a card to 
wallet you can have ready to go at any time.

There is a little bit of preparation involved but should 
only take a few minutes to do.  Once it’s set this should 
last you a very long time. 

To perform there are a few moves but nothing that any 
card worker couldn’t do. Cameron teaches his own rou-
tine for card to wallet and it’s quick and worth learning. 
It’s a very commercial routine that can be performed at 
any time under any condition. 

NOTE you will need a wallet with the credit cards facing 
in

BONUS 3-CARD MONEY - It’s a very cool 3 Card monte 
effect where the money card turns in to a credit card. 
The handling of this is very clever and an easy and clean 
way to get a card to your pocket. The first time I saw this 
it flew right by me. I was concentrating on the cards on 
the table and didn’t see it coming. This has a really great 
surprise and then a very strong finish by bringing out 
their signed card from your pocket. This is a no palming 
version. 

You get two great routines on this DVD and both are 
perfect for all working conditions from strolling to 
trade-shows. If you are looking at adding card to wallet 
or just want to add a gaff to your regular wallet then 
I highly recommend getting this. After watching the 
Bonus I think you’ll also want to add that in as well.

PRICE: $30.00
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

www.murphsymagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_vrxKkShiI


DuO by Rian 
Lehman23

Duo - 2 card matrix

Miracles are performed with two cards and two coins. 
Coins vanish, reappear, and translocate. Smooth move-
ments and excellent displays allow for an open han-
dling of a coin matrix. Use the gimmicks in your cur-
rent routines and transition them seamlessly into the 
handlings. 

Learn how to make the gimmicks to customize them to 
any deck.
The new innovations in these gimmicks allow for 
smooth movement and effortless revelations. Unlike 
past matrix variations, the appearance of the coin can 
be done with a gentle touch, at your fingertips. Also, it 
can be done immediately after the load. 

Includes:
2 Utility Gimmicks
-Duo gimmick
-Duet gimmick

Instructional DVD
-Constructing gimmicks
-Gimmick use
-Ideas on loading the gimmicks
-Bonus ‘Coin to Deck’ routine

MY THOUGHTS:
DUO and DUET is a system of moves using very well 
made gimmicked cards that you can use to makes coins 
vanish and reappear under playing cards. It allows you 
to perform something of a two-coin, two-card matrix 
effect, along with several variations. The kit comes with 

both the “Duo” and “Duet” gimmicked cards and the ac-
companying DVD teaches you the moves and routines 
as well as how to make your own gimmicks.

If you do any kind of coin matrix then you should con-
sider adding this to your repertoire because it will take 
your routine to a different level. 

The cards themselves are well made and because of the 
structure of both cards you get to do some very differ-
ent moves. I certainly feel that by adding these cards to 
your deck will give you an added advantage of being 
ready to go straight in to a production and matrix style 
routine. The gimmicks are clean and you can’t notice 
them making them practical when working under most 
close-up conditions. 

Very highly recommended for coin workers. For less 
than $20.00 this is a bargain and if it’s something you 
use then it’s a steal!!

PRICE: $19.95
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

www.murphsymagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blXnV6E9bEk


FRACTALICIOIuS 
By John Bannon & 
Liam Montier24

A collection of visually-stunning, examinable, simple to 
perform, cutting edge packet tricks. 
Includes 5 special USPCC printed cards * 

FRACTALICIOUS assembles FIVE brain-poppingly incred-
ible packet tricks (plus two fantastic bonus routines). 
These are NOT your run-of-the-mill packet tricks. Easy, 
self-contained miracles with multiple climaxes that all 
end examinable (fractal!). You name it - these tricks tick 
ALL the right boxes. Featuring John Bannon’s revolu-
tionary new move, “The Bullet Party Count.” 

Brainiac *
Montinator 5.0
Chop Shop
Short Attention Spin *
Spin Doctor * 

BONUS: 
Box Of Doom
Self Assembly * 

MY THOUGHTS:
Definitely one of the best DVDs with packet tricks I’ve 
seen. John Bannon and Liam Montier have really out-
done themselves with this. They get so much mileage 
from only five cards. You receive all the necessary cards 
you need.

The DVD starts off teaching two moves that are used 
throughout the effect. The first is an Elmsley count and 
the second is The Bullet Party Count. 

The first trick taught is Brainiac - basically where BWave 
finishes this just gets started.  Not only will this blow the 
minds of lay people but I can see magicians’ jaws drop. 

The handling is quite easy  but John goes over every-
thing in detail so it’s easy to follow along with the cards 
in hand. Quite honestly one of the best packet tricks 
and certainly the best version of BWave I’ve ever seen. 
Everything can be handed out at the end so it makes 
it even more impossible. The perfect trick for strolling 
magic or any kind of close-up gig.  It can be performed 
in your hand with very easy reset. I would have bought 
this just for this one effect alone!

Montinator 5.0 is a great non-gaffed card effect using 
John Bannon’s Bullet Party move. It’s a very clean and 
direct 3 - 4 card monte with obvious markings on the 
back that the spectators can see. Everything changes 
and nothing is as you expect. It’s an extremely original 3 
card monte style routine and perfect to practice John’s 
move. You also learn Liam’s routine and handling on this 
plot so two great routines.

Chop Shop - this is Johns handling of Cameron Francis’s 
routine called Chop the Monte. It’s a bit like a chop cup 
routine using cards. It’s a very practical and original trick 
that is ideal for strolling. It also has the classic Bannon 
change at the end which will really blow audiences 
away. You will need to get a few jokers and some extra 
cards but well worth the effort. This has to be one of 
the easiest tricks once you know an Elmsley count.  The 
thinking behind this is fantastic.

Short Attention Spin - this uses very few moves but is 
a really great little trick. It feels like you get five phases 
out of doing two little moves with two real big kickers 
at the end. This is based around an observation test and 
again incredibly commercial for the working magician. 
It all happens in your hands and is pretty much the per-
fect packet trick. This uses the gimmick cards that come 
with the DVD. Again you can hand these out. Definitely 
going in my working act.

Box of Doom - A really great presentation of what is 
really a self working trick, but he gets so many extra 
climaxes and finishes that will fool those who know the 
original. This is based on the trick that fooled Einstein.

Self Assembly - another classic with a twist at the end. 
It’s a four ace routine but the added kicker is the back 
of the aces changing color. This uses four packets and 
four spectators. It’s a great routine because it gets the 
audience involved.

This DVD should be something everybody gets some-
thing out of and my pick of the month.

PRICE:  $30.00
AVAILABLE: All great magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

www.murphsymagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEClNVQxMQ8


FLOWN AWAY 
By Jasper 
Blakeley

Take someone on an unforgettable plane journey 
across the world in their imagination and reveal their 
chosen destination under seemingly impossible condi-
tions. 

From the mind that brought you mentalist effects Dial-
abolical and Plunge of Death, comes Flown Away, a 
truly practical and real-world mind-reading miracle. 

In this initial release from Pro-mentalist, the collabora-
tion of performers/creators Paul Romhany and Jasper 
Blakeley, comes an incredibly simple but amazingly 
powerful mental trip. 

With a fool-proof invisible method, Flown Away can be 
played for laughs or for serious. This effect has not been 
created just to sell, it is part of Jasper’s everyday stand-
up comedy act. 

Watch covert footage of actual stand-up comedy-club 
performances of Flown Away, done by Jasper’s Russian-
esque comical mind-reading character, Kockov. 

With several different performances to work from, you 
have a unique opportunity to see how this effect plays 
out in the real world. 

The Effect: 

A volunteer is called to the stage, they secretly choose 
any one of fifty popular world-wide destinations from a 
stack of cards, they place one of the cards into a sepa-
rate envelope and the performer reveals the destination 
they chose. 

Here are the questions you want to ask:
All 50 cards & place names are genuinely there, only 50 
cards no more no less
Unmarked cards - nothing to see or find by spectator
Completely and totally free choice by spectator
The spectator can handle the cards in any way
THE PERFORMER NEVER sees the place name on the 
card until it is taken out of the envelope at the end
The volunteer can hold the envelope throughout
The volunteer can take the card out of the envelope at 
the end
Longer & funny ‘kicker ending’ version available
Takes less than 15 minutes to make and costs less than 
the price of a packet trick
Plays to small dinner parties, cabarets, or to large stage 
audiences
Can be played straight or for laughs - full script and 
routine included
Nothing to find at all
Adheres to cliché ‘packs small plays big’
Limitless presentational possibilities
Corporate , trade show and children’s show applications 
included
COMES COMPLETE WITH Book (74 pages) with bonus 
routines by Paul Romhany and DVD. 

REVIEWED BY HARRY MONK
If you are looking for a professional stand-up routine 
that can get lots of laughs with a killer climax then 
this is perfect for you. There is a reason that many top 
professionals are using this routine including Paul Rom-
hany, Marc Spelmann, Luca Volpe and Colin McLeod.

You receive a DVD which includes three live perfor-
mances by Jasper as well as a detailed book on the 
set-up and performance of Flown Away.  Jasper is an 
actor who brings to life a variety of characters and this 
is the first real piece of mentalism I’ve read where the 
performer explains everything from staging to charac-
ter work. The book is filled with some real performance 
gems and tips.

Flown Away is one of those effects that packs flat and 
plays extremely big. No matter what type of gig you are 
working, from a small intimate room to a large theatre 
or cruise ship this will play well under all conditions. I 
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can see why Paul Romhany uses this in his cruise ship 
shows!

I watched the DVD performances first and must say I 
was fooled. I had no idea how the method worked and 
it wasn’t until I read the book that I realised how easy 
and clever it was.

Jasper supplies his full routine where you take the 
spectator on an imaginary trip and the end result is 
a surprise to everybody. It’s an original idea that can 
play for laughs or for the serious performer. I think this 
would easily fit in to a magicians repertoire.

The necessary props won’t take long to put together 
and cost very little to make up. The set up is instant so 
you could do a repeat performance making it a great 
routine for trade-show worker or when you have reset 
quickly for shows.

There is also a chapter on five ways to adapt the trick in-
cluding a kids routine, a version for corporate or trade-
shows, a drawing duplication and Romhany’s Cluedo 
routine which is an act in itself.

I can definitely see this having a large audience of per-
formers and becoming a classic in many shows. Great 
thinking by Romhany and Jasper Blakeley and some-
thing they both use professionally.  Very highly recom-
mended.
 
PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

26 SPONTAeOuS 
COMBuSTION 
By Granell

Created by the Magician Granell one of the most avant-
garde and creative magicians from around Mexico and 
Latin America participating in national and internation-
al events including FLASOMA And FISM 

Spontaneous combustion is an innovative card game 
where you can find a card previously selected at ran-
dom. To find it you increase the temperature of your 
hands to such point you can burn through the deck 
leaving the silhouette of your fingers literally perforated 
on the cards as a witness to your power.
Spontaneous combustion creates the illusion of burn-
ing through the deck with your fingers to find the previ-
ously selected card.
The deck is ready to use. You can repeat the effect sev-
eral times without preparing the deck each time.
The chosen card is be randomly selected and can be 
signed .
In this game you do not have to worry about technique, 
just run it and you can enjoy the surprise and admira-
tion of your viewers.
The script is designed to engage the viewer throughout 
the whole performance and offer an even more amaz-
ing finale.
Creator of “Animated Magic Book”; with thousands of 
copies sold worldwide; “Deck Classifier” presented at 
the FISM : Portugal 2000; “Card in your palm”; “Cutting 
10”; “Water and oil with six packs”.
Includes a DVD, booklet and a special card deck ready 

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiiCEkMB35Y


to use.

MY THOUGHTS:
I must admit this left me feeling disappointed. I was 
expecting so much more and felt it didn’t deliver. At the 
end of the day it’s just another version of choose a card 
and find a card. The theme though is intriguing where 
you find it by causing spontaneous combustion in the 
deck.  

What this lacked for me was any type of actual sponta-
neous combustion or believability in the routine. There 
is no smoke and fire which I think would have added a 
lot to the overall effect. No audience is going to believe 
that the cards ‘melted’ away by any type of combustion 
without any smoke. If you added something such as 
Viper or any smoke producing gimmick you’d have a 
much stronger effect and reaction.

You receive a gimmick deck with cards that must have 
been machine cut because they are great. They are 
made from Bicycle cards to match a red backed deck 
so you could easily do a deck switch and perform this. 
It would suited as a closer because the deck can not 
be used afterwards. You do need to do a little work but 
that would only take a minute. They suggest doing this 
work to make the cards look more like they have self-
combusted. 

The handling is easy as there is no force of a card and 
the method is aimed at all levels of performers. You also 
get written instructions as well as the DVD with perfor-
mances.

Overall I like the concept but somehow it lacks some-
thing that makes it a  for me. I watched this many times 
yet it just didn’t deliver. As I said, by adding another 
element of smoke or fire would probably make it a far 
better trick. 

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

27DOMINO 
eFFeCT By Alex 
Pandrea

MY THOUGHTS:
Imagine a CopperSilver routine but using packets of 
sweetener - Sweet & Low and Splenda. Included with 
the DVD is a sample gimmick already made up. You are 
taught how to make your own gimmicks which I’d sug-
gest if you choose to perform this regularly, although 
the gimmick should last a while. This is perfect for those 
who do any type of strolling or close-up magic. It can 
be used under any condition and would be great for 
bars and restaurants. It uses something everybody is 
familiar with and for a quick transpo routine this is very 
powerful. Like a good copper/silver the change hap-
pens in the spectator’s hand and they are left holding 
an ungimmicked packet. If you perform this so it looks 
as though you just used any packets sitting on a table 
then this would add to the overall impact.

Here is a trick you can take with you and perform any-
time you see any of these sweetener packets.
The color change itself is easy to do and explained in 
detail on the DVD, along with various handlings. One 
idea is to load the gimmick packet in to the canister so 
when you are with friends you just reach in and take out 
two packets. As long as you keep the packet eye level to 
the spectator you shouldn’t expose any of the gimmick 
packet, just something to be aware of.

If you enjoy the premise of Copper/Silver and you want 
to do it with Sweetener packets this is a real gem. Easy 
to do, seemingly impromptu and can be performed 
in a spectators hands. All things that make this a real 
worker.
PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: wwwlmurphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
wwwlmurphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZonn_Kwwko


28 The Casino Con 
by  Steve Gore 
& Gregory 
Wilson

Easy to do !
Instant reset !
Devious method !
Killer reactions !
Perfect for getting kicked out of a casino !
 
The Con
The faces of ten rare jokers are shown then the backs 
are shown and seen that they are from ten different 
demolished casinos. The volunteer shuffles the packet 
of cards, either in their own hands or they do a “wash” 
shuffle face up on a table and spread them out. You give 
them your “lucky” poker chip to hold unseen.
 
They choose ANY of the ten jokers and it matches the 
casino chip they are holding. 
 
For the second phase, you shuffle face up so they see 
lots of jokers again and fairly deal the ten cards into two 
poker hands.  They think you are “jokering” around, that 
you both have “Five of a kind!” They have 5 jokers, but 
yours are all SPADES... A royal flush in spades! 
 
No wonder all those casinos closed!
 

Includes 
Custom designed, specially printed cards
2 custom poker chips
A Special custom card wallet. (A great utility wallet) 
Online Instructional video links (No DVD required or 
included)

Plus a fully detailed instruction booklet

MY THOUGHTS:
This is great multi-phase gambling themed routine 
that is easy to perform and has several great wow mo-
ments that will fool your spectators. I love the gambling 
theme  in this because it’s a little more than a standard 
gambling routine and would fit most performers style. 
It’s the perfect effect for those who do close-up magic, 
especially at a restaurant where you have a table to 
work on.  You will need to lay ten cards down so that is 
something to consider when working this routine.

The cards supplied are made in such a way that the 
spectator really does have a free choice of any Joker 
and it will match the poker chip from the casino.  They 
also get a chance to see every back of the joker with a 
different name.  I have not seen this method applied to 
cards before and it’s very clever.

You are supplied with a second poker chip should you 
want to do a nice little color change from one poker 
chip to another. It’s  nice little bonus routine and works 
well in this routine and the overall structure. 

The second phase is based upon Paul Gordon’s Head to 
Head Poker effect. Steve performs it slightly differently 
(in the hands) but either method works just fine. It is 
self working so you can concentrate fully on the perfor-
mance.  Combined with the first part this really ties in 
nicely and gives you two very strong and solid routines. 

I consider this routine a ‘worker’ as it is commercial, 
entertaining and has great magical moments in it. It’s 
different from other card effects and can be performed 
at anytime. The reset is instant and the idea of using 
playing cards from Vegas gives it a great story line. 

You are supplied with a plastic wallet that does the 
work for you so you don’t have to switch anything in 
and out. There are lots of other wallets made from 
leather that would work just as well but there is no 
need to buy anything else as this works just fine.

The package comes with all the gimmick cards, plastic 
wallet and a link to watch the performance and instruc-
tions via the internet. 

Easy to do and very highly recommended. 

Available from: www.shop.stevegore.co.uk 
Price: £23 inc free UK shipping. £27 inc Worldwide ship-
ping

www.shop.stevegore.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZaRhzQnUVY


29 COLLISION By 
Tom Wright

COLLISION is the ultimate ending to your favourite card 
routine. Have a card selected and the corner torn, or 
have the card signed. You can even use their very own 
business card. It’s folded up and mixed with others. All 
the cards can be thrown by the spectators or released 
from a net. Finally before the cards hit the floor you stab 
one card with a Stainless steel fork that’s been exam-
ined from the beginning ... Guess what? It’s their card.

MY THOUGHTS:

Included with this is a special fork, a cloth bag and regu-
lar fork. The gimmick fork is very well constructed so 
with care will last a very long time. 

The overall effect is a corner of a card is torn off and 
kept by the spectator - they can sign the corner prior 
the effect. A bag of folded up cards is introduced and 
the spectator’s card folded and placed amongst them. 
These are all thrown towards the performer who lunges 
a fork at them and stabs one card - the chosen card.

This comes with a very clear, and rather funny teaching 
DVD with a performance by Tom and what looks like a 
wedding. This is like a close-up/parlor style version of 
a card sword using a different method. I can see this 
playing really well in more intimate house parties and 
offers a lot of by play with spectators. There is a slight 
angle problem but nothing that should really hinder 
the performer if they can control their working environ-
ment. This isn’t a walk-around trick or something you’ll 
do in restaurants because of the cards being tossed at 
you. It’s designed more for platform and possibly stage. 
There is a great idea at the end using borrowed busi-
ness cards for a corporate environment. If you are doing 
both close-up and a show later this makes a lot of sense 

and could play well. 

I do vaguely remember a similar method using a knife 
that was released years ago but the idea of a fork is 
something I”ve not seen before.  If you are working in 
a bar or a place where you can grab a fork and switch 
then it would make this so much stronger.

There isn’t a high level of skill required although it does 
need practice, and you do need to be able to force a 
card. There are two basic methods taught on the DVD.

This version appeals to me because of the almost 
‘organic’ nature of the trick. People can relate to a fork 
more than they can to a sword so it has an almost 
impromptu feel about it. In the performance Tom has all 
the cards that are going to be thrown pre-folded saving 
time, but I’d imagine if you had the audience fold a card 
and gather them up then you’d really get a much more 
organic feel to the trick. Of course it all depends on your 
working environment and time. You can certainly build 
this up to give the audience you have incredible Ninja 
like skills.

There is a little pre-show work involved and if you had 
back to back shows you would want to prepare enough 
cards to last the evening. I would also imagine this 
working really on for street performers or buskers. You 
could really build this up and get the crowd involved. 

Overall this is a novel addition to the Card Sword genre 
of magic tricks and in the right hands and under the 
right conditions would play very strong. It packs flat 
and plays very big making it ideal for those who like to 
travel light and gives you time to have fun with your 
audience. There is a lot of potential here to customise 
and develop your own routine.

The handling is easy and with a little practice most peo-
ple could have this up and running in no time.

PRICE: $95.00
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops worldwide
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
COLLISION By Tom Wright


30 THe BIRTHDAY 
CARD DeCK By 
Paul Romhany

REVIEWED BY HARRY MONK

The Birthday Deck is the ultimate trick for strolling or 
close-up magic when you would like to give away a 
special memento to a person having a birthday. 

You ask the person having a birthday if they received 
the birthday card you sent them. When they say no 
you bring out a deck of bicycle cards casually showing 
them front and back asking them to choose their own 
“birthday card.” You write a little birthday message on 
the card and place it in their hand. You remind them 
that they could have chosen ANY birthday card, again 
showing both front and backs of the rest of the deck, 
but they chose the card in their hand. They turn it over 
and now has a real birthday card printed on the back. 
For the finale they blow on the rest of the deck like they 
are blowing out candles and all the other cards turn 
blank.

“It’s a very strong change to do in their hand.” 
David Penn, Wizard Product Reviews 7/30/2014 Full 
Review

“A really commercial piece of magic that is worth it’s 
weight in gold at the right time and place. I want one 
now!” 
Nick Lewin, Reviewer 7/11/2014

“Wow – Clever, Magical, Surprising and a Timely Give-A-
Way as well. It’s Awesome!” 
Murray Hatfield, Reviewer 7/11/2014

“Paul, love your new birthday card trick! You’ve got a 
real winner there, it’s PERFECT for that special occasion!” 
John Kaplan, Reviewer 7/11/2014

“Holy crap, my eyes popped out of my head! A truly 
commercial effect with several magical moments and 
being able to leave the spectator with a nice keepsake 
is a great, personal yet commercial touch. Bravo!” 
Cris Johnson, Reviewer 7/11/2014

“Magicians treasure effects for special occasions. Paul’s 
new trick is not only easy to do, amazing to watch with 
multiple moments of astonishment, and it leaves your 
spectator with a memorable souvenir. With The Birth-
day Card Trick your wish has come true” 
Danny Archer, Reviewer 7/11/2014

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a very commercial trick for the working magician. 
If you find yourself in a position where a spectator is 
having a birthday, or just had one then this trick is per-
fect. It’s designed for those special moments, and hav-
ing performed this now for over a month I can tell you 
the impact when you give the person the card and they 
get to keep it is very strong. The kicker, which nobody 
sees coming is the rest of the deck turning blank. 

Paul teaches the basic handling so you can perform this 
as soon as you get it, however, for those who have a lit-
tle skill you can easily add your own touches to make it 
even more effective. Personally I do a color visible color 
change so they see the faces and instantly once they 
blow on the deck the entire deck is now blank. 

Paul also has had his own cards made up with regular 
faces and his business cards on the back. By combin-
ing these cards with this trick you end up with what 
I consider the most powerful business card trick ever 
produced. Not only does your business card appear 
magically on ANY card (not a force) but you make the 
rest of the deck turn blank. I can see why this gets him 
repeat bookings. You have to contact Paul directly to 
get these made up.
 
You are supplied with the gimmick deck so you can 
perform this many many times and refills of the HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY cards are available as an entire deck so you 
can perform it 52 more times. I advise getting these so 
you can sign and give the cards away.

An excellent trick and something that many working 
professionals are now using.

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU2atiTCT6I


31 FLAT LINe By 
Jay Sankey

Comes complete with: 
56-minute instructional DVD
Very special Sharpie brand marker (each hand-crafted 
by world famous magic maker Roy Kueppers)
Matching Sharpie brand marker
The instructional DVD features a variety of presenta-
tions with borrowed dollar bills, playing cards, paper 
napkins, business cards and more! 

A show-stopping ‘Card Stab’ routine is also included, 
with two spectators discovering they are thinking of 
THE SAME CARD! 

INCLUDES 5 AMAZING BONUS TRICKS! 

FLATLINE (master dvd order) 

5 SPECIAL BONUS EFFECTS! 

1 - REMARKERABLE
Learn the secrets to ‘splitting’ one marker into THREE. 
Looks amazing. Great for close-up and stand-up perfor-
mances. 

2 - HOT THOUGHT
Convince people you have psychic powers by first ‘send-
ing a thought,’ and then ‘receiving a thought.’ 

3 - I.Q.TEST
After drawing a black dot on a playing card with a 
marker, for just a few moments the dot becomes a 
REAL HOLE and the performer can even slip the marker 
through the hole! To finish, the hole transforms back 

into a drawn black dot. 

4 - MAGNETIC
No matter how hard they try, nobody can remove the 
cap from the marker! (Perfect for hecklers and know-it-
all’s.) 

5 - CAPTAIN CRUNCH
After a wooden toothpick is closely examined, the 
magician crunches it between his teeth and swallows it. 
The toothpick then mysteriously appears in the middle 
of the pack...stuck through the selected card!  
Please note, because each gimmick is hand-crafted, no 
two look exactly alike. Some of the squashed ends of 
the FLATLINE gimmicks are a tiny bit rounder, others are 
a tiny bit flatter, etc.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a great idea using a Sharpie that can either be 
a gag or a very strong finish where a marker is used to 
sign a card. The bonus material on here could be sold 
separately they are that good.

Jay makes a great point when he explains how too 
much of magic for people can be overwhelming - he 
also suggests the strongest handling is in the moment 
kind of handling. By this he means the spectator has 
signed a card or you’ve used a marker prior. By using 
time delay and using the simplest version could very 
well have the most impact. I feel this version could be 
the most dramatic on the DVD. If you add a smoke gim-
mick to this direct version you’ll have a religious type 
routine where people will tell you that you should be 
on TV.

Like all of Jay’s products this DVD is filled with ideas, 
tips and variations. Jay talks about a jazz feeling when 
working which is almost an impromptu type feel to his 
work. 

This might be a simple gimmick but you only have to 
try it once to get a wow moment. This can be in your 
pocket and ready to ‘go’ at any time so it’s great for 
strolling, close-up or those off the hand moments.  The 
routines Jay shares include using this with business 
cards, paper napkins and money. The addition to a card 
stab with a pen is a real bonus and adds another ele-
ment to what already is a strong effect.

There are five bonus tricks - all of which can be done 
under impromptu type settings and most involved 
marker pens. Jay always offers so much with his DVDs 
you more than get value for money.

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All good magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

I.Q.TEST
www.murphysmagic.com


SPONGe BALLS 
VOLuMe 1 - 4 - 
DARYL

MY THOUGHTS

This series of DVDs could easily be the very best master-
class you’ll ever get regarding performing routines us-
ing sponge balls. You can get this series as a set of DVDs 
or as instant downloads.

Daryl is certainly a magicians magician and that means 
he is one the most skilled magicians alive today, and 
one of the best teachers. It doesn’t matter if you are 
starting out with sponge balls or have used them all 
your life, there is something in this incredible collection 
for everybody.

 
Volume 1 is for the basic handling and routines using 
sponge balls. He also talks about routine development 
which is such an important aspect of any good sponge 
ball routine.  You will also learn various vanishes such as 
the Rentention Pass. Classic sleight of hand skills, props 
and techniques are all explained.

DVD
REVIEWS

Volume 2 includes color change ideas, the GW Hunter 
variation on the Perpetual Ball Production that is used 
by so many top performers, and also goes in to more 
detail on vanishes and passes. Again this also has some 
great routine utilising the ideas already taught on Vol-
ume 1 and 2.

Volume 3 again has variations on productions and van-
ishes as well as a great section on handling spectators. 
This is actually vital to being able to perform any type of 
sponge ball routine and can be applied to a lot of other 
magic where you need to use a spectator. There are two 
classics on here including the Rabbit routine as well as 
the Benson Bowl routine. Both of these are fantastic and 
there is a reason they are considered such classics of 
magic.

Volume 4 is the last of the series and here you’ll learn 
more productions as well as the famous Balls from 
Mouth. I’ve seen some amazin performers get so much 
from this effect as it is perfect for almost any working 
condition from kid shows to stage shows. Well worth 
learning this if you are looking for something that will 
pack flat and play really big. 

Klayder Vanish is a great rentention vanish and again 
well worth knowing. This also has a lot more routines 
with many variations.

This DVD series can be downloaded or bought indi-
vidually or all together. Personally if you do any type of 
sponge ball magic or are looking at adding some more 
to your act this is a must have package. This truely is a 
masterclass of the highest degree and Daryl ond of the 
great masters. Such a wealth of material for the hobbyi-
est to working professional from close-up to stage.

Each DVD is $19.95
AVAILALBE: All good magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com


LIGHTSPeeD By
Perseus Arkomanis

A masterclass to the fastest and most invisible sleeving 
technique there is!
With LIGHTSPEED you will be able to do what most 
magicians only dream of! 

MY THOUGHTS
Perseus has truly mastered the art of sleeving coins. 
This DVD is a masterclass on learning the techniques 
required to be able to sleeve using almost ANY sleeve 
and perform some outstanding magic. Light Speed 
is a technique that allows you to show a coin in your 
hand and close it, then when you open your hand the 
coin has vanished. On this DVD he teaches his tech-
nique in great detail. If you know how to snap your 
fingers you can easily do Light Speed. He also shares 
his practice drill that I suggest you do when learning 
this technique. Perseus makes this look so easy but it 
will take some dedication to get this so it works every 
time and is as fast as he can do.

Once you master the move you can then look at put-
ting it in to practice with the tricks that he teaches. 
These include a Copper/Silver routine with no 
gimmicks, a one coin routine with the production 
of a jumbo finish. He uses David Roth’s routine and 
incorporates sleeving.

If you thought sleeving was only good for coins then 
think again as he also teaches some unusual routines 
such as changing a spoon to a pen and a spoon to 
a fork. This is a fun interlude as you ask a person 
to sign a card and bring out a card. Obviously they 
will say they can’t write using a spoon so you visibly 
change it to a pen. It’s a great gag and ideal for walk-
around performers.

His visual coin thru table is one of my favourites 
on this DVD. If you were to actually push a coin 
through a glass table I’d say this is how it would look. 
If you have mastered sleeving this is one worth work-
ing on. Perseus has combined two movements to 
produce a very visual effect.

Coins Thru Hanky is a great routine for the walk-
about performer as three coins visually travel 
through a hanky or napkin that is stretched out 
between spectator’s hands. This can be performed 
under any condition. A very practical routine for the 
working magician.

Other routines include coin in bottle, smashed coins 
and a coin bend. Enough material to get you started 
work on your Light Speed sleeving.

Also included are some moves including the Strike 
Vanish technique. By combining David Williamson 
move with sleeving you can make the coin com-
pletely vanish. He also talks about retrieving a coin 
from a sleeve. If you think you can’t do Light Speed 
without a jacket then watch Perseus perform it with 
only a shirt. He says it can be done in a small space 
but DOES take practice.

Overall this is an excellent DVD using a technique 
that works when sleeving. It will take a lot of practice 
but once you’ve mastered it you’ll have it down for 
life and be able to perform some powerful magic.

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyldTHJIvOE


In this DVD, for the first time Lee Ang Hsuan reveals all 
the secrets of his original techniques. Through this DVD, 
you’ll learn not only his astonishing moves, but also the 
most popular techniques of stage card manipulation 
step by step. Enjoy the excitement of card manipulation 
with Lee Ang Hsuan now! 

YOU WILL LEARN: 

Basic Technique
Single Card Vanish
Cardini Single Card Production
Single Card Production
Split Fan Production
Moderate Technique
Twirling Card Production
Serial Cards Vanish
Perfect Dual Production
Tenkai Dual Production
Advanced Technique
Japanese Fan
Cross Fan Production
Absolute Vanish
The QUAD
Example Of Routine & Explanation 

The evolution of Card 
Manipulation by Lee 
Ang Hsuan and Magic 
Soul

Language Of Subtitles: English, Chinese and Japanese

Running Time: Approximately 1hr 59mins

MY THOUGHTS
While I am a fan of books I think sometimes magic 
can be easier to learn via a DVD. Card manipulations is 
certainly one of them. It’s the best you can get unless 
you physically have somebody teach the moves to you. 
Lee Ang Hsuan is certainly a master of card manipula-
tion and this DVD teaches basic moves to the more 
advanced techniques. I would imagine those who are 
masters themselves at card manipulation would be 
aware of many of the moves taught on here, although 
in the advanced section there may be a few new moves 
and certainly worth adding to any repertoire. His skills 
are incredible and it’s always great to see somebody like 
Lee Ang to give you goals to work towards. 

He teaches the moves in front of a mirror which is clever 
as you get to see the front and backside at the same 
time making it a little easier to understand. You cer-
tainly have to have a good understanding of basic card 
manipulation to fully comprehend the moves and like 
anything that is good in magic a lot of diligent work is 
required to master even the basics.

Even though I’m not a card manipulator I do enjoy 
watching people like Lee because you can see the years 
of work he has put in to learning his craft. I would not 
recommend this DVD to a complete beginner, however 
anybody who card handling skills and either wants 
to add manipulation or learn more advanced moves 
would get a lot from this. If you are looking at taking 
your own card manipulation act to a more advanced 
level then you’ll definitely get a lot from watching and 
learning from Lee Ang.

He also has put together an example of a routine 
combining many of the moves taught. This is a great 
idea as it shows how to construct a routine so you just 
aren’t learning the moves. It’s like learning the piano 
and knowing your scales. They are just scales until you 
actually have a piece of music to work towards and put 
everything in to practice.

Overall and excellent teaching tool with incredible card 
manipulation that once mastered will take your skills to 
a new level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3A4M4S54QY


uLTIMATe SeLF 
WORKING CARD 
TRICKS VL. 3

The Ad: Ultimate Self Working Card Tricks Vol3 col-
lects together ten of the greatest card tricks of all time 
- routines that will absolutely decimate any audience. 
Yet despite their incredible impact, they do not require 
any sleight of hand. Yep, these barnstorming effects are 
SELF WORKING! Using ingenious methods that will al-
low you to fool absolutely anyone, they ensure that you 
can purely concentrate on your performance. 

From Daryl’s insanely visual ‘Rising Card’ to Sal Pia-
cente’s impossible multiphase card cheat demonstra-
tion ‘Memory Opener’ to Caleb Wile’s magician fooling 
‘Armchair Mindreading’, these are truly world class 
magic tricks. Seriously these are NOT your run of the 
mill self working effects - these are some of the most 
powerful card tricks ever invented - they just happen to 
require no sleight of hand. 

Prepare to fool the pants off your audience. And while 
they are busy reeling from the impact of these stun-
ning effects, you will be able to have a little laugh inside 
about just how EASY to perform they were!
Well the title says it all! If you have watched or own the 
first two volumes then you know that the quality of 
magic on here is excellent! I enjoyed both volume 1 and 
2 very much and the third instalment is just as enjoy-

able if not the best of the three in my opinion.
The effects are presented by James Went, Liam Montier, 
Ryan Schlutz and Owen Packard. They are wonderful 
performers and do a great job in presenting some very 
fine magic. There are quite a few effects on the DVD but 
these are my very favorites.

Armchair Mindreading by Caleb Wiles
A great routine in which a spectator has a free cut to a 
card. He then shuffles some cards in a fair manner. The 
magician will successfully discover the chosen card. It’s 
a very clever method.

Rising Card by Daryl
This is basically a great self working effect and looks 
fantastic. It has fantastic visual elements and is definite-
ly worth learning.

Memory Opener By Sal Piacente
 This is a pseudo memorized deck effect in three phases. 
For anyone wanting a really great opener, this is it. 
There is a set up of course but well worth the effort.

Casino Clock By David Solomon
This is a great variation on the Clock Trick. I am a fan of 
that plot and enjoy new offerings in that vein. It is fun to 
watch and fun to perform. Easy to do and packs a wal-
lop! There is also an extra prediction involved to elevate 
this effect into one of those miracles for lay people!

Quadruple Matchup By Nick Trost
If you are a fan of Nick Trost, you will love Quadruple 
Matchup. It is a great prediction effect in which 3 cards 
are freely chosen by the spectator and match the pre-
diction. It can even be accomplished with a borrowed 
deck. I love this one!

The Stapled Card By John Scarne
I think I like this one the best. It is a fun routine where 
a joker and the spectator’s card will change places and 
finally end up being stapled to each other. This is very 
visual and a real mind blower for lay people. Highly 
recommend learning this one.
As with all the Big Blind Media releases as of late, the 
production values are excellent and very professional 
as usual.  I really enjoyed volume 1,2 and now 3. Well 
worth your investment! Very recommended.
Review By Tony Chris

PRICE: $30.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com


WHAT THe FORK by 
Michael Dardant

New Orleans own award winning comedy magician, Mi-
chael Dardant aka Magic Mike(Not the... Dancer) brings 
his Cajun flair to the stage and mesmerizes any audi-
ence with ease. In 2012 he became the most decorated 
magician in North America claiming 16 Championship 
Awards. 

What The Fork is an 1 1/2 HR. breakdown of Michael’s 
Gold Medal Close-Up Act. He performs the routine and 
then resets in front of the camera!
Next is a riveting and inspiring explanation of the men-
tality behind every move and every joke. Whether on 
stage, close-up or even parlor, Every magician will find 
something new to add to their act!

REVIEW BY TONY CHRIS
I have known Michael for a number of years now and he 
is definitely one very talented magician. He excels in the 
fields of stage and close up and has won the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Magicians Close Up award several 
times including this year in St. Louis. He has quickly 
risen as one of magic’s most clever and skilled sleight of 
hand artists and is a joy to watch live and on this DVD.
What the Fork is an excellent DVD that is produced 
very well and highlights the aspects of what it takes to 
put together an award winning act. Michael shares his 
secrets on how he assembled his great act and takes 
you step by step along the way. He teaches his act from 
start to finish and goes through all the subtle moves 
and takes you in depth on how to build and perform a 
close up act that is extremely entertaining, very visual 
and of course polished and competition worthy.
He is a very personable guy and is a great instructor 

as well. I must note that although he teaches you his 
award winning act, what you are getting here is his 
amazing work behind the scenes, creative psychology 
and an act that is very much a part of him. In other 
words, you probably are not going to want to perform 
his act as it is his signature piece. Instead, you will be 
given the tools to create your own great act utilizing 
his wonderful insight and some very cool and practical 
methods of vanishes, appearances and so forth. 
The DVD is of very high quality production and you 
will definitely see a master of his craft. This DVD is very 
highly recommended to anyone who has an apprecia-
tion for close up magic but especially for anyone who 
is currently competing regularly or wants to enter that  
realm. I enjoyed this DVD very much and can’t wait for 
more offerings from Michael Dardant!
Review by Tony Chris

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFOlhBKEX3w


Keep Calm & Carey On 
by John Carey

I enjoyed watching this DVD very much. Very nice pro-
duction value and great content makes for a wonderful 
viewing experience.

John Carey is a really good card magician and fun to 
watch.  He has some very cool and simple procedures 
for taking more complicated handlings of great card 
plots and making them much more palatable for close 
up magicians.

He has some great offerings on this DVD and if you are 
a fan of  “Think a card” Plots, borrowed deck effects, 
mysterious cards and much more, you are in for a treat! 
Lots of great working material here and some very en-
tertaining pieces of magic await you in this DVD.
Here is a breakdown of what is on the DVD.  

1. The Teleport Card. Inspired by Darwin Ortiz’s psycho-
tronic card, this approach to the classic mystery card 
hits hard and will create a striking impression. No weird 
moves, just elegant construction and routining. 
2. My Luck and your Thought. An extremely efficient 
and practical impromptu invisible deck style piece. A 
genuinely thought of card is revealed in a very sly and 
effective manner. 

3. Homage to Marlo. Johns self working approach to Ed 
Marlo’s ace of spades trick. A very effective one phase 
hands off approach to this classic effect, using a utility 
concept useful for many effects. 

4. Extracted from the dark. A beautiful hands off dis-
covery of a mental selection. You will add this to your 
repertoire immediately. 

5. Take Her Home and Poker. From a spectator shuffled 
deck, Lady Luck will always shine on your spectator as 
they always get an unbeatable hand of poker! Features 
Johns shuffled Ose subtlety. A great utility in its own 
right. 

6. Me and my Shadow. Inspired by a wonderful Tony 
Binarelli idea, this two deck routine will get you great 
reactions! Features John’s work on a classic Hofzinser 
technique and an amazing finale. 

7. It’s a Mysteryyy. A solid, practical approach to the 
classic mystery card effect. Technically simple and pow-
erful. 

8. Think a Think. Would you like a simple, powerful and 
reliable think a card technique? Look no further as 
Carey tips his work on this topic.  

9. Another Kickback. John’s gaff free approach to a Ryan 
Swygert effect. No tough moves. Simple and direct. 

10. A mystery in Time by George McBride. John’s great 
friend George McBride very kindly allowed him to share 
this beautiful handling of the mystery card. We honestly 
believe this is one of the finest methods to date! 

11. Thought Trapper. A mental sandwich effect you will 
love using. Sneaky and devious! 

12. Out of Sight, Change your Mind. Carey’s stripped 
down approach to a Vernon miracle. 
13. It’s the Thought That Counts! Another thought of 
card piece from Johns repertoire. Built around an im-
aginary game of Blackjack, you will smile at the method 
and they will react when you perform it! 

I Highly recommend this DVD if you are looking to add 
a few more great card magic effects to your current 
show. There is definitely some real gems here.
Review by Tony Chris

PRICE: $29.99
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHFt_p5vxj4


AT THe TABLe 
SeASON ONe by 
Murphys Magic

At the Table Live Lecture Series Season 1 starts with 
5 heavy-hitting lectures, on 5 amazing DVDs. Each 
lecture is jam packed with magic that has been tried, 
tested and proven make you get noticed. With names 
like Michael Ammar, Daniel Garcia, Jason England, 
Alex Pandrea and Jon Armstrong, how could you go 
wrong? You can’t. 

Michael Ammar is a living legend of magic, and he 
kicks off the launch of the At the Table Live Lecture 
Series with a jam packed lecture, where he dives into 
an all new portion where he performs and explains in 
detail, effects that have never been published before. 
A solid 2 hour lecture full of magic and theory! 

Next, join Joshua Jay as he hosts the live lecture for 
Daniel Garcia. Garcia is no stranger to magic, having 
helped sculpt the TV careers of the likes of Dynamo, 
David Blaine and many others. In his lecture, Garcia 
presents a fun-filled filled event with his comical touch 
and explosive and visual style of magic that only Dan-
iel Garcia could deliver. 

Jason England stops by to sit with host Eric Jones as he 
demonstrates what makes him known as one of THE 
best living card men on the planet. From pure sleight 
of hand demonstrations to scams, cheating tech-
niques and hustles, anyone serious about their card 

magic cannot miss out on this rare opportunity to learn 
from the man himself, Jason England. 

Next is Alex Pandrea. He may be the “New Kid on the 
Block”, but once you see what Alex can do with a deck 
of cards, you would almost think he was possessed by 
Vernon himself. His 2 hour lecture focuses on some 
of the moves and routines Alex is known for, but also 
some effects and moves that Alex has never published 
before. 

Finally, Jon Armstrong sits down with host Mike 
Hankins, to deliver a 2 ½ hour lecture where Jon focuses 
on close-up magic with a deck of cards as well as some 
rubber bands and a tiny plunger. For the finale, Jon 
brings out his signature stand-up routine, where he 
performs and explains in detail his 25 min parlor/stage 
act, using nothing but a deck of cards. This is the act he 
takes all over the world, and now is revealing it to you.

My Thoughts
FIVE amazing DVDs filled with incredible magic, tips, 
advice and some of the world’s leading magicians. What 
more could you want? If you missed out on the down-
loads or watching this live this series of 5 DVDs will give 
you enough material to last you a year. Murphy’s Magic 
have done something incredibly special here and with 
Joshua Jay as the host you get a very intelligent con-
versation with loads of ground breaking technology. 
There is something in this set of DVDs for every body 
and suited to every range from beginner to full time 
professional. I wish I could tell you I had a favorite but 
that wouldn’t be fare to any of the others because quite 
frankly, they are all outstanding. You have hours upon 
hours of valuable information filled with some of the 
best magic you’ll ever see ... and this is only the first FIVE 
in the series.

Michael Ammar is definitely one of the most skilled 
magicians on the planet, and certainly one of the fin-
est teachers. He has influenced more magicians today 
than probably any other person. What is unique about 
this session is that he goes through how he prepared 
for the David Letterman show. They show the clip 
and talk through it, as well as explaining the magic he 
performed on there, the most important part of this is 
what was going through his mind. It was fascinating to 
watch and the advice he gave was gold. Anybody who 
is about to do a talk show or TV appearance needs to 
watch this DVD and hear what Michael had to say. What 
I particularly enjoyed was how open Michael is. There 
is something about this setting that really opens up all 
the performers and this also has to do with the host 
Joshua Jay and how relaxed he is with everybody.

Daniel Garcia - I’ve been a fan of his for many years and 
so this was a chance to see him perform some older 
things as well as new ideas. The effects you will learn are 



stunning, practical and well within the reach of every-
body. Of particular interest are the moments where he 
talks about working on television and creating magic 
for that genre. I also like the insights in how he creates 
the effects and the thought process behind it all. 

Alex Pandrea performs some great card routines but my 
favorite is his bill switch. It’s a little more difficult than 
the regular bill switch but this can be done surrounded. 
The switch is very clever and while it uses a thumbtip 
you don’t have it hidden the entire time behind your 
hand. This is a mis-made bill version but you can do a 
switch of any kind. The second deal control is worth 
the entire DVD for me. The reason for doing the second 
deal makes so much sense and it’s close-up theatre at 
its finest. Eric Jones does a great job as host and he asks 
all the right questions. If you wanted a reason to learn 
a second deal this is it. I love his premise for the Ambi-
tious Card routine because whenever I work the ques-
tion people ask more than any other is “can you cheat at 
cards?” This is the perfect routine to answer that ques-
tion and it’s an impressive Ambitious Card routine.

Mike Hankins has a lof of fun with Jon Armstrong. John 
as many of you know released a wonderful item called 
Tiny Plunger. To start this series John shares some 
ideas using the Plunger that are worth looking at if you 
already own this little gem. Jon explains some of his 
classic routines including Rubber Band through neck  
and Rubber Band melt. What I think is the value here is 
Jon performs and explains his 25 minute parlor/stage 
act which I’ve seen him do live in a theatre. One of my 
favorite pieces on here is Jon’s Card Under The Watch. 
He teaches it all here and even some insights I wasn’t 
aware of when he performs this.
The great thing about these DVDs is that there are ques-
tions from people watching during the live taping from 
all around the world. These are often starting points for 
some great tips and advice from all the people featured 
on these DVDs.

The final DVD is by Jason 
England and the bonus 
here for me was the 
insight  and tips for his 
unique take to both mag-
ic and cheating. Again 
great value for money 
and certainly things you 
wouldn’t see in a regular 
lecture. I found having 
seen a few of these magi-
cians work and lecture 
live this series of DVDs 
and method of learning 
gives them a chance to 
be a little more relaxed 
and able to share more 

with the viewers than perhaps they could in lectures. 
Also the multiple camera angels really help making 
learning that much easier.

Watching Jason with a deck of cards is a real treat and if 
you love great card magic then you are going to LOVE 
this DVD.

Be sure to check out the downloads of ALL of the great 
lectures as well as the weekly lecture series.

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com


APPS
REVIEW
BY CARL ANDREWS

“21st Century Prediction” from Keyl Magic
Price $29.99USD

Publisher’s Description:

This application allows one to predict a number, word, 
drawing or any other information that a person might 
name. It is intended for mentalists, magicians and 
other mystery entertainers and is priced accordingly. 
Of course, anyone may purchase the application but 
please be aware that it will require time and practice 
before you can create a compelling deception for your 
audience.If you’ve ever wanted to fool family, friends or 
co-workers with something they’ll never be able to ex-
plain, you’re in the right place. Not only is this the most 
deceptive app in the App Store, but most importantly it 
DOESN’T LOOK LIKE AN APP! 

Your spectators won’t even be aware that you’re using 
an app. 21st Century Prediction will work by itself, but 
the illusion is made more powerful by employing a hid-
den assistant. This assistant will require the 21st Century 
Prediction Assistant application (which is FREE). Various 

demo videos available on our website show the result 
with and without an assistant. Take a look on our web-
site and see for yourself how powerful this can be. Bring 
your creativity to bear to come up with even greater 
presentations for this app.

The Effect:
You send an email to a spectator and ask them not to 
open it yet. Then ask them to think of any word or any 
number, almost anything. The spectator is asked to 
open the email you sent moments earlier. Inside the 
email is a photo of you holding a piece of paper with 
their very thought written on it.

My Thoughts:
Wow! It’s like using your iPhone as a swami gimmick. 
Very clever and totally deceptive. There is also a con-
federate method using a free companion App, making 
it even more hands off although performing it yourself, 
there is really nothing to see or suspect. The video in-
struction in the App is very in depth and easy to follow 
as are the written instructions. 21st Century Prediction 
looks great, works great and is very well thought out 
with several custom options. The icon even disguises 
the App on your springboard from prying eyes. Very 
highly recommended

Demo: http://keylmagic.com/site/portfolio-view/21st-
century-prediction/

iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/21st-century-
prediction/id703192910?mt=8
 

audience.If
http://keylmagic.com/site/portfolio-view/21st
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/21st-century-prediction/id703192910?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/21st-century-prediction/id703192910?mt=8


“Any Dice” by Alan 
Rorrison and Will 
Jones  

Price $30.99USD in the App Store
Developer Description:

“This thing is awesome!” - Dynamo!
Any Dice is a set of ingenious effects from the mind of 
Alan Rorrison that allow you to give your phone to a 
spectator and have them roll any combination of dice 
before locking the device. Without any forces, fixing 
or even a word exchanged you are able to reveal the 
number of dice and what is displayed on them, all while 
your phone remains locked.
Two methods are taught, along with a couple of bonus 
effects that the creative performer will absolutely love.!
Important points to note:
- Can be performed entirely surrounded and completely 
hands off (You don’t touch the phone between selec-
tion and revelation)
- Your phone is completely examinable before, during 
and after the effect.

- No assistants needed
- Very easy to learn and minimal memory work required!
- Suitable for both the beginner magician or the sea-
soned professional
- Contains three bonus effects, with more coming in 
future!
 
Before purchasing please note that any and all broad-
casting rights regardless of media (TV, Internet, Radio, 
etc) have been reserved. Please contact Alan Rorrison in 
writing for permission.
 This App is intended for entertainment purposes, and 
does not give you real psychic abilities, or the ability to 
read a person’s mind.
 Use with a Pebble SmartWatch recommended, but 
not required.

 The Effect:

You hand your iPhone to a spectator and ask them to 
roll a predefined number of dice with the App. The type 
of dice and be dots, numbers, colors or ESP symbols. 
They can roll as many times as they like while the per-
formers back is turned. Without turning around or even 
touching the iPhone, the performer is able to reveal 
the spectator’s choice of dice as well as the values they 
have rolled.

My Thoughts:
The App is no frills as far as appearance but works as 
advertised and the effect is very strong.
Any Dice can be used with or without a Pebble watch. 
It provides both a thumper and notification method. I 
believe the Pebble watch method is by far the best way 
to go with this App.

Using Any Dice with a Pebble watch allows the routine 
to be completely hands off, so you don’t have to handle 
the phone before the revelation.

Recommended

 
iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/app/id821168605

https://itunes.apple.com/app/id821168605


DOWNLOAD
REVIEW
Revolt by Geraint 
Clarke

Welsh underground superstar Geraint Clark offers three 
brilliant playing card divinations from a shuffled deck 
in use. But these are far from you standard pick a card 
trick. Each effect is more impossible than the last, with 
the magician revealing the chosen card though there 
was no way to for him to have any idea what the card 
was. Each effect, is diabolical, practical and most of all 
potent for a lay audience. This is REVOLT. Here’s what 
you get: 

ESSENTIAL - A FREELY CHOSEN card is selected at ran-
dom and the spectator is then able to shuffle the card 
into the deck losing it completely. The magician is able 
to locate the card despite these test conditions. This ef-
fect relies on a very clever principle that once mastered 
will help you create miracles in this and countless other 
effects. Geraint offers several ways to get into and out 
of the effect, and offers advice on how to handle less 
than optimal conditions to create the strongest effect 
possible. 

ALTER EGO - A card is chosen at random and lost in the 
pack, then the spectator is able to shuffle the cards, los-
ing the card legitimately. The magician is able to divine 
the name of the card without ever having to touch the 
deck. The method is genius, can be set up while inter-
acting with the audience between tricks and has the 
potential to create a real moment of astonishment. 

MOMENTUM - You’ll be using this one moments after 
seeing this clever method. Again, a freely chosen card is 

selected and replaced in the pack and can be lost in the 
pack. Before the cards have been handed to the specta-
tor to be shuffled, and without turning ANY cards face 
up, you will instantly know the name of the selection. 
Momentum allows you to take a very common place 
item, one that you carry with you daily, and turn it into 
an impromptu gaff. Get miles ahead in your card work, 
creating true miracles with pasteboards.

MY THOUGHTS:
ESSENTIAL - this is the first trick taught and the method 
is such that it will throw people off should they be 
aware of other methods. The great thing here is that the 
spectator shuffles the deck and the cards ARE mixed 
up, yet you are still able to find their chosen card. Any 
effect with an outcome that is seemingly impossible is 
well worth adding to your card repertoire.  It’s incred-
ibly clean and fair which is what you want from a trick 
like this. It’s an incredibly clever use of a concept that 
most are aware of in cards, but used in such a way that 
it makes it impossible to go back and work out any 
method. 

ALTER EGO -  another incredibly fair chosen card is 
revealed under impossible conditions  This is another 
clever method that doesn’t require too much sill other 
than being able to riffle cards. What is great about this 
routine is that the secret is destroyed once the specta-
tor picks up the deck. This really is a nice way to end 
very clean. This does require a little preparation but  it’s 
well worth it to achieve such an impossible and fair cho-
sen card. In performance if I wanted to really impress 
people I would start with this and combine the other 
two effects taught on the download.

MOMENTUM - This is a great use of something most of 
us own and carry with us all the time. By combining it 
with a deck of cards you have the most powerful means 
to know what card was chosen and fairly placed and 
shuffled in the deck. A very clever use that is so damn 
simple I’m annoyed I didn’t think of it. Well worth get-
ting this download just for this little gem, and it’s not 
even a move. I love this kind of thinking because it’s 
something I’ll never forget.

COST: $6.00
DOWNLOAD from your favorite magic dealer
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

www.murphysmagic.com


THINK-A-DRINK
By Bursky & Mitchell 

REVIEWED BY NICK LEWIN

A break in my schedule has allowed me to catch up 
with some reading and research and I would like to 
draw your attention to an item that has particularly 
caught my attention. It seems I always get nice respons-
es from my readers when I cast my somewhat jaundiced 
eyes over the latest releases to the magic community 
and this is a trick I feel rather strongly about.

There are a handful of tricks that are guaranteed to be 
audience favorites due to their very nature. These ef-
fects become classics and are generally performed by 
a great many performers. Sometimes you get a classic 
trick that is not often seen performed live by magicians 
and its impact is better classified in the ‘legendary’ cat-
egory. Think-A- Drink is one such effect. I have only seen 
the effect performed once when Earl Nelson, presented 
his version of Alan Wakeling’s Bar Act. It totally knocked 
me out.

There are more versions and names for this effect than 
you can shake a martini at, but I will continue to refer 
to it in this brief article as Think-A-Drink which was the 
title given to it by the man who was so identified with 
it that it became part of his name---Charles “Think-A-
Drink Hoffman. While Hoffman didn’t invent the trick 
he certainly perfected it to the degree that he defini-

tively came to ‘own’ it in a performing sense. However I 
personally rather like the title that French magician Ryss 
gave the effect, ‘Le Barman de Satan!”

Billy McComb always used to say that when a magician 
was looking for a signature piece of magic to perform 
he would do well to focus on tricks that are complicated 
to master and rather painstaking to perform and you 
would find a lot fewer performers presenting the effect 
in public. Think-A-Drink certainly comes into this cat-
egory. If you are looking for a classic piece of magic that 
will stick in an audience’s mind then this trick comes 
high on any objective list you could make, just ask Steve 
Cohen how he feels about it. Even better Think-A-Drink 
has a plotline that can be summed up in a sentence. 
“The magician poured out all kinds of drinks from a 
single container---and we even got to drink them!” The 
best tricks are the ones that can be summed up this 
easily.

An excellent source book of information was just 
published that gathers together most of the important 
aspects of this routine. The book is called ‘Alan Bursky 
Presents Think-A-Drink,’ and it contains eleven previ-
ously published routines, some fascinating articles and 
personal memoirs concerning this particular effect. The 
book has been meticulously researched and it does a 
wonderful job of making its information relevant and 
useful to any contemporary magician.

On a very practical level the final chapter detailing the 
various resources needed to perform the mechanics of 
the trick is probably worth the price of the book if you 
decide to add the trick to your repetoire. If you pur-
chase this book and read it intelligently you can add the 
Think-A-Drink to your show, which is quite something 
to say about a trick that has made as many reputations 
as this one. I am equally sure there are many magical 
historians and hobbyists who will be excited to read the 
book just to add to their knowledge about this some-
what forgotten classic. 

The book is published in an electronic edition con-
tained on a digital disc that can be read in a very ef-
fective PDF format on your computer. The design and 
graphics in the book are the work of co-publisher Steve 
Mitchell and coupled with the classic magic artwork 
they make the book a delightful read. I thoroughly 
enjoyed it and wanted to share my opinion with you. I 
hope there are more volumes in this series to be re-
leased.

The Think-A-Drink book can be purchased for $33 
plus shipping/handling. For full details go to http://
thinkadrink.weebly.com/

http://thinkadrink.weebly.com
http://thinkadrink.weebly.com
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